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Abstract

Abstract

A Cloud Computing Environment (CCE) leverages the advantages offered

by virtualisation to enable the sharing of computing resources among cloud

users elastically and based on the user requirements. Hence, virtual machines

(VMs) can share physical resources within the same physical machine (PM).

However, resource sharing is exposed to potential security threats that can

lead to a malicious co-residency, or multitenancy, between the co-located VMs.

The malicious co-residency happens when a malicious VM is co-located with a

critical, or target, VM on the same PM, leading to side-channel attacks (SCAs),

widely recognised as a potential threat in CCEs. Specifically, the SCAs allow

the malicious VMs to capture private information from the target VMs by

co-locating with them on the same PM. The co-location of VMs is an outcome

of the VMs allocation algorithm behaviour, which is responsible for allocating

the VMs to a specific PM based on defined allocation objectives. As such, the

VMs allocation behaviours can potentially lead to a malicious co-residency;

hence, it is significant that the implemented VMs allocation algorithms need

to be made secure.

Most of the earlier studies tackled the malicious co-residency, which leads

to SCAs, through specific solutions, by focusing on either formulating VMs

allocation algorithms or modifying the architecture of the CCEs to mitigate

the threats of SCAs. However, most of them are oriented to specific situations

and assumptions, leading to malicious co-residency when applied to other

scopes or situations. While in our work, we presented the solution from a

different holistic perspective by studying the allocation behaviours and other

properties that affect and lead to obtaining a secure VMs allocation. In

addition, we develop a secure VMs allocation model that aims to minimise the

malicious co-residency under various situations and constraints. Furthermore,

xiv
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we introduce an evaluation of our model using an optimisation-based approach

by utilising a linear programming technique to capture the behaviour of the

optimal VMs allocation. Moreover, based on the optimisation-based outcomes,

we develop security-aware VMs allocation and VMs migration algorithms that

aim to allocate the VMs securely to reduce the potential threats from malicious

co-residency.

Therefore, to accomplish our objectives, we utilise state of the art tools

and simulations such as PuLP and CloudSim to examine and implement the

VMs allocation algorithms. Moreover, we perform an extensive examination of

selected VMs allocation behaviours, which are stacking-based, random-based

and spreading-based. The examinations are performed under different scenarios

and structures for each behaviour to understand the possible situations that

lead to secure VMs allocation.

Hence, we show that the stacking-based behaviours algorithms are more

likely to produce secure allocations than those with spreading-based or random-

based allocation behaviours algorithms. Accordingly, our stacking-based al-

gorithms are significantly better as they produce secure allocations more than

the compared algorithms under the same examined situations. Moreover, our

results show that VMs arrival time has a significant impact producing secure

allocations, where the arrival of target or malicious VMs earlier than the rest

of VMs often minimises the malicious co-residency occurrence. In addition, the

high available resources diversity between the available resources of PMs yields

to produce more secure allocations as it offers more allocation options for the al-

location algorithms and thus more flexibility. Furthermore, our stacking-based

algorithms show the lowest PMs usage among the compared algorithms, by

significant amounts, under most examined situations, leading to utilising fewer

PMs and therefore fewer power consumption of the available resources. Lastly,

the number of VMs migration is the lowest among the examined algorithms,

leading to the higher availability of the VMs in cloud systems by avoiding many

interruptions resulting from the VMs migration while enhancing the state of

the secure allocations.
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Chapter 1. Introduction to Cloud Computing Environments

Chapter 1

Introduction to Cloud Computing

Environments

1.1 Introduction

The paradigm of Cloud Computing Enviroment (CCE) focuses on enabling the

deployment of a broad range of services such as web applications, enterprise

systems or large-scale analytics applications, among others. They enable the

abstraction, pooling, and scalable sharing of computing resources (e.g., CPUs,

RAMs and storage) and make them accessible across a network by a pool

of users. The sharing of computing resources is enabled by virtualization

technology, which is a technique that provides an extensive distributed com-

puting resource dynamically. The virtualisation technology allows cloud users

to access the physical resources hosted on Physical Machine (PM) through

Virtual Machine (VM). Otherwise stated, virtualisation enables the sharing

of physical computing resources among cloud users efficiently and based on

demand to allow the high utilisation of the physical resources.

As such, in CCEs, the resource requirements of an executing workload

fluctuate; for instance, the CPUs requirements may need more resources to

execute certain tasks. Thus, the provided physical resources can be dynamically

allocated to or reclaimed from the users based on the defined resources needs.

Hence, the provisioning of resources is elastic, based on the defined user

requirements. Hence, Cloud Service Provider (CSP) can dynamically provide

a comprehensive distributed computing resource to the cloud users according

to their utilisation needs. Therefore, the allocation of resources is flexible and
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requires less time and management than traditional on-premise allocation [40].

1.2 The Threats from Malicious VMs Co-residency

in CCEs

The CSPs are enabling multiple users to share a common computing platform

with dynamically available resources. This dynamic and shared resources

allocation invariably means that a PM can potentially share its resources

among a set of distinct users or VMs, in what is known as VM co-location.

As a consequence of VMs co-location, rather than VMs having dedicated

resources, the cloud users will share the same set of physical resources, leading

to the so-called VMs co-location threats. In other words, the VMs co-location

will potentially open the doors for unprecedented security threats, ranging

from data-level to system-level threats resulting from these new computing

environments [21].

1.2.1 Threat of Side-Channel Attacks (SCAs)

The types of threats from VMs co-location range from data confidentiality

breaches to denial-of-service attacks. Thus, VMs co-location, though enabling

efficient resource sharing, is creating unwanted side-channels, which can be

sources of potential Side-Channel Attack (SCA) [52]. The side-channels are

(unwanted) communication channels between processes that may leak sensitive

outputs from a process, among many others [97]. Hence, the SCAs are the

attacks that utilise the normal outputs gained from the computer system where

the communication channels between processes occurring. The SCAs can occur

when a malicious VM shares the same PM with a target VM, a VM that contains

sensitive information. Specifically, when VMs are co-resident (or co-located)

on the same PM, one (malicious) VM can analyse characteristics of another

(target) VM, e.g., the timing properties, to infer various information such as

cryptographic keys. This attack depends on collecting related information

about the target VMs, such as execution time through a cache-based attack,

then analysing the collected bits of information for profiling and performing

the attack.
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1.2.2 Defend Against SCAs through VMs allocation

The impact of SCAs expanded from software to hardware level and becoming

more prevalent due to the range of side channels that could potentially be

exposed [14, 82]. Thus, to overcome the problem of SCAs, it is crucial that

malicious VMs, i.e., those wishing to steal information, and target VMs, i.e.,

those with sensitive information, are not co-resident on the same PM. Otherwise

stated, the VMs allocation algorithm responsible for allocating the VMs into

specific PMs needs to be security-oriented to defend against the SCAs threats.

In general, the VMs allocation’s objective depends on the desired outcome

of the allocation process, for instance, reducing the power consumption of

the PMs. In some cases, the allocation objective is related to network traffic

control, which allocates the related VMs on the same network subnet [65]. In

comparison, this thesis focuses on the VMs allocation algorithms that aim to

allocate the VMs securely in CCEs to defend against SCAs.

1.3 Problem Statement

The thesis aims to study the malicious co-residency problem in CCEs among

cloud users, which leads to SCAs. In CCEs, when VMs are co-resident on

the same PM, and some of the VMs are categorised as malicious VMs, this

co-location is considered a malicious co-residency. Thus, the malicious co-

residency means that the malicious VMs and the target VMs sharing the same

PM. The malicious VM can obtain and analyse characteristics of other VMs

sharing the same PM to deduce private information such as cryptographic keys.

Moreover, the SCAs is considered a passive attack; therefore, it is difficult for

the CSPs to defend against it and relatively easy for the attacker to perform it

without being detected.

As such, the malicious VM requires a co-residency with the target VM to

perform its attack. With an inefficient allocation algorithm, the malicious user

can achieve such a goal depends on the VMs allocation algorithm behaviour

that the CSPs utilises to allocate the VMs. In other words, the behaviour

of the VMs allocation algorithm contributes significantly to either achieving

malicious co-residency or secure VMs allocation.
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1.4 Research Objectives

There are three main objectives of the thesis: Examine and capture the patterns

from the optimised VMs allocation outcomes using an optimisation-based tool

named PuLP [70]. This tool is designed to solve an optimisation problem

represented in a mathematical model to produce an optimal solution. As such,

the tool will examine the proposed secure VMs allocation model subject to a

set of constraints to produce many potential acceptable solutions. Then, the

examined outcomes lead to developing secure VMs allocation algorithms that

aim to reduce the impact of malicious co-residency in CCEs and mitigate the

risk of SCAs. Moreover, investigate selected VMs allocation behaviours and

defined properties that affect obtaining secure VMs allocation. The following

points summarise the intended outcomes of this research:

1. Develop a secure VMs allocation model that aims to allocate the VMs

securely in CCEs under resource constraints while reducing the utilised

PMs. Moreover, we evaluate the behaviour of the proposed model using

an optimisation-based tool called PuLP [70]. The model evaluation

aims to capture the optimal secure VMs allocation patterns produced by

PuLP. The model evaluation aims to capture the optimal secure VMs

allocation patterns produced by PuLP. The term “optimal” is used by

PuLP to indicate that the produced solution complies with the defined

objective and constraints (otherwise, the solution is not regarded as

being optimal). The examined optimal allocation is selected out of many

possible allocations under a defined set of configurations. Thus, the

selected optimal allocation is bounded to the properties of the defined

model constraints, resources of the VMs, PMs and allocation scenarios.

The optimal allocation only exists when the set of the defined constraints

of the model are met. For instance, the available resources of the PMs

can accommodate the required resources by the VMs.

2. Develop and evaluate secure VMs allocation algorithms that aim to

reduce the chance of malicious co-residency while using fewer available

PMs in the cloud system. Furthermore, we extended our algorithms to

consider the dependent VMs represented as graphs to examine the effect
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of their relation on producing secure VMs allocations.

3. Investigate the behaviour of various state-of-the-art VMs allocation al-

gorithms and their effect on producing secure allocations. These are

(i) Round Robin, (ii) Random and (iii) previously selected servers first

(PSSF) algorithms. Each of these algorithms has unique allocation beha-

viours. Hence, we consider three VMs allocation behaviours: (i) stacking,

(ii) spreading and (iii) Random.

4. Examine the effect of defined properties on producing secure VMs al-

locations. These properties are: (i) The impact of VMs arrival based

on their type. For instance, study the impact of the arrival of malicious

VMs before the target VMs on obtaining a malicious co-residency. (ii)

The impact of the number of VMs based on their classified type. For

example, the arrival of many malicious VMs while the number of target

VMs is small on the overall malicious co-residency. (iii) The impact of the

structure of the available resources of the PMs or demanded resources of

the VMs. (iv) The impact of the VMs allocation behaviours algorithms

on the VMs migration number and PMs usage. In other words, studying

the effect of the number of VMs migrated and the number of PMs utilised

during the allocation will aim to achieve secure VMs allocation.

1.5 Research Methodology

The thesis follows a research methodology based on quantitative analysis of

the gathered data from extensive performed experiments. As such, we utilise

and evaluate mathematical modelling to understand the behaviour of the

optimal VMs allocation algorithms. Subsequently, we performed extensive

empirical experiments to understand the VMs allocation behaviours that lead

to secure allocations under various cloud structures. In summation, the research

methodology of this thesis contains the following:

1. Taxonomy of related secure VMs allocation algorithms: we performed a

deep investigation of the previous solutions related to secure VMs alloca-

tion in CCEs. The objective of the investigation is to obtain an abstract
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solution based on the previous literature by learning and classifying the

main aspects that affect the security of the VMs allocation. The classific-

ation includes studying the effect of each level of the cloud system, the

attacker behaviour, attack impact, and the proposed countermeasures.

2. Evaluation of mathematical model: we utilise a linear programming solver

to evaluate our proposed secure VMs allocation mathematical model.

The objective of utilising the solver is to make a better decision for a

specific situation under a set of constraints related to the secure VMs

allocation. Hence, to be able to capture the behaviour of the optimal

solutions for obtaining secure VMs allocation. Knowing how to perform

such activity, which captures the allocation behaviour of the optimal

situation, helps develop the algorithms intended for obtaining a secure

allocation.

3. Simulation of presented algorithms: we utilise real-world cloud computing

traces from the Microsoft Azure data centre, which provides realistic

traces of the VMs from an existing cloud provider to examine our al-

gorithms under actual heterogeneous VMs traces. Moreover, we utilise

a powerful state-of-the-art simulation tool to simulate different aspects

related to the CCEs architecture called CloudSim. It is an open-source

cloud simulation environment that builds based on cloud system work-

loads that aim to simulate the provisioning of cloud computing systems

which contributes to providing a valuable estimate of the expected out-

come of certain situations and an initial understanding of the behaviour

of the allocation process.

1.6 Contributions of the Thesis

As stated, this thesis has three main objectives: capturing the patterns for

the optimal VMs allocation model using an optimisation-based approach,

developing secure VMs allocation algorithms that aim to reduce the impact of

malicious co-residency in CCEs and studying the VMs allocation behaviours and

their effect on reducing the chance of malicious VMs co-residency. Therefore,

we summarise the key contributions of this work as follow:
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1. We present a taxonomy of the previous related secure VMs allocation

algorithms and approaches in CCEs. Then, we study and classify them

to provide a framework of the attacker behaviours and the attack impact

on different levels of the cloud architecture. Afterwards, we develop a

secure VMs allocation model that aims to securely allocate the VMs

while reducing the utilise PMs and minimising the VMs migration. As

such, we develop and evaluate a linear programming-based algorithm

called OSA to produce optimal secure VMs allocations using PuLP solver

under a given set of constraints. Moreover, we propose a learning model

framework that classifies the VMs into types based on their behavioural

analysis.

2. We develop and evaluate algorithms that follow a stacking-based be-

haviour called SS and SRS to produce secure VMs allocation in CCEs.

Furthermore, we develop a VMs migration algorithm that aims to enhance

the proposed secure VMs allocation and maintain the VMs allocation

secure as possible. As a result of this contribution, we publish part

of our work that aimed to present the SRS and investigate the non-

heterogeneous VMs allocation behaviours that are more likely to lead

to a secure allocation [7]. Our results showed that the spreading VMs

allocation behaviours yield more malicious allocations than stacking and

random. Moreover, the stacking algorithms yield less VMs migration

than random or spreading. Furthermore, the VMs arrival has a significant

impact on producing secure allocation. In addition, the development

and evaluation of the SS algorithm have been submitted for possible

publication [8].

3. We develop a graph-based model and algorithms that consider the depend-

ent VMs represented as graphs to examine their effect on the graph-based

allocation. Consequently, we introduce two algorithms called GbSS and

GbSRS, which allocates the VMs based on the graph-based model. We

publish part of this work that aimed to present the GbSRS algorithm and

represent dependent VMs allocation. This work aimed to evaluate the

effect of heterogeneous VMs allocation, VMs migration and PMs usages
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under the Fat-tree architecture [6]. This work showed that data centre

architecture has a significant impact on random behaviours algorithm

as it shows more secure allocations than anticipated. Also, the stacking

behaviours produce more secure allocations than spreading or random

behaviours. Additionally, the VMs migration is the worst under the

spreading behaviours, while the stacking based is considered the best

among the examined behaviours.

4. We extensively evaluate the proposed algorithms behaviours under various

situations and scenarios to examine their behaviours on obtaining secure

allocations. As such, we compare and evaluate the stacking, spreading and

random VMs allocation behaviours. Moreover, we examine the impact

of various properties that affect the proposed allocations behaviours,

including different PMs heterogeneity levels, diversity of VMs demanded

resources, various VMs arrival times and under different numbers of VMs

according to their classified type.

1.7 Thesis Outcomes

Generally, the extensive examination of the allocations behaviours under

different properties shows that the stacking-based behaviours algorithms are

more likely to produce secure allocations than those with spreading-based or

random-based allocation behaviours algorithms. As such, our stacking-based

algorithms are significantly better as they produce secure allocations more

than the compared algorithms under the same examined situations.

Furthermore, our results show that VMs arrival time has a considerable

impact on the secure allocations, where the arrival of target or malicious VMs

earlier than the rest of VMs often leads to malicious co-residency avoidance.

Additionally, the high available resources diversity of the PMs yields to produce

more secure allocations as it offers more allocation options for the allocation

algorithms and thus more flexibility.

Lastly, our stacking-based algorithms show the lowest PMs usage among the

compared algorithms, by significant amounts, under most examined situations,

leading to utilising fewer PMs and therefore fewer power consumption of the
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available resources. Moreover, the number VMs migration is the lowest among

the examined algorithms. Hence, leading to the high availability of the VMs in

cloud systems by avoiding many interruptions resulting from the VMs migration

while enhancing the state of the secure allocations.

1.8 Thesis Structure

The following chapters of the thesis are structured as follows; in chapter 2,

we will present background about cloud computing and the attack model

considered in this thesis, which is the SCA. In chapter 3, we will introduce

a taxonomy of the related works and domains tackling the SCA problem in

CCEs. Subsequently, in chapter 4, we will develop and examine the considered

secure VMs allocation model in CCEs. Afterwards, in chapter 5, we will

present our secure VMs allocation algorithms and extensive evaluation and

comparison with other VMs allocation behaviours. Then, in chapter 6, we will

extend our algorithms by considering the graph-based VMs allocation; as such,

we will develop, evaluate, compare algorithms based on different data centre

structures. Finally, in chapter 7, we will conclude our work by summarising

the key findings and propose possible future works direction.
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Chapter 2

Background of Side-Channel Attacks in

Cloud Computing Environments

Preface

This chapter will introduce a background about cloud computing and its

related components and services, including the service models and the deploy-

ment models of the cloud systems. Moreover, it will explain the virtualisation

technology that considers the core of the cloud systems, enabling the sharing

of the resources among the cloud users. This sharing of cloud resources leads

to security issues which this chapter will discuss as well.

Specifically, we will describe the SCAs in CCEs and generally under other

domains. It includes the nature of this attack, how it performs in CCEs, and

examples of this attack. Also, we show the severity of this attack on cloud users

and how they can be impacted due to the amount of leakage of information

that causes potentially harmful attacks.

2.1 Cloud Computing Environment

This section will present a brief description of the cloud computing environment,

including cloud components and services. Moreover, we will explain the most

common cloud service models and cloud service deployments. Further, we will

explain the virtualisation technology, the core of the cloud system, and its

vital role in sharing cloud environments’ resources among cloud users. Lastly,

we will highlight in general some of the security issues occurring due to the
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sharing of resources offered by the cloud system.

2.1.1 Cloud Computing Introduction

The cloud computing paradigm is the deployment of a broad range of services

such as web applications, enterprise systems, or large-scale analytics applic-

ations. These services enable the abstraction, pooling, and scalable sharing

of computing resources (e.g., CPU, storage), accessible across a network, by

a pool of users. In other words, according to NIST: "Cloud computing is a

model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a

shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, stor-

age, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released

with minimal management effort or service provider interaction" [68].

Figure 2.1: Cloud Computing Paradigm.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, cloud computing users can utilise the computing

resources or services offered by the cloud providers through the network and on-

demand basis. These services include servers, storage, networks, applications

and other services.

The utilisation of the services depends on the user needs; some users may

only require applications for their businesses without the hustle of the underline

infrastructure. For example, email-based applications, storage-based applic-

ations or other specified required applications. At the same time, some may

need to customise their underline infrastructure while hosting their application
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on the cloud system. For instance, some users need to customise the operating

systems that are hosting their applications. Thus, the CSPs offers service

models that fit the need of the cloud users. These service models are Software

as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a Service

(IaaS) and other services specified for a particular role [49]. The service models

will be explained in Section 2.1.2.

Moreover, the CSPs classifies the deployment models into many types

depending on the cloud users’ needs. The deployment models are public,

private, hybrid clouds and other types [79]. We will only describe the most

common types in Section 2.1.3: public, private, and hybrid clouds.

The benefits of utilising the cloud computing services and models are

due to the flexibility and agility they offer for business growth compared to

traditional on-premiss computing. Cloud computing offers many benefits for

users, including the flexibility of managing the resources while efficiently utilise

them. Moreover, it maximises the efficiency of utilising the resources by offering

the resources on-demand and as needed. Alternatively stated, building an

on-premises infrastructure using the traditional methods leads to unnecessary

cost and physical space allocation for the hardware equipments, including

servers, storage and networks. In contrast, in cloud computing the resources,

including hardware equipments, are utilised as a service remotely based on

the user needs, thus reducing the cost of building and managing them. Also,

the scalability of the resources in cloud computing systems is more agile and

efficient than traditional on-premises computing. In other words, information

technology systems are the enabler for the business to grow fast and agile;

thus, the scalability of cloud computing offers the ability to add or enhance

new resources in a short time and less cost than the traditional one [20].

On the other hand, the security of using cloud computing is debatable due

to the security issues on them as they offer sharing of the resources among

users. Despite the great benefits they offer in data availability by preventing

them from being lost or damaged, they suffer from security issues related to

data confidentially due to the sharing of computing resources. In Section 2.2,

we will explain more about the security issues of utilising CCEs.
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2.1.2 Cloud Computing Service Models

In this section, we will explain the cloud service models, including the most

common types: SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. The service models identify the respons-

ibilities of the resources managed by the cloud provider and those managed

by the cloud users. Moreover, we will highlight some of the modern service

models which considered an extension of the mentioned ones.

Software as a Service

The SaaS are the most common service models utilised as they offer applications

as service to the users without the need to manage them or install them on local

devices. There are well known commercial applications utilising this model, for

example, Slack1, which is a communication platform utilised by institutions

for better communications and efficient knowledge management. Also, Google

Workspace2, which is a group of applications for particular purposes, including

emails other applications.

The advantage of utilizing this model is to reduce the time needed for

managing and maintaining the application infrastructure because the CSP is

responsible for managing them on all levels. On the other hand, data security

is a matter of concern in this model. Because the underline infrastructure of

the data is managed and processed entirely by the CSPs, which may require

moving them from one location to another for better functionality, it may

relocate sensitive data leading to Service-level Agreement (SLA) breaches.

Platform as a Service

The PaaS is similar to SaaS but provides additional components to manage

the applications and customise them accordingly. Thus, this model provides

a framework for building and managing particular applications with their re-

lated components without maintaining the underlying infrastructure, including

operating systems, servers, storage, and network. For example, Google App

Engine3, which focus on building a platform for developing and customising
1Slack: https://slack.com
2Google Workspace: https://workspace.google.com
3Google App Engine: https://cloud.google.com/appengine
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applications, and AWS Elastic Beanstalk4.

This model has the benefits of providing a development environment for

the hosted applications to allow the cloud users to customise and enhance their

applications on the same platform. Thus, this model offers a more scalable

environment for application hosting and customising than the SaaS model.

Infrastructure as a Service

The IaaS is the most scalable service model as it offers a virtual infrastructure

for cloud users to allow them to manage their infrastructure and customise

it based on their needs remotely through the internet. Therefore, this model

allows the users to have the ability to customise and access the underline

infrastructure, including operating systems, servers, storage, networks and the

virtualisation layer. Otherwise stated, the CSP in this model allows users to

maintain their computing resources by granting them the ability to customise

their infrastructure constraints, for example, customising their security controls

over the computing recourse.

The advantage of utilising the IaaS model is the scalability of customising

the required computing resources while maintaining them based on the user

needs. Moreover, the control over the underline infrastructure and the data

processing on the computing resources allows the user to design their security

controls based on the level of data sensitivity. However, and even with these

offered abilities, the security threats of this model exist in different forms and

levels. For example, the threats may occur from the other virtual machines that

share the same physical computing resources in the public cloud deployments

model, which we will discuss later in this chapter. Microsoft Azure5 and

Amazon Web Services6 are well-known CSP that offers this type of service

model.

X as a Service

In recent years, the services migrated or utilised to the cloud systems have

grown and therefore offered as a service by the cloud providers. The services
4AWS Elastic Beanstalk: https://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk
5Microsoft Azure: https://azure.microsoft.com
6Amazon Web Services: https://aws.amazon.com
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include network, storage or application, and advanced services such as a

disaster recovery solution. Thus, the services offered by CSPs is generalised to

Everything as a Service (XaaS), which refers to any tool or technology offered

as a service, to describe and formalise the diversity of services models. The

XaaS help the business to reduce their operations and service costs compared

to the three models. Because it allows cloud customers to buy the needed

services without the hassle of paying the subscription for the entire platform,

it helps the business adopt new trends by speeding up the provisioning of new

applications and technologies it needs [27].

2.1.3 Cloud Computing Deployment Models

This section will provide an overview of the main cloud deployment models:

public, private, hybrid, and other deployment models. The deployment models

is an indication of the users who can access the cloud resources.

Public Cloud

Our work, in this thesis, is based on the public cloud deployment model where

any user can access it and utilise its resources. According to NIST [68], the

public cloud is open for general use by any user, and it can be managed

or owned by a private or public origination. For example, a government or

business.

Private Cloud

On the other hand, the private cloud is dedicated to a single organisation or

particular group of users. However, this deployment model can be managed by

a third party origination but will be utilised for private institutions.

Other Deployment Models

Many deployment models emerged for the past years that are specified for

groups of users who share the same interests, called community cloud. Altern-

atively, in some areas, a deployment model is a hybrid between the public and

the private cloud based on the user needs.
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2.1.4 Virtualisation Technology

Virtualisation technique is the core of cloud computing systems where it enables

the abstraction, and sharing of computing resources, accessible across a network,

by a group of users. In other words, virtualisation is the enabler for sharing

the physical computing resources among cloud users efficiently and on-demand

basis to allow the high utilisation of the physical resources. As shown in

Figure 2.2, virtualisation enables a group of virtual machines belonging to

different users to share the physical machines while running separately. In

traditional on-premises computing, a physical machine will be dedicated to

a single-purpose application, while in cloud computing, many applications

belongings to different users can be run on a single physical machine.

Figure 2.2: Virtualisation and VIM in cloud computing.

The benefits of virtualisation can be classified into three aspects; isolation,

consolidation and migration of workloads. First, isolation allows multiple

users to run their virtual machines with a specific purpose into shared physical

machines separately and securely. Otherwise stated, the processes of the virtual

machines are isolated, acting as if they running on single dedicated hardware.

Second, consolidation, which means consolidating different workloads into a

single physical computing resource. For example, two processes from different

virtual sources can be run together on a single physical CPU but separate

threads or cores based on the resource’s allocation requirements. This feature

allows to manage the hardware resources efficiently and reduce the resources

wastage and the cost of implementation. Third, migration refers to moving

the allocated virtual resources from one physical resource to another. For

instance, migrating a user application to run on a different CPU, or network,

or migrating the entire virtual machine to a different physical machine. This
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feature keeps the high availability of the cloud resources against any system

failure or disruption [84].

Types of Hypervisor

As shown in Figure 2.2, the hypervisor is software that allows the virtualisation

technology to be applied. As such, the hypervisor is responsible for allocating

a PM’s physical resources to multiple VMs virtual resources, for example,

allocating the physical CPUs, RAMs, networks and storage.

There are two types of hypervisors, the first one, called type 1 hypervisor,

which is the most common method by implementing the hypervisor software

on the PM as a bare metal server. Then, after implementing the software,

or hypervisor, it will allow separating the physical resources of the PMs into

multiple divided resources, which can be utilised and shared by VMs. There

are many commercial and open-source CSPs of the hypervisor that uses this

implementation method, for example, VMware ESXI [29] and Microsoft Hyper-

V [51]. The second one, called type 2 hypervisor, depends on implementing

it on the OS directly instead of the bare metal server. In other words, the

hypervisor software is installed as an application, and then it can allocate

computing resources from the hosted OS to the VMs created by this hypervisor,

for example, VMware Workstation [90]. It is less common because it has poor

performance than the first type, as it depends on the hosted OS, not on the

bare metal computing resources, i.e., direct connection to the PM [32]. In the

thesis, we only consider the first type of hypervisor.

Virtual Infrastructure Management (VIM)

As stated, the hypervisor is responsible for virtualising the physical resources of

a PM to be shared by many virtual instances. In comparison, the Virtual Infra-

structure Management (VIM) manages the cloud system’s virtual infrastructure

resources, including the VMs allocations and migrations across the virtualised

data centre. As shown in Figure 2.2, the VIM is a component that has visibility

and control over the entire virtualised infrastructure of the cloud environment.

The VIM is responsible for allocating the VMs, or virtual resources, into a

specific PM according to the defined allocation process implemented in the
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cloud system. It is also responsible for migrating the virtual machines, or other

virtual components, from physical entity to another. As such, the VIM can

manage and control the entire virtualise computing resources of the virtual

infrastructure such as VMs, network, storage, and the virtualisation layer.

This holistic control over the infrastructure contributes to optimising resource

utilisation and mentoring from potential overhead performance [86].

An example of the VIM is the OpenStack platform. OpenStack is an

open-source VIM platform designed to manage, control, and provision phys-

ical computing resources as virtual resources under a single CSP domain. It

includes managing the life-cycle of virtual resources by controlling the alloc-

ation and scheduling of the virtual resources on the entire dedicated virtual

infrastructure7.

Containerisation

The virtualisation technology that we defined earlier focuses on virtualising the

physical resources, by the hypervisor, into a set of VMs sharing the underline

physical resources. On the other hand, another technology works similarly

to virtualisation but on a different level, called containerisation. However,

instead of virtualising the physical resources of the PM, it will virtualise the

processes of an OS and allow multiple applications with their dependencies to

work concurrently and share the same OS. The containerisation technology

is the packaging of applications with their required code and dependencies

running on OS, called containers. The containers can be running on a single

OS sharing the processes while working separately and efficiently [56].

For example, Docker is a containerisation open-source platform that allows

the application with their dependencies and libraries running on OS kernel as

a container. It has many features that allow the development of scalable, agile,

and automated application containers8. Another example is Kubernetes, an

open-source container that allows the automation and management of software

development as a container9. The two examples work differently but achieve

the same goal of containerising the applications into the shared OS.
7OpenStack: https://www.openstack.org/
8Docker: https://www.docker.com/
9Kubernetes: https://kubernetes.io/
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Adopting containers for executing applications has many benefits than

adopting applications running on top of VMs, for instance, the speed of de-

velopment. The containers need only an OS to host the application process

without worrying about the hustle of the underline layer of physical infrastruc-

ture and network connectivity. In comparison, deploying the application on

top of a VM require more overhead deployment and licencing cost that can

be avoided. Moreover, it allows smooth portability and integration of the

application containers to another platform on the cloud system. Because each

container has its application code and dependencies packaged in the containers,

it can run with compatibility issues10.

2.2 Security Issues in Cloud Computing

The paradigm of cloud computing enables multiple users to share a common

computing platform where resources are dynamically available. This sharing

of resources invariably means that a PM, or any other hardware resources,

can potentially share its resources among a set of distinct users (or VM) in

what is known as VMs co-location, or resources sharing. As a consequence

of the physical resources sharing, the security threats for the CCEs have

invariably shifted as the types of threats that arise when a malicious user

shares the resources with a target user range from data confidentiality breaches

to denial-of-service attacks [52].

2.2.1 Traditional and Cloud Computing Security

The business migration to cloud computing brought many security challenges

on data security, multi tenancy, and on security standards of cloud providers.

For instance, the lack of data processing visibility, location and control, while

in traditional on-premises data centres, the data processing and location are

known and under control. Moreover, the lack of trust in the security operations

conducted by the CSPs, for example, unpatched systems or misconfigured

ones, could lead to a potential data leakage over the processing of the shared

computing resources. In contrast, in the traditional data centres, the system
10IBM Container: https://www.ibm.com/cloud/learn/containerization
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owner controls the security operations and the configuration of the recovery

process. However, the benefits of relying on CSP security are reducing the

operational cost and overhead of human resources required for conducting

security operations. Furthermore, on the systems level, the sharing of com-

muting resources, such as PMs, or processes, multi tenancy, is leading security

threats either on PMs level, network or in storage. Consequently, the benefits

of migrating the computing resources to the cloud systems outweigh their

security drawbacks due to the sharing of resources [47].

2.2.2 Threats to Cloud Computing

This section will highlight some of the top threats that are challenging in the

cloud environment nowadays. The threats are obtained from Cloud Security

Alliance (CSA) group, which focuses on providing the institutions with the

recent risks and vulnerabilities facing the CCEs11. The CSA report classifies

the threats into either internal or external threats depending on the threats’

nature. For example, the internal threats include data breaches, careless data

handling, misconfiguration or communications ports or abuse of systems such

as VPN. The external threats include cloud accounts hijacking and compromise,

abuse of access given to third-party vendors, which leads to an insider attack,

or the threats that arise from former CSPs who gain intimate knowledge about

cloud configurations. We will state these threats in detail in the following parts

alongside the proposed mitigations of the threats.

Internal Threats

The internal threats include:

• Data Breaches: An insider attack could gain users data due to the

vulnerability of misconfiguration access control and the system’s firewall

from the server-side. Moreover, on the hypervisor level, the default

setting of the hypervisors trust mechanism allows for this kind of data

breach.
11Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) Report: https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/

artifacts/top-threats-egregious-11-deep-dive
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• Internal Systems Abuse: The poor management of internal systems

such as VPN or any network-based function leads to unwanted privilege

breaches. This misconfiguration of privileges gives the attacker visibility

over cloud systems configurations and data.

• Data Processing: The careless data handling when stored on cloud

databases without the acceptable methods for securing these data while

processing or the systems they reside on. This vulnerability exposes

highly sensitive data of the originations, leading to critical threats.

• Ports and APIs: The access misconfiguration, the lack of proper cloud

architecture solutions and ports communications lead to unauthorised

access to services and systems. The vulnerability over APIs access leads

to exposing the customer data processing.

External Threats

The external threats include:

• Intimate Knowledge of CSP: The vulnerability of relying on the default

setting of cloud systems could lead to security breaches. For example, a

former CSP employee with intimate knowledge about the configurations

and architecture of the cloud systems leads to unauthorised access or

data leakage.

• Third-party Access: Relying on third-party applications for some func-

tionality of the provided service, such as web applications, with poor

control leads to data breaches. The vulnerability of inadequate access

control management and trust with third-party providers leads to critical

data leakage.

• Accounts hijacking: The poor identity management for cloud-based

service leads to customer accounts and data misuse.

• Malicious Containers: The inadequate anti-malware executions over the

cloud containers allow some malicious users to utilise them for crypto-

currency mining.
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Threats Mitigation

According to the CSA report, the mitigation of the mentioned threats includes

three main parts: preventive, detective, and corrective mitigations. For instance,

they propose several actions on either the internal or external classified threats

on data breaches. The preventive actions include monitoring and controlling the

data flow in the cloud systems. The data flow includes securing documenting

the process and inventory of the life cycle of the data from data creation

to disposal. The detective action includes a periodic data risk assessment

to identify the access rules of the data, who and on which level the data

manipulating, storing and disposal of the data. The data breaches’ corrective

actions include the management of cloud architecture to control the life-cycle of

the data processing over cloud systems. Additionally, the identification process

of misconfiguration for the cloud systems leads to unauthorised data access.

Furthermore, the training of systems and applications admin and raise the

awareness about the critically of data that processes within the cloud systems

for better management of them.

Moreover, to prevent abusing the access over systems and applications, the

security requirements identification is critical for defining the limited use of

the applications and controlling the misconfiguration. As a detective action

for these threats, applying the periodic testing of the applications and systems

against the integrity of their data processing, availability, and confidentiality.

There are more in the CSA report, which includes case studies of real-world

organisations with their security challenges and how these challenges are

mitigated.

2.2.3 The Importance of Could Computing Security

The importance of securing the systems of the CCEs is related to the negative

impact on organisations after data breaches or systems failure. The security

breaches on cloud systems could potentially lead to a significant loss for the

originations hosting their data and applications on the cloud. For example,

the breaches of data or misusing them by internal actors lead to a financial

settlement, loss of customers and negative repudiation, hence, losing the

business. As such, the need for applying security controls, compliance and risk
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assessments over cloud processes, data and applications is a critical act. As

such, cloud security controls and standards must contribute to organisational

growth and continuity. Also, they protect cloud systems against breaches

and failure by establishing disaster recovery configurations. Moreover, they

contribute to patching the misconfigured systems and processes and preventing

unauthorised access by conducting risk assessments.

2.2.4 Deployment Model Threats

The threats are different based on the deployment model of the cloud system

that consumers utilise. Specifically, in the IaaS deployment model, security

threats arise on VMs, virtual networks, PMs, or hypervisor levels. While in

PaaS, and in addition to the inhered security threats in IaaS, the security

threats focus on the service architecture or the API related components. The

SaaS threats arise on web application components that causing vulnerability

or interruption to the web application configuration [10].

IaaS threats

The IaaS threats cover the VMs level, including malware or viruses that can

affect the systems and need to be maintained by the cloud user. Moreover,

the VMs image threats are the ones that cloud users utilise to either create a

model VM or duplicate an existing one without creating a new VM every time.

Alternatively stated, the VM image is a configurable model of a VM that can

be duplicated and utilised multiple times by the cloud user. For example, if the

user wishes to create many database VMs, only one image VMs can be created

and configured with the OS, security standards and any other configurations.

The rest of the VMs can be duplicated from the image VM, and only a few

changes can be made to them, such as changing their IP address or domain

name. Thus, this image is a great security concern if it is compromised or

injected with viruses, as it can easily cascade to many VMs.

Moreover, the threats on virtual networks are the ones that can be exploited

because of the sharing of network resources among cloud users. For instance,

the VMs sharing the same PMs resources often share the same network physical

resources, potentially leading to threats on the network levels. The threats
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could occur by deducing information about network traffic using software based

on tracking such data, which leads to network-based attacks.

Furthermore, the PMs hosting the co-located VMs and allowing computing

resources, such as RAM and CPU, to be shared among users are potential

threats. These co-located VMs are not isolated physically but logically, allowing

for potential threats based on data leakage on the cache-based or RAM pages

level. Otherwise stated, the shared VMs are utilising the physical computing

resources simultaneously without physical isolation. However, this lack of

isolation leads to security threats on these shared physical resources, which is a

leakage channel that can be exploited by a side-channel attack, which we will

explain in detail in Section 2.3. In addition, the threats on hypervisor levels,

or the virtualisation technology, are responsible for allocating the resources

and sharing them among cloud users. The threats on this level may lead to

compromise; all the VMs are in control under the hypervisor, which makes it

critical to secure.

PaaS and SaaS threats

The PaaS and SaaS threats are mainly related to the application platform

configurations, specifically to the service-oriented architecture or API config-

uration. Specifically, the site script related attacks such cross-site scripting,

injection attacks such as SQL injection or threats related to authentication

between entities of the application platform. Moreover, the APIs with a lack of

security controls and access potentially leads to exploit threats to this level of

the cloud system. Moreover, the threats on data location, integrity, availability

and confidentially are the most concern on these two levels.

2.3 Side-Channel Attacks in Cloud Computing En-

vironments

This thesis focuses on the security threats on the IaaS model, specifically on

VMs sharing the PMs computing resources. Therefore, we will present the

SCAs background that resulted from sharing VMs on the same PMs, thus;

sharing the same physical resources. In other words, VMs co-location, though
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enabling efficient resource sharing, is creating unwanted side channels, which

can be sources of potential SCAs, such as cache-based SCAs, timing SCAs,

among many others. Informally, side channels are (unwanted) communication

channels between processes that may leak sensitive outputs from a process [97].

SCAs will have an impact extending from the application level to the hardware

level and becoming more prevalent due to the range of side channels [14, 82].

In this section, we will explain this attack in more detail.

2.3.1 SCA Overview

Generally, in the traditional attack model, two machines are communicated

through an encrypted channel, and an attacker aims to compromise these

encrypted communications. As illustrated in Figure 2.3, we have machine A

and B machines exchanging encrypted messages, and a malicious user tries

to capture and decrypt the communication. The malicious user’s focus is the

message sent between the two machines and the operations related to decrypt

this message.

Figure 2.3: Overview of Side-channel Attacks.

Unlike the traditional attack model, the SCA aims to compromise the target

system through the information gained from this system’s "normal" outputs,

not only from the message sent by this system. As shown in Figure 2.3, each

machine or system is designed with certain executions protocols that produce

a normal system output. For instance, a heat from a machine, light or sound

when certain tasks executed, and it could be an error message appears once

a wrong input was entered. Moreover, the malicious user could monitor and
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analyse the execution time of certain tasks or the power consumption to profile

and compromise the target system. The profiling process includes gathering

data related to systems sharing the same computing resources.

These outputs considered properties leaked while executing tasks, which are

considered a normal output and are not considered a security threat. However,

recent researchers have become interested in the possibility of attacks that

utilise these system properties normal outputs, or side-channels.

Side-Channels Definition

We can say that the side-channels are normal outputs, unintended, from a

system or machine. Malicious users utilise these outputs to understand the

system behaviour and therefore perform an attack. The nature of these attacks

is not related to the encrypted message between two parties, or machines but

rather the amount of data gained from the side-channels outputs.

Side-Channels Attack Definition

From the above, we can say that the SCA is the threat based on the leaked

data gathered from the system implementation outputs rather than flaws in

the implemented algorithm. Therefore, generally, the need for security system

implementations is as important as the need for secure algorithms.

2.3.2 Classifications of SCAs

The SCA is classified into three types based on the nature of the attacks and

the way of attacking the target system [97]. The first is based on the attacking

nature, either active or passive attack. The second is based on the source of

the side-channels properties that exploited physical or logical property. The

third is based on the location of the attacker from the compromised system.

Passive or Active

The passive SCA attacks refer to the attacks that are not noticeable or cause

interference to the execution of the target system. It mainly focuses on

gathering private information from the target system during the execution

from the leaked side channels. In contrast, the attacker may need to modify the
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current system to gain the required attacking goal in an active SCA attack, and

this modification can be noticeable in the system behaviour or performance.

This type of attack depends on the impact of the attack on the target system.

For example, a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack is considered an active attack

because it leads to a disruption to the system’s availability. Therefore, its effect

can be seen clearly on the target system, while the passive attack can not be

noticed or captured.

Physical or Logical Property

The physical or logical property refers to the source of the side-channels leakage,

leading to the attack. For instance, the physical property could be the monitor

and analysis of the power consumption of the target system or the physical

movements of a mobile device. The logical property could be the target system’s

data usage statistics, including the computing resources usages.

Attacker Location

The location of the attacker refers to the proximity to the target system. For

instance, a local attack (insider attack) refers to the attack that occurs while

the malicious user is temporary in possession or close to the target system. In

comparison, the remote attack is based on software execution on the target

system to capture target information.

2.3.3 Attacker Behaviour and Scenario

In this section, we will describe the scenario of the SCA and the attacker

behaviour. Specifically, we only focus on the passive attack aspects as part

of the attack model considered in this thesis. The passive SCA attack has

three main components: target system, side-channels, and malicious user

[82]. The target system refers to the systems that represent an interest to

the malicious users because of the value of their data or the impact on them

when a failure occurs. Moreover, during the execution of particular tasks on

the target systems, the side-channels will start leaking potential important

information, which will be interested in the malicious user. Furthermore, the
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malicious user will observe and capture this important information from the

leaked side-channel and plan the attack.

We can classify the attacker behaviour into two main steps; training step

and attack step. In the training step, the attacker starts profiling the events that

have been captured from the target systems. In other words, the SCA depends

on cumulative gathered information from the target system at different times.

Thus, collecting these data in order to profile the target system behaviour.

During the collection process, the malicious user may utilise a machine learning-

based technique to classify the collected data into meaningful information. This

information includes usage information about a certain aspect of the systems,

for example, the execution time of some tasks at a particular time. The

malicious user will be able to build a profile or template from the events that

potentially lead to an attack, which is the attack step. This step depends on

repeating the previous steps to enhance the created profile and its accuracy

about the target system behaviour, hence, increasing the chance of an accurate

attack model.

2.3.4 SCA in Cloud Computing

The SCA in cloud computing follows the same behaviour of other system

models, which focuses on capturing the information leaked from the target

systems and formulating the attack based on them. In this work, we are

focusing on SCA resulting from sharing the resources between cloud users.

Specificity in CCEs, as shown in Figure 2.4, the malicious user will attempt

to co-locate their VMs (the red one) on the same PMs of the target one (the

green one) to perform the attack. Changing the VMs location from one PM to

another could occur by performing normal unsuspicious actions to the CSP,

including increasing VMs current resources, many VMs creation or deletion

at a short time. These actions could lead the CSP allocator to reschedule the

current allocation of the VMs to different VMs, which increase the chances for

the malicious user to achieve its target.
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Figure 2.4: Side-channel Attacks in Cloud Computing Systems on Shared
Cache Level.

After the co-location is achieved, the malicious user will try exploiting the

shared resources. As shown in Figure 2.4, the malicious user can perform SCA

from the VM level by merely sharing the same physical resources with the

target VMs, in this case, sharing the CPU cores or CPU caches. This type

of attack behaviour is called cross VM SCA, which focuses on exploiting the

weaknesses on the shared computing resources that leak private information,

such as the execution time of other VMs. The execution time analysis attack,

known as cache-based side-channel attacks, utilises the sharing of L2 and

L3 caches among hosted VMs or threads. It is performed by measuring the

execution time of the load operations of the shared caches on the physical

machine. If a specific operation took a long time to load compared to the

other operations, the malicious user would profile this operation for future

classification. The response time of operations could be due to encrypted one

or running highly intensive tasks requiring high response time.

As such, the malicious user will be able to extract information from collected

bits even if they are captured at different times to profile the target VMs

behaviour and therefore compromise their VMs. In the following section, we

will present some examples explaining exactly how some SCA are performing

in a shared environment.

2.3.5 The Importance of SCAs in Cloud Computing

The SCAs are critical due to their passive nature, where the malicious users can

know features about the cloud systems from data gained through side-channels

leakage. These features are extracted from the leakage channel of the hosted

systems, and the data extraction process is passive and hard to be detected.
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Moreover, the demands over cloud services have expanded over the past years,

where the business requires more of its services running on cloud systems. In

addition, this attack takes advantage of the cloud systems’ sharing capability,

which leads to a potential threat over this type of attack. As we explained

earlier, in Section 1, the data breaches in cloud systems lead to significant

losses for the business owners legally and financially. Consequently, the impact

of SCAs can affect the application level and the hardware level of the target

systems, it is becoming more prevalent due to the various channels that can

be compromised. Therefore, due to its passive behaviour, sharing capability,

and increased demands over cloud service, the defence against SCA threats is

becoming more critical [14].

2.3.6 SCA Examples

In this section, we will present some of the examples related to SCA in shared

computing environments.

Prime-Probe

A well-known form of cache-based attack is called Prime-Probe attack. It

performs in two stages; the first stage is prime, which means that the attacker

VM will perform a read-memory operation on all memory blocks that lead

to placing all the attacker data in the cache. The target VM will perform a

heavily encrypted operation at a specific time, requiring utilising the full cache.

In this case, the attacker data will be evicted from the cache and replaced with

the target VM data. The attacker will repeat the read-memory operation and

calculate the time if it takes longer; it indicates a sensitive operation executing

at this time [95].

Power Consumption Analysis

The power consumption analysis depends on tracking the power footprint of

a VM to know its level of security and weaknesses. Moreover, the extracted

information will help to define the vulnerable state of the VM. If the power

consumption is significantly high at a precise moment, it will indicate that the
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VM performs a sensitive or essential operation, and the attacker can interrupt

or extract this information [48].

Meltdown and Spectre

Another form of side-channel attack is called Meltdown and Spectre. These

are SCAs recently discovered that take advantage of the out-of-order execution

and speculative execution of the most modern processors to allow users to

overcome memory isolation and read the entire shared memory from a single

machine. Firstly, the Meltdown attack, the main reason for this attack is

the out of order executions of CPU, which is a feature deployed in modern

processors to maximise the performance of processing units. The basic idea of

out-of-order execution is to allow the processor to run some instructions in an

out-of-order manner instead of waiting for the previous instruction to be ready

and its data available for execution. Therefore, for example, if we have an

(IF) statement followed by an instruction (ADD operation), the processor will

execute the (ADD operation) in the background and store it in the CPU cache

without waiting for the (IF) statement to be valid, to have a better response

time. Secondly, a Spectre attack will utilise the CPU’s speculative execution

for operation and try to predict its outcome using branch predicting. It will

guess the outcome ahead for repetitive operations and store it in the CPU

cache to better execute it [57, 62].

PORTSMASH

PORTSMASH is a timing-based side-channel attack that utilizes the ports

contention during instructions execution on modern processors. This attack

relies on exploring the execution time by measuring the time of instructions

execution among shared threads. Modern processors have several techniques for

executing the instructions to maximize the performance and throughput, such

as simultaneous hyperthreading (SMT). The notion behind SMT is to allow

the CPU to execute instructions from a different thread and from different

logical cores that are all located on the same physical core. The execution of

the instructions is performed concurrently and is in an out-of-order manner.

PORTSMASH attack happens at a single physical core with shared logical
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cores that utilizes the SMT execution. SMT allows instructions to execute in

an out-of-order ordered manner from different threads. The following example

illustrates the idea of PORTSMASH. Assume two users A and B shared a

logical core on the same physical core. If A executes instructions on a dedicated

port, port-0, and B executes instructions on another port, port-1. Then there

will be no port contention, thus, no PORTSMASH attack. However, if A and

B alternate between port-1, then the time of execution can happen in this

scenario. Moreover, some instructions execute only on a specific port. For

instance, latency instruction NOP-0 only execute on port-0. Also, NOP-1 is

only executed on port-1. Therefore, if A use port-0 for sending a zero bit

and port-1 for sending one bit. Then B uses port-0 and measure the time-0,

then uses the port-1 and measure the time-1. If time-1 is greater than time-0,

it is one bit; otherwise, it is a zero bit, which means that if the execution

of the instruction takes relatively much time than usual, it is an indicator

that the other thread occupying the port at this time, which is considered a

leakage channel on the ports level. This type of information helps the attacker

profile the shared port activities and orchestrate the attack using this leaked

information [9].

Summary

This chapter presents background about the cloud computing environment,

including the service and deployment models. Moreover, we present an explan-

ation about the virtualisations technology and its crucial parts that contribute

to maximising the resources sharing efficiency in the cloud system. Further-

more, we explain the security issues in cloud computing systems resulting from

sharing computing resources among cloud users. Lastly, we explain the attack

model we consider in this work: the SCA, generally and specifically in cloud

systems.
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Chapter 3

Related Work and Domain of Thesis

Preface

Generally speaking, in cloud computing, defending against SCAs has been

an exciting topic for researchers over the past years. However, securing the

VMs allocation is challenging because of the impact of allocation, or migration,

on aspects unrelated to the VMs security during the allocation, for instance,

resources constraints.

This section aims to review the previous researches tackling the SCAs and

malicious VMs co-residency in CCEs. The areas that tackled SCAs focused on

either finding a solution logically on the VMs level or physically on the PMs

level. The section divides the previous research into six domains aiming to

secure the VMs allocation process in CCEs from different perspectives.

The first domain is the allocation algorithms based on VMs clustering,

which includes solutions that aim to find a secure VMs allocation by grouping

the VMs according to defined parameters. The second domain focuses on

profiling the VMs based on security compliance requirements. This allocation

method ensures that each VM hosted on the same PM share the same security

compliance level. The third domain highlight the solutions that focus on

allocating the VMs, for a defined time on selected PMs, to reduce the amount of

sensitive data leakage through the side-channels. The fourth domain focuses on

developing algorithms that manipulate the cloud system’s scheduling component

to allocate secure VMs. Hence, reducing VMs malicious co-residency while

maintaining resources and other constraints. The fifth domain focuses on

studying the behaviour of allocation policies by examining the ideal situations
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of an allocation under specific constraints by following an optimisation-based

approach. The last domain focuses on the secure VMs allocation on the

hardware level of the cloud system by performing a modification on the hardware

components.

Moreover, this section will discuss the domain that this thesis focuses on to

obtain a secure VMs allocation by presenting a study of the aspects affecting the

secure allocation in CCEs. These aspects include the attacker’s behaviour and

the attack impact. Furthermore, the section will propose the countermeasures

proposed by the previous solutions based on the type of attack and the level of

virtualisation. The levels of virtualisation compromised by SCAs include the

VMs, PMs, and the hypervisor.

3.1 VMs Clustering

The first domain focuses on grouping the VMs based on defined requirements

through the VMs allocation. Then, these requirements cluster the VMs into

groups to achieve secure VMs allocation.

In [61], they proposed a VM placement algorithm that aims to reduce the

chance of co-residency with malicious VMs. When a new VM request initiated,

it will go through two steps, groups selection and PMs selection. The groups

selection, which is selecting the VMs group fitted for the current requested VM

using the Round Robin policy (RR). Meaning, the selection process will select

the VMs alternatively until reaching the last VM, then repeat the process until

all the VMs selected. After the VMs selected and defined into a specific group,

the PMs in the group will be selected using the First Fit policy. Their goal

is to create randomness by formulating the VMs allocation to selected PMs

using the grouping technique. They mentioned that the available number of

groups has a significant impact on reducing the chance of co-residency.

In addition, [93] proposed a placement algorithm that depends on the

network dependency of the VMs. Meaning, if the VMs share the same network

dependency, these VMs are grouped to be allocated on the same PM. Moreover,

they quantify the risk of each VM depend on its type, i.e., hosted application.

Thus, the security risk of application is considered in their work. They quantify
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the risk of both VMs and PMs based on the US national vulnerability database

(NVD) [17]. The vulnerabilities are a set of software and configuration settings

that are potentially affecting the cloud environment. The NVD set is valuable

data for quantifying the risk and defining a particular risk score of VMs and

PMs. The risk score, in their work, is based on the connection dependency

relationship of the upcoming VMs with the existing VMs. If there is no network

dependency between them, the score will remain the same. Eventually, the

placement of high-risk VMs will be on the PMs scored as high-risk PMs.

Furthermore, [16] proposed a framework for placing the VMs into PMs

under conflict-free constraints. They assume that each VM has a conflict or

non-conflict with other VMs and, the PMs grouped based on the VMs that

resides on them. The conflict-free attributes of each VM hosted on a PM will

define the grouping attributes of that PM. Thus, their method ensures that

each group of PMs share the same attribute value of conflict. They assume

that this attribute value will be assigned by either the cloud provider or the

user. The cloud provider assigns it depending on the sensitivity of each VM’s

data processing on the cloud. At the same time, the user can assign it based

on specific security requirements, for example, a geographic constraint. The

mechanism of the method starts by assigning an attribute value and the level

of the data sensitivity of the VM and afterwards, grouping the VMs that share

the same attribute value and then placing them on specific groups of PMs with

the same conflict value.

Similarly, in [92], their solution was initiated by creating an isolation group

for VMs. Each group shares the same aggressive conflict of interest (ACIR).

Then, place a VM in one of these groups if there is no conflict by most VMs

in this chosen group. It is a VM-to-VM relation calculated by capturing the

behaviour of the VMs. The strength factor that defines placement security

depends on having fewer conflicts VMs on the selected group. The more

conflicted VMs co-located on the same group, the less secure the allocation will

be. They require that an agent be installed on all physical machines to capture

the behaviour of the VMs to aid in calculating the ACIR between users.

In addition to this, [5] introduced a framework for VMs allocation on

the cloud that aims to group VMs based on constraint requirements. These
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constraints consider multiple factors, which are cloud provider constraints,

customer risk and security requirements. The first constraint is allocating the

VMs that share the same security constraint on the exact PMs, or groups

of PMs share the same requirements. The second one is considering the

VMs reachability requirements with other VMs in the same VM group. They

strict the VMs reachability by specifying a maximum distance between each

connected VMs within the same group. These VMs may be allocated on

different PMs, thus specifying this control reduces the network traffic threats.

Lastly, they define a constraint to the communication between VMs in different

security groups. If a VM wishes to communicate to another VM classified into

a different group, this communication is conducted under a policy for access

control.

Additionally, the work of [60] introduced a mechanism to identify the

dependency between VMs using the network connection information collected

from the VMs operating system. According to the collected data, each VM

gave a vulnerability score based on the NVD [17]. They define grades for each

VM risk, which if it becomes more than zero, the VM is high-risk according

to the defined threshold. Based on the obtained score, the VMs with a high

dependency network will be placed in a high-risk group of VMs, and the VMs

with a low dependency network will place in a low-risk group of VMs. In other

words, their work classifies the VMs according to the network reachability

requirements.

Further, [1] proposed a VM allocation that allocates the VMs into specific

PM if there are no adversary VMs on the selected PM. They assume that

the adversary VMs list submitted by the legit VMs to the CSP to allocate

legit VMs according to this constraint. The adversaries, in their work, are

not specifically malicious users; instead, it is a security requirement to ensure

that the legit VMs are allocated away from adversary VMs. For example, the

adversary could be a list of VMs that are geographically different or following

different security standards. Moreover, their algorithm will migrate VMs to

allow more space while considering the resources of the VMs requesting the

migration.

Lastly, [64], proposed a group-based allocation policy to create a balance
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between optimizing the resources and obtaining a secure VMs allocation. Their

solution is focused on establishing group instances for the VMs, and these

groups have specific requirements such as group size limit or resource availability.

The group size defines the number of distinct users in each group, not only

the number of VMs. This user size limitation potentially enhances the secure

allocation of the VMs. Moreover, their work allows the CSP to adjust the

balance between obtaining a secure VM group or an efficient resource of a

VM group. This VMs allocation approach mainly depends on various factors

related to the security requirements of the VMs and the availability of resources

in the cloud system.

3.2 Security Profiling and Compliance

The second domain considers another form of grouping as it depends on

allocating the VMs based on either profiling the VMs or based on security

compliance requirements. These allocation methods ensure that each VM

hosted on the same PM share the same security compliance level. The security

compliance of VMs is the security specification and configuration that must

be applied, within a particular domain, to each VM sharing the computing

resources with other VMs.

The work in [12] introduced a placement scheme that validates the level

of security of each new arriving VMs. The VMs must comply with specific

compliance regulations and they must adopt the Health Insurance Portability

and Accountability Act (HIPA) to comply with their algorithm [28]. This act

investigates the level of security for the VMs, PMs, networks and storage as

primary components. Therefore, it will go through this compliance for a new

VM request to ensure it fits the security group’s level.

Furthermore, [3] utilises a profiling model for detecting the VMs with

malicious behaviour, then invoke the allocation or reallocation process accord-

ingly. This model, called the SIR model, focuses on analysing the spreading of

infectious diseases in the computational biology field. Based on the proposed

profiling, they present two processes of VMs allocation and migration. These

are a secure-based selection (SBS) method and secure-based placement (SBP).
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They check all PMs against the selected VMs, and if a PM has the same

security level as the candidate VM, and the power consumption of the PM will

not exceed the maximum threshold after migration, then the VM should be

migrated. Furthermore, they assume that the live migration between PMs is

available to allow the migration of VMs while detecting the PMs overutilisation

and underutilisation are enabled. Moreover, a selection method to defines the

VMs that are a candidate for migration.

Also, [19], proposed a method to allocate the VMs by maintaining the

same security standard level as the other shared VMs. Furthermore, the

upcoming VMs will not compromise the security metrics of the existing VMs.

For example, if a group of VMs comply with the ISO 27004 standard as the

upcoming VM, this allocation will occur. Additionally, they create a notion

of the randomness of the VMs placed on a PM by periodically changing the

selection and placement process. For example, one process called (RAND

FREE) handles the requests for placement randomly, and for each VM request,

the algorithm will choose the least loaded PM from the compatible list of PMs.

They defined many policies to allow the allocation algorithm to select PMs

randomly between them.

Moreover, [73] proposed an algorithm that depends on a user security profile

defined by the users. The security profile specification will integrate with the

existing placement constraints to improve the placement process’s security and

group the VMs to the suitable PMs. The profile constraints inputs are gathered

from either the customer security requirements or each VM reputation score

calculated by the cloud provider.

In the same domain, some works consider the risk assessments and man-

agement to be implemented in the allocation process of the VMs. The risk

assessments involve quantifying the risk on various layers of the cloud systems,

such as the risk of VMs, PMs or hypervisors and allocating the VMs accordingly.

For instance, the work in [41] proposed an isolated zone to separate the low-risk

VMs from the high-risk ones based on four security dimensions that mainly

affect the cloud system. These are VMs risk, hypervisor risk, co-residency risk

and the network risk of the PMs. They also proposed placement strategies to

reduce the risk of VMs placement. The first strategy is to place the VMs on
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the same network as the hosted PMs to reduce the risk of network connectivity.

The second is to place the high-risk VMs in isolated zones. The third is to

place the low-risk VMs that does not share the same network connections

with the VMs in the isolated zone in a low-risk PM. Lastly, place each VM

in the same PM to share the same network connectivity. They assume that

the resources needed for the migration and placement process will always be

available for the CSPs.

Moreover, in [53], they proposed a VM allocation strategy based on the risk

management approach by quantifying and predicting the risk of PMs’ future

failure risk. Their work aimed to identify and predict the PMs’ reliability in

hosting the upcoming VMs. Therefore, mitigating the risks of allocating the

VMs on hosts will potentially suffer from a service failure. Their strategy is

based on a culture algorithm that optimises the VMs allocation by increasing

the selected PMs’ relatability. The method quality depends on collecting and

monitoring the PMs’ former and current resources status and activities.

3.3 Time-Triggered Allocation

The third domain focuses on allocating the VMs for a defined time to reduce

the amount of sensitive data leakage through the SCAs. The SCA happens

when malicious VMs co-locate for a certain amount of time with target VMs,

then initiate the attack by capturing related information, through the leakage

channels, about the target VMs activities. Thus, this domain focuses on

reducing the amount of data leakage due to the SCAs by considering the time

factor for VMs residing on specific PMs.

The work in [83] proposed an information leakage model between co-resident

VMs by defining three concepts. The first concept defines the relation between

the VMs with each other, as it defines the VMs as either friendly VMs or

unknown VMs. The concept of friendly VMs means that these VMs, defined

as friendly VMs, shared the same PM in the past and did not trigger the

intrusion detection system. The second concept defines the relation between

the VMs and the hosted PMs as trusted hosts. In this case, the PMs who

are considered friendly are the PMs who hosted the requested VM without
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triggering intrusion detection. The third concept is defining the co-residency

time threshold between VMs; therefore, if a VM is placed with another VM for

a time equal to or greater than the time set as a threshold, without triggering

the intrusion detection system, these VMs will be considered friendly. The

same rule is applied to the relation between VMs and PMs. They assume that

the intrusion detection system is implemented on the VMs, to detect malicious

behaviour.

Moreover, [72] introduced a placement algorithm to eliminate the informa-

tion leakage without making changes to the hardware, hypervisor or even the

OS of the VM. Time is an essential factor in their method, which means that

the total time of two VMs co-resident directly relates to the amount of the

leaking of private information. Their method depends on placing the VMs to

selected PMs based on three-level of priorities. The first one considering the

possibility of having replicated VMs for the target user, which means either

the target user has more than one VM on the same PM or has replicated

VMs dedicated to specific tasks, such as load balancing the database VMs.

Moreover, considering collaborating malicious VMs, the malicious user has

more than one VM or replicated VMs. In this case, information leakage will

be considerably higher than the leakage when only one VM for each VM

type, target or malicious, co-reside with each other. Secondly, considering the

possibility of having replicated VMs for the target user. However, there are

no replicated malicious VMs, or collaborate malicious users. In this case, the

leakage is three-time higher compared to the normal situation when there is

only one VM for each type. Thirdly, the worst-case scenario is replicating

and collaborating malicious VMs allocated on the same PM with the target

VMs. In this case, the leakage is six times higher than the typical situation

when there is only one VM for each type. The proposed allocation process

will consider these factors and allocate the VMs accordingly to reduce leaked

information.
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3.4 Co-residency Mitigation

The fourth domain focuses on reducing VMs co-residency with malicious VMs

by focusing on the different allocation algorithm behaviour. Alternatively

stated, focusing on developing an algorithm that manipulates the scheduling

component of the cloud system. For example, in [15], they introduced an

algorithm that deliberately delayed the start-up time for VMs to reduce the

chance of co-residency with malicious VMs. Their algorithm assigns the VMs

request to a queue before the placement to delay the assignment of the VMs.

The delay aims to make the prediction of the arrival of the target VMs difficult

for the malicious VMs to deduce. However, some attackers may have the

ability to compromise the scheduling algorithm of CSP, and they can predict

the location of the target VMs accordingly. Afterwards, and from the defined

queue, their algorithm will choose a VM randomly from the queue and place

it into a suitable PM. This random behaviour will increase the cost of the

malicious user trying to predict the location of the target VM.

Furthermore, [96] propped a model for encouraging cloud users to migrate

their VMs to a different PM to avoid co-residency threats from malicious VMs.

Their idea is to migrate the VMs frequently by using an incentive approach, by

providing better PMs with more free resources to stimulate the users to migrate

their VMs. Thus, to move the VMs periodically to reduce the probability

of malicious co-residency. However, migrating the VMs is not preferable to

the users since it causes a downtime during the migration, even for the live

migration (LM), leading to a service interruption.

On other direction, in [43], they studied the efficiency and coverage of

the malicious VMs when they attempt to co-locate with the target VMs by

examining four virtual machine allocation policies: the least VM, the most

VM, the random VM, and the round-robin policies. According to their paper,

efficiency is the percentage of the malicious VMs succeeding in co-locating with

the target VMs at a specific time divided by the total number of malicious VMs.

In comparison, the coverage is the percentage of the target VMs co-located

with at least one of the malicious VMs at a specific time divided by the total

number of the target VMs. They found out that the least VM allocation policy
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is the most secure policy as it will be hard to achieve co-residency, mainly

when the malicious and the target users launch their VMs in a short period.

The round-robin policy is the least secure one as it is easy for the malicious

user to predict the following location of the target VMs. In connection to their

previous work, they investigated the same VMs allocation policies and found

out that the over subscription and VMs configuration can significantly affect

the efficiency rates and coverage rates. They stated that, in this case, the most

VM allocation policy is the most secure one.

Further, based on these findings, they present a VM allocation algorithm

called previously selected servers first (PSSF). Their algorithm allocates the

VMs belonging to the same user on a selected PM if the number of VMs

belonging to this user exceeds three VMs. They discovered that the PSSF

works better when combined with the least VM allocation policy. However,

their work did not consider VMs migration and its effect on the allocation

process. Also, they consider the VMs arrival only in one situation, where

the target VMs are allocated first, and then the malicious ones allocated

afterwards. Other scenarios could be investigated and studied on different VMs

arrivals time [44], [46]. Continuing their previous work, they aim to identify

the difference between the legal user and the malicious user and classify their

behaviours to maximize the cost for a malicious to achieve co-residency.

Moreover, they identified the best behaviour for a malicious user to achieve

co-residency with the target VMs. The malicious requires to use of multiple

accounts, and each of these accounts creates one VM only. In this case, the

PSSF policy will be less effective in preventing the malicious co-residency. As

such, they classified the accounts into three categories, low, medium and high

risk accounts. Whenever a new account is created, it will be classified as a

medium risk until it is classified as either high or low risk. The malicious

users will try to change their behaviour from medium to low risk to achieve

co-residency. The main idea is to make it costly for them to change their

classification from medium to low risk [45].

Additionally, in [75], they proposed an approach to reduce the co-residency

with malicious VMs in CCEs. Their method aims to prevent the possibility

of SCAs or cover channel attacks conducted by malicious VMs. Their work
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evaluated the allocation of VMs in two main aspects: the probability of co-

residency and its coverage. Also, developed an algorithm called CRRD that

focuses on reducing the chance of VMs co-residency by considering the number

of VMs, users and PMs during the allocation. When new VMs initiated, the

scheduler will check if the number of VMs have not exceeded a certain threshold.

If the threshold has not been exceeded, the scheduler will spread the VMs for

the same user across the available PMs to achieve load balancing allocation.

However, if the threshold has exceeded, the scheduler will allocate the VMs

for this user in previously selected PMs. This process concern more about

the VMs side; however, from the PMs side, the algorithm filters the available

PMs based on their availability of computing resources to accommodate the

requested VMs workload.

Moreover, in [2], they introduced an algorithm that aims to reduce the

malicious co-residency by allocating VMs with other VMs that previously shared

the exact PMs. Their algorithm, called "previously co-located users first", has

two main objectives: reducing the malicious co-residency and maximizing the

used computing resources. The proposed solution assumes that the cloud

provider does not know the type of users, whether malicious or regular. Also, it

has no information about the number of VMs arriving in future time. Besides,

it assumes that the malicious user has the control and the ability to obtain

leaked information through side channels, and it can collaborate with another

malicious user to gain more benefits from the leakage channels. The algorithm

starts by checking if the user launches VMs in the past and if not, the scheduler

will assign the VM to the eligible user PMs list. This list satisfies the condition

of the availability of resources. On the other hand, if the user has previously

launched the VMs, the scheduler will attempt to allocate the VMs with other

previously co-located VMs.

Furthermore, [89], proposed a solution that aims to secure VMs placement

and secure load balancing in the cloud environment. They assume that the

CSPs control the scheduler and implement an intrusion detection system on

the PMs. The CSP can also audit the user’s activities and trace back their

actions to identify the root cause of any incidents. The malicious user, on the

other hand, could perform actions regularly as any other cloud user. Also,
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the malicious users are considered sophisticated in detecting the target VMs

when they reside on the same PM. The malicious users will try to co-locate

with the target VMs by launching many VMs or migrating them constantly.

Their work enhances the Best-Fit algorithm, which focuses on enhancing the

power consumption during the placement. The presented algorithm depends

on having a high score of familiarity with the PMs and VMs during selecting

PMs and placement of VMs.

Lastly, [11] presented a secure VMs placement that randomly selects and

allocates VMs into specific PMs to reduce the chance of co-residency. Their

method initially depends on having a small number of PMs open for an

allocation; then, the allocation algorithm will randomly select a PM from the

available PMs. Afterwards, and if the current PMs can not accommodate any

new VMs, their algorithm will utilise new PMs and make them available for an

allocation. Thus, their idea is to limit the available PMs and make finding a

secure allocation under limited available spaces challenging. Indeed, the more

the algorithm has many available PMs, the more secure allocation will produce.

3.5 Optimisation-Based Allocation

The fifth domain focuses on studying the behaviour of allocation policies by

examining the ideal situations of an allocation under specific constraints. This

domain follows an optimisation-based approach to secure VMs allocation while

utilising existing solutions related to ideal situations. For instance, the work

in [26] proposed a solution to enhance the security and performance of the

VMs allocation process using the firefly algorithm. It is an optimisation-driven

solution aiming to find the optimal allocation that co-locates the malicious

VMs away from the regular VMs on the same PM.

Furthermore,[42] presented a secure VM allocation algorithm based on

multi-objective optimisation. This solution improves the First-Fit algorithm,

which provides an allocation that satisfies the resource constraint. The main

objective is to produce many possible placements, and the algorithm chooses

among them according to a set of defined rules. Accordingly, the highly ranked

placement will be chosen and placed in a list as candidate allocation.
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Moreover, in [25], their work depends on utilising an optimisation-based

problem called Dolphin Partner for obtaining a secure VMs allocation. Their

proposal is divided into two steps: prioritising the VMs with the most efficient

energy-aware utilisation and the VMs with the most efficient memory aware

utilisation. Then, from this extracted VMs list, their algorithm will analyse

and select the allocations that yield fewer malicious VMs in them. Thus, their

method aims to combine the efficient usage of resources while producing a

secure VMs allocation. Moreover, they focus on the parameters that potentially

cause a failure for the VM, for example, the memory utilisation of the VM.

If the current utilisation of the VM is high, it is more prone to failure and

considered a less secure VM than the VM with efficient memory utilisation.

Alternatively stated, the malicious VM will have a better chance of attacking

this VM, for example, by DoS, than a VM with efficient memory resources.

3.6 Secure Hardware Components

The last domain focuses on the secure VMs allocation on the hardware level of

the cloud system. This domain requires a modification in the hardware level,

and this modification includes either changing the mechanism of an existing

component or adding a new one. For example, logically partition the cache into

separate threads to minimise the effect of SCA. Alternatively, in some cases,

using an existing component, which utilises on a different domain, to secure

the processing on shared resources. For example, [81] proposed a solution that

requires a change in the hardware to eliminate SCAs. Their framework aims

to partition the shared cache into two separate regions called shared cache and

isolated cache. The shared cache, will execute all shared resources. However,

the isolated cache, will only execute the resources from VMs that require a

secure and isolated processing unit. In the same manner, the work in [55] offers

a mechanism for partitioning memory caches to defend against the software

level of SCAs. They suggest that their scheme does not require a substantial

modification to the current configuration of modern operating systems.

Additionally, [88] introduced a secure data processing component using

Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). FPGAs is reprogrammable to specific
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functionality, and they been used as an accelerator for the hardware processing,

for instance, on Amazon cloud. Similar to the previous work, in [37], presented

a secure FPGAs in order to minimise the reliance on CSPs for protecting the

processing of the VMs in CCEs.

In different direction, in [95], introduced a system called CloudRadar to

detect the cache-based SCA in CCEs. Their method operates by combining two

main events to protect the VMs processing against malicious attacks through

SCA. These events are: identifying when the VM is executing encrypted opera-

tions by utilising signature-based detection and monitor the abnormal activities

that may occur on shared caches by anomaly-based detection. Furthermore,

a VM migration may be triggered to protect the target VMs from a poten-

tial SCA from these two events. Furthermore, the proposed system can be

implemented as a part of the monitor system of the CSPs to monitor the

performance behaviour of the VMs and, therefore, model their activities for

abnormal detection.

3.7 The Domain of The Thesis

The thesis aims to develop a secure VMs allocation algorithm in CCEs to

defend against SCAs by mitigating the chance of malicious co-residency. The

development of the algorithm starts by studying the aspects that affect VMs

allocation security of the VMs allocation. Alternatively stated, develop an

algorithm that minimises the malicious co-residency on shared resources and,

therefore, minimises SCA’s impact. As shown in the previous section, the

earlier studies tackled the malicious co-residency by proposing specific solutions,

for example, proposing VMs allocation algorithms or modifying the architecture

of the CCEs to mitigate the threats of SCAs under specific constraints and

assumptions. As such, their solutions will suffer from malicious co-residency

occurrence when applied to other scopes or situations. Therefore, in this thesis,

we will propose a solution from a holistic approach by focusing on studying

the allocation behaviours that lead to the secure VMs allocation instead of

only focusing on the allocation algorithm itself.

As illustrated in Table 3.1, we investigated six domains that directly related
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to obtaining a secure VMs allocation in CCEs against SCAs.

The first domain, VMs clustering, focuses on clustering, or grouping, the

VMs into specific groups based on defined requirements, such as network de-

pendability. In other words, the VMs that share the same network reachability

constraints, or having connections between them, then these VMs are prefer-

able to be allocated on the same PM, or at least on the same cluster of PMs.

Another example is grouping the VMs based on the constraint of groups due to

geographic constraints, or defined security configurations, or VMs behavioural

analysis.

The second domain is security profiling and compliance, which is similar to

the first one; however, it is not necessarily that the VMs grouped during the

allocation process, as it only requires that the VMs follow a certain standard

to be allocated on specific PMs. Thus, it is a grouping but with more flexibility

than the first domain. For example, a CSP can specify that a group of PMs

only host VMs specialising in medical health care and followed the (HIPA)

standard [28].

The third domain is time-triggered allocation, which depends on the VMs

allocation based on the time these VMs spend sharing the exact PMs. Otherwise

stated, it focuses on defining the friendly VMs and the malicious ones based

on the sharing time of co-residency. For example, if two VMs co-reside for a

time more than a specific threshold without triggering any alarms or conduct

malicious actions, it means they are friendly VMs. Otherwise, these VMs

considered malicious, and the allocation will try to reallocate the VMs to

obtain secure allocation based on these factors.

The fourth one is co-residency mitigation, which depends on developing a

secure VMs allocation algorithm based on VMs and PMs configuration and

specific factors. For instance, depending on the number of existing VMs and

arriving ones, or the configuration of PMs and if they have many resources

or limited resources. Also, the arrival of the VMs at a particular time or by

changing the VMs allocation behaviour. It is a heuristic approach that aims to

secure the VMs allocation based on the current situations rather than known

data.

The fifth domain is optimisation-based, which focuses on obtaining a
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secure VM allocation under ideal situations of the optimised algorithm. Such

approaches utilise existing optimal solutions applied to different domains to

produce a secure allocation under different constraints. The last domain is

secure hardware, which depends on adding a component or changing the

hardware level of CCEs infrastructure to secure the processing of VMs when

they are share the same PM. For example, secure the operations, or threads,

processed on shared CPUs of a shared PM, to minimise the leaked information

through side-channel, and therefore, minimising SCAs.

Table 3.1: Domains of the related work

Domain Area References
VM Clustering [61], [93], [16], [92], [5], [60], [1], [64]
Security Profiling and
Compliance

[12], [3], [19], [73], [41], [53]

Time-Triggered Alloca-
tion

[83], [72]

Co-residency mitigation [15], [96], [43], [44], [46], [45], [75], [2], [89], [11]
Optimisation-Based Al-
location

[26], [42], [25]

Secure Hardware [81], [88], [95], [37], [55]

The following section will explain in detail the aspects considered to develop

the secure algorithms in this thesis.

3.7.1 Aspects affecting the secure allocation

This section aims to introduce the aspects that affect developing a secure VMs

allocation in CCEs, from the perspective of the thesis. We aim to present an

abstract perspective about the secure VMs allocation process and the factors

that potentially affect the overall security of a proposed allocation. In order to

do so, we perform a deep investigation of the previous solutions in the same

area, in Table 3.1. The outcome of this investigation is to find an abstract

solution based on the previous literature by learning about four main aspects

that affect the security of the VMs and expose them to SCAs.

The first one is the level of cloud system, either the VMs or PMs, the

hypervisor and the VIM. The VIM is usually the component that responsible

of the allocation algorithm and has visibility over a cluster, or clusters, of the

cloud infrastructure. The visibility includes the hosted VMs, the available
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PMs, available networks, amount of available storage and the communication

between these components. For example, in Table 3.1, [1, 3, 12, 16, 19, 41, 44–

46, 61, 72, 83, 92, 93] focus on the aspects related to the VMs layer of the

cloud systems, while the works in [45, 81] focus on the aspects related to the

PMs layer, and [41, 60, 83] focused on the hypervisor layer.

The second aspect is the attacker behaviour, which includes the actions that

the malicious VMs perform to co-reside with the target VMs. These actions

are usually classified as normal actions. For instance, requesting an increase

of the available resources of malicious VMs [43, 45, 83]. If the resources are

limited, it could lead to a migration of the malicious VMs to another PM,

therefore, a better chance for malicious co-residency.

The third one is to study the expected impact of this attack depends on the

assumed scenarios. These attacks could be classified as passive or active attacks

depending on the nature of the attack and how it interrupts or compromises

the target VMs. Finally, the fourth aspect focuses on the previous researchers

proposed countermeasures to defend against this type of attack under each

classification. We will discuss these aspects in more detail.

In Figures 3.1 and 3.2, we present a classification of the aspects that affect

the VM-level, PM-level and Hypervisor-level malicious co-residency based on

the conducted investigation of the literature review. The classification includes

the attacker behaviour, attack impact and the proposed countermeasures.

3.7.2 VM Level Attack

This section will introduce the aspects that affect the VMs level malicious

co-residency, which are the attacker behaviour, the attack impact and the

countermeasures, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Attacker Behaviour

Firstly, the attacker behaviour includes the malicious user’s actions to achieve

malicious co-residency with target VMs. For instance, the attacker could utilise

a vulnerability in the operating system (OS) of the VM. This attack happens

due to flaws in the configuration of drivers on the OS level. Alternatively,

normal operations performed by the OS leaking data that the malicious user
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can utilise to attempt SCA [1, 41, 61, 93]. Moreover, the malicious user could

perform regular actions to force the VMs scheduler to initiate a VM migration,

i.e., re-allocating the VMs. These actions, for example, demanding more

resources which is not currently available on the hosted PM, or some attacker

tries to deliberately peak their VMs performance to the maximum to force the

migration to be triggered. This peak of performance, and if the CSP applies a

particular SLA related to performance threshold, it will potentially lead to a

migration of the VMs. In some cases, the malicious users will try to increase

their VMs number in a short period, which may stimulate the scheduler to

perform VMs migration [43].

Figure 3.1: Aspects of VM-level malicious co-residency

In addition to the attacker behaviour, the malicious user aims to detect

the existence of co-resident VMs on the same shared PM to initiate the attack

[95]. The detection of the target user is not necessarily that this target user is

the one that the attacker aims to collect its data. It could be simply a user

that performs a heavy operation on the same shared PM. A heavy operation

indicates that the VM is currently performing a task requiring encryption of

data or a vital task. These major operations could be captured and spotted
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through a normal side-channel on the cache level. To put it differently, a

malicious user can detect if the VMs share the same PM, performing major

operations by calculating the time needed to operate on its own VM and

comparing the results of the captured times for any spike.

Attack Impact and Consequence

The attack impact of such malicious behaviour depends on whether the attack

is from a passive or active source. For instance, and as stated earlier, the

attacker can capture data of the operations on the shared PM through its VM.

These data include the time needed for completing an operation or sensitive

encrypted information. These captured data result from the sharing of comput-

ing resources, such as CPUs and caches, among cloud users. Moreover, these

data could be information about power consumption, performance data, global

kernel data, or asynchronous kernel events [54]. Moreover, the weakness in

applying security standards for some VMs allows malicious VMs to compromise

them and escalate the attack to other VMs through these none secure VMs.

After collecting the data, the malicious user will profile the target VMs

activity, e.g. execution time, with the help of machine learning techniques [39].

Then, the malicious user can actively perform a DoS attack on shared memory

by peaking the performance, assuming the CSP allows for memory peaking to

maintain performance for the VMs [33]. To clarify, CSPs may allow the VMs

to have more than the allocated resources at a peak time of VMs performance

to accommodate the sudden rise in resource demand. The allocated extra

resources are taken from shared VMs that are not utilising these resources at

the time of peaking. This rule allows the CSP to maintain VM’s performance

and avoid any interruptions affecting the SLAs. However, the attacker could

take advantage of such flexibility of resources to either affect shared VMs’

performance or interrupt the service performed at peak time. For example,

in [87], they perform a SCA by taking advantage of the shared memory and

ballooning technology in the cloud. The Ballooning is a driver installed on

each VM, used simply by the hypervisor to ensure that each VM has enough

resources at a specific moment to perform a particular task that requires more

memory, and this is achieved by taking resources from the co-resident VM’s
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resources.

Moreover, data leakage can cascade to other VMs hosted on the shared

compromised PM. The malicious user will have information about the resource’s

utilisation and profile the VMs connectivity accordingly. Furthermore, the

attackers can exploit VM image vulnerabilities that propagate its flaws to

other VMs and PMs in the environment. From a security perspective, any data

breaches or flaws in the systems configurations consider threats to the CCEs

and the organisation utilising cloud services, leading to significant financial

losses.

Countermeasures

Thirdly, the countermeasures for such attacks mainly focus on the methods and

rules of allocating the VMs securely while maintaining other constraints such

as resources availability and limited PMs. For example, and to defend against

SCA on VM-level, the group of VMs that shares the PMs resources should

share the exact security requirements and standards. The requirements include

network dependency and reachability for VMs and PMs and the same applied

security standard on both VMs and hosted PMs. Moreover, the scheduler

should allocate the VMs together for a specific time and did not trigger any

malicious behaviours among them; this requires adding an intrusion detection

system on both VMs and PMs levels. Many types of intrusion detection systems

(IDS) can be applied to the cloud system to secure the VMs processing from

malicious intrusion [71].

In some cases, allocating a VM into a PM that contains many VMs belonging

to the same user could be less secure. If this user, with many VMs, is a malicious

one, then the amount of data that this user can collect will substantially be

higher due to replicating malicious processes this user can perform using its

many VMs. For the VM scheduler that follows a grouping behaviour, it is

preferable to create many VMs groups and divide them according to their

defined security standard or based on VMs processing behaviour. The more

VMs group existed, the more reduction in the chance of the malicious VMs

co-residency to occur.

Lastly, if applicable, following a random VMs allocation behaviour is
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potentially reducing the effect of malicious co-residency occurrence. The

malicious users that depend on detecting the target VMs will be much harder

for them to predict the VM scheduler’s allocation behaviour and, therefore,

achieve malicious co-residency. However, the CSPs allocation policy is limited

to other constraints such as resource limitation and SLAs commitments; as

such, achieving the randomness in allocation should consider these restrictions.

3.7.3 PM and Hypervisor Level Attack

In PM and hypervisor levels, in Figure 3.2, the attacker behaviour includes

the malicious user’s actions performed on these two components to achieve

malicious co-residency with target VMs. For example, the malicious VMs

can observe, capture and analyse the data processed on a shared cache of the

shared PM. As mentioned, SCAs depend on capturing data throughout an

intermittent time; then, these data can be utilised for profiling and targeting

specific processes or VMs. The profiling could perform by utilising a machine

learning-based technique to cluster and classify the data [66]. A malicious VM

can compromise the hypervisor by collecting data about the scheduling table

on PMs. These data contain information about the co-located VMs, including

their migration route. It allows the malicious user to predict the behaviour of

the scheduling algorithm and, therefore, plan the attack accordingly [83].

Figure 3.2: Aspects of PM-level malicious co-residency

Similar to VM-level classification, the attack impact can range from passive
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attacks to active ones. The type of the attacks is similar to the attacks of

VM-level classification, but it differs in the mean utilised to perform the attack.

For example, extracting the data does not necessarily because there are flaws

in the driver configurations of the VMs; it could be because the hosted PM

has flaws in hardware configuration. In many cases, it is not a flaw in the

hardware configuration, but simply it could be a standard channel utilised by

a malicious user, for instance, the shared level of the cache or Ballooning of the

shared memory. These are standard configurations used for common purposes;

however, these channels leaking important information lead to SCAs.

Lastly, the countermeasures for these levels of attacks include a minor

modification on the hardware for some cases, while others require to cluster the

PMs according to specific standards. For instance, the available PMs could be

clustered and classified according to the severity of the VMs hosted on them.

The PMs that host highly sensitive VMs can be equipped with a hardware

component to secure its data processing, i.e., make the data encrypted while

processing on CPU and cache. The FPGA is an example of using additional

components to secure the data processing on the PM level [88, 94]. Other

methods focused on modifying the existing hardware components, and these

modifications could only be logical, not physical. In other words, modify the

cache’s shared level structure and divide the cache into multiple caches to

create an isolation zone. These isolation zones will separate the processing

threads from each other and reduce the amount of leaked information from

that channel. After this isolation, the VMs with highly secure information

could be placed into PMs with this feature of cache separation to ensure the

data a processed securely.

Summary

In this chapter, we present a review of the previous researches that tackling

the SCAs and malicious VMs co-residency in CCEs. The review divides the

previous researches into six domains which are the VMs clustering scheduling

algorithms, the VMs profiling based algorithms, the time triggering based

VMs allocation algorithm, the algorithms that aim to reduce the chance of
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co-residency, the optimisation-based algorithms, and the algorithms that based

on hardware level remedy. Moreover, we presented classification of the aspects

affecting the secure allocation in CCEs by studying the effect of the attacker’s

behaviour and the attacker’s impact. We also introduced the countermeasures

analysis of the SCA based on the type of attack and the level of virtualisation.

The levels of virtualisation compromised by SCA include the VMs, PMs,

and the hypervisor. This analysis contributed to developing the secure VM

allocation model, which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Developing and Evaluating Secure VMs

Allocation Model

Preface

In this work, we aim to develop a secure VMs allocation in CCEs to defend

against SCAs. Thus, we defined the aspects that affect the development of the

intended secure VMs allocation approach, as explained in Section 3.7.1. In

addition, we defined the threats of malicious users, including the attacker’s

behaviour and the impact of the attack that the SCAs could leave on the

compromised system.

This chapter aims to define the cloud data centre model assumed in this

thesis, including its components that affect the development of the cloud system.

The components include the PMs and the VMs structure and how they interact

in CCEs. Moreover, the virtualisation layer, which is responsible for sharing

the resources in the CCEs. In addition, we will define the method of resources

allocation and sharing of CCEs computing resources, which allows the cloud

user to utilise resources based on their needs.

Further, we will define the model of the secure VMs allocation in CCEs,

including the definition of the model’s objective and its assumed constraints.

The model’s objective is to obtain a secure VMs allocation to defend against

SCAs by minimising the malicious co-residency. Additionally, we introduce a

definition of cloud users based on their behaviour analysis, thus, classifying

them into specific types. Moreover, it includes defining the objective of the

VMs allocation, which is producing a secure VMs allocation under different
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situations while reducing the utilised PMs.

Finally, we present an evaluation of the secure VMs allocation model us-

ing an Linear Programming (LP) solver, which aims to study and examine

the behaviour of the secure optimal allocations under the defined model con-

straints. The evaluation includes different scenarios and structures of the CCEs

components, which captures the secure optimal VMs allocation patterns.

4.1 Cloud Data Centre Architecture

As stated, the objective of the thesis is to obtain a secure VMs allocation

in CCEs to defend against SCAs. Thus, we proposed the cloud data centre

model, which considers the public cloud IaaS model, where the users provided

infrastructure computing resources as a service, as depicted in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Assumed Cloud Data Centre Architecture

This service includes computing resources, through virtualization, such

as storage, network and servers. Thus, the users have a level of access to

the physical resources of the IaaS service model. For example, each virtual

computing resource, e.g., CPU, is linked through a driver on the operating

system (OS) level to the shared physical CPU [23]. The proposed model

consists of different entities that affect obtaining the secure VMs allocation:

the VMs, PMs, learning module, virtualisation layer, VIM and virtual machine

allocation and migration algorithm. The components will be described briefly

in the following sections with their relation to the proposed objective.
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4.1.1 Physical Machines

We will start from the lower level of the cloud system, as shown in Figure 4.1, the

hardware or physical machines (PMs). Without the virtualization technology,

the PMs are bare metal devices dedicated to a single OS with predefined fixed

resources. Otherwise stated, the PMs are computers designed to be used by

single users for single-purpose with fixed resources and without resource sharing

or efficient usage. Each PM is equipped with computing resources such as

physical RAMs, physical CPUs and other physical components. We refer to

them as physical resources because when defined on the VMs level, they will be

virtual resources. Each physical resource of a PM will be shared and allocated,

based on demand, for groups of VMs hosted or allocated on this PM. Our

model assumes that the PMs are connected and that all PMs have visibility

over the cloud system. Hence, all the VMs hosted on the cloud system can be

shared by any available PMs and move from one PM to another accordingly.

4.1.2 Virtual Machines

The VMs is a computer that can run on a shared environment, i.e., sharing

the computing resources, such as CPUs and RAMs, with other VMs. It is a

software or a virtual system that can mimic a physical computer and run as

a guest on hosted PM. Each VM, hosted on a PM, is allocated to a specific

amount of the physical resources through virtualisation technology, which will

be explained in the following section. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, each VM

has a unique OS and specific purpose application from the other VMs who

shared the same PM. Moreover, the VMs are equipped with virtual computing

resources such as virtual CPUs, virtual RAMs and virtual storage, connected

to the physical resources through the virtualisation layer. In essence, the main

objective of VMs is to allocate and utilise computing resources efficiently and

on-demand to avoid resources wastage.

4.1.3 Virtualisation

The concept of virtualisation is expressive to its role in the cloud computing

system, which is to virtualise the physical resources to be shared and utilised

by the virtual guests, or VMs. Alternatively stated, virtualisation technology
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allows the provisioning and sharing of VMs, with their unique OS, on a single

PM [91].

Accordingly, the virtualisation technology is feasible by a software compon-

ent, or layer, called the hypervisor, which aims to integrate the VMs resources

with hosted PMs resources. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the hypervisor is

responsible for allocating a PM’s physical resources to multiple VMs virtual re-

sources through the virtualisation layer. For instance, the allocated and shared

computing resources are the CPUs and RAMs. Moreover, it is responsible for

the separation of the VMs logically while running on shred PMs. However,

this separation does not avoid SCAs occurrences, as we will explain later in

the threat model.

Implementing the hypervisor depends on the CSPs; however, the most

common method is implementing the hypervisor software on the PM as a bare

metal server. Then, after implementing the software, or hypervisor, it will allow

separating the physical resources of the PMs into multiple divided resources,

which can be utilised and shared by VMs. There are many commercial and

open-source CSPs of the hypervisor that uses this implementation method,

for example, VMware ESXI [29] and Microsoft Hyper-V [51]. The second less

common method of implementing the hypervisor is implementing it on the OS

directly instead of the bare metal server. In other words, the hypervisor software

installed as an application, and then it can allocate computing resources from

the hosted OS to the VMs created by this hypervisor, for example, VMware

Workstation [90]. It is less common because it has poor performance than the

first type, as it depends on the hosted OS, not on the bare metal computing

resources, i.e., direct connection to the PM [32]. In the thesis, we only consider

the first type of hypervisor.

4.1.4 VMs Allocation and Migration

This section will describe VMs allocation and VMs Migration in a virtualised

environment, thus in CCEs. Generally speaking, and as illustrated in Figure

4.2, the VIM is responsible for allocating and managing the physical computing

resources to the guest VMs according to their requirements. As explained in

Section 4.1.3, the hypervisor aims to virtualise the computing resources such
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as CPUs, RAMs and Networks and make them shared for guest VMs, hence

becoming virtual CPU (vCPU), or virtual RAM (vRAM). While the VIM is

responsible for allocating the resources for VMs includes creating them, deleting

them, and migrating them to another PM, which is called VMs migration [50].

Figure 4.2: VM Allocation and Migration

In the following, we will introduce more details about VMs allocation and

migration in a virtualised environment.

VMs Allocation

VMs allocation refers to the steps to create or allocated a VM into a selected

PM, i.e., allocating the hardware computing resources, such as CPU or RAM,

to the requested VM. For example, in Figure 4.2, VM1 and VM2 are allocated

to PM1, while VM3 and VM4 allocated to PM2. The allocation to a specific

PM depends entirely on the method of VMs allocation implemented. Otherwise

stated, there are two steps of allocating the VMs, selecting the PM suitable

for the VM and allocating the resources of the selected PM to the guest VM,

vCPU or vRAM.

The first step, which is selecting the PM, depends on implementing the VMs

allocation policy in CCEs. The methods are different based on the objective of

allocating the VMs, for example, allocating the VMs for power consumption

optimisation, resources load balancing, network overhead optimisation or

security objectives [65]. In this thesis, we aim to allocate the VMs securely

into suitable PMs to reduce the malicious co-residency and, therefore, SCAs,

thus, security objective.

The second step is allocating the resources into selected PM, i.e., allocating

the demanded VMs resources on shared PM. Each component of the computing
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resources has its method of sharing and allocating the selected PMs resources,

either Time-sharing or Space-sharing. Time-sharing means that the resources

are allocated for a time limit, then the same resources will be allocated to

another process, or guest VM, based on the method of priority for selecting

these processes. On the other hand, Space-sharing allocates the space of

computing resources entirely to the guest VMs at all times. The allocated

space includes allocating the pages of the RAM or CPU cores [18].

VMs Migration

VMs migration refers to the steps needed to move the current state of a VM

from source PM to destination PM. The current state of a VM includes the

data on the hosted CPU and hosted memory files that are processing while

moving, or migrating, the VM. As shown in Figure 4.2, the VM2 is moved

from PM1 to PM2, called VM migration.

Several reasons might trigger VMs migration in CCEs, for instance, a

sudden failure to the hosted PM, which leads the guest VMs to be migrated

to another PM. Alternatively, for optimisation reasons, preserving the load

balance between the available PMs for power consumption efficiency. In our

work, we trigger the VMs migration for a security-aware objective to minimise

the chance of malicious co-residency during VMs allocation.

There are two types of VMs migration, live and non-live VMs migration.

The live VMs migration, which we considered in this work, is moving the current

state of the VMs from one PM to another. We will refer to live migration in

the thesis as VMs migration. On the other hand, non-live migration starts

moving the VM to another PM after stopping the execution of the VM, i.e.,

turn the VM off. These types of VMs migrations depend on the situations

needed and the design of the data centre of CCEs [4].

In some cases, the non-live migration is forced because there is no network

connectivity configured that serve the purpose of live VM migration between

the source and destination. Alternatively, the hardware configuration of the

two PMs is different, which makes it not possible for a VM to migrate its

current state, on a CPU, for example, from one PM to a PM with a different

configuration of the CPU. However, some cases select this type of VMs migration
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for SLAs reasons. For example, a VM user wants to ensure that the current

state of memory page files is not corrupted or missed during the live VM

migration.

As stated in this work, we consider live migration as the migration type

implemented in our work. The steps of VM migration start, after triggering

the VMs migration, by the initialisation phase, which ensures that the selected

PM has enough resources and meets the requirement for VMs demands. This

initialisation step mainly depends on the PM’s selection process, which depends

on the behaviour of the VMs allocation algorithm. The next chapter of this

thesis will describe the VMs allocation algorithm and VMs migration algorithm

steps.

After selecting the PM, the next step is allocating the resources for the

migrated VM on the destination PM to ensure that other VMs does not utilise

the allocated resources. The following step is to suspend the VM, preserve its

current state to an image file, and copy it to the destination PM, including the

data processing on the vCPU registry file and the vRAM pages. The reason

to call the image file in this term is that it captures the current state of the

migrated VM, exactly like capturing pictures from a camera device.

After the image file is captured and copied to the destination PM, the

VM on the source PM will continue to run normally, then the first iteration

of moving the VM from source to destination PM will start. The iterations

mean that, and since the current state is captured, a log file will be created

on the source and destination PM to capture the changes happening on the

VM. The log file will be used to update the changes that happened on sources

PM to the destination PM. This step will iterate several times until all the

logs are updated, and then stop the VM on source PM and copy its remaining

logs to the destination PM. Afterwards, after the VM is migrated, it will be

committed and synchronised to its previous state before migration [63].

4.1.5 VMs Allocation and Migration Integration

In the previous Sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.4, we described VMs allocation and

migration as individual components. In this section, we will describe the

integration between them as intended in the thesis. As we mentioned, the
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objective of this work is to introduce VMs allocation, and therefore VMs

migration, to minimize the chance of malicious co-residency on the shared

PMs. Thus, we aim to allocate the VMs securely and trigger VMs migration to

preserve or enhance the state of the secure allocation. Otherwise stated, and as

shown in Figure 4.3, we assume that the VMs migration only triggers upon the

arrival of new VMs, forcing the VMs migration to happen. For example, VM9

require an allocation without sharing other VMs; therefore, a VM migration

triggers and VM4 and VM5 are migrated to PM2 and PM4, respectively, to

comply with the rule of VMs allocation algorithm. This example is only to

explain the assumption we made for VMs migration process in the thesis.

Figure 4.3: The Integration between VM Allocation and Migration Assumed
in the Thesis

In this work, the VMs migration will be trigger if the VMs arrival and

allocation will lead to producing an allocation with malicious co-residency. For

example, in Figure 4.3, we assume that the first allocation produced before

migration is secure. Furthermore, the new arrival VM, denoted as VM9, is

malicious and will produce an allocation with malicious co-residency between

existing VMs, thus, the VM migration will be triggered. Here we described the

events that lead to VMs migration assume in this work, and it mainly depends

on the objective that we aim to achieve from the VMs allocation, which is

secure VMs allocation. However, in the next chapter, extensive details will be

presented about selecting the PMs, how the VMs migrated, and which VMs

are selected for migration.

4.1.6 VMs Learning Model

As illustrated in Figure 4.1, we introduce a learning module which aims to

classify the VMs based on their behaviours. The analysis of VMs behaviour is

crucial for CSPs to identify VMs with suspicious behaviour and isolate them
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from other VMs.

Therefore, we consider utilising the method presented in [76], where the

authors introduce a machine learning-based technique for analysing the VMs

behaviour by capturing specific factors and categorise the VMs accordingly.

Their method is based on detecting the malicious behaviour of cloud users by

analysing the abnormal activities of their VMs, or other computing components

that they utilised. These activities are collected from different cloud system

levels, including operating systems, VMs, PMs, or network devices levels. Any

abnormal activities will trigger the monitoring system, which is an Intrusion

Detection System (IDS) responsible for collecting the events. The type of

malicious behaviours can be classified based on the level of cloud systems where

the abnormal event occurs. For instance, on the VMs level, multiple VMs are

created, deleted, migrated or cloning in short periods. On the network level,

unusual ports configuration changes, creations of new ports, persistent host IP

querying or deletion of ports group.

Figure 4.4: VMs Behaviour Learning Model

Moreover, in [45], the authors present a model for analysing the behaviour

of VMs by monitoring specific factors that help categorise VMs into specific

classes. These are: a user launching a small or large number of VMs at a

particular time, or at a periodical time, or keeping at least one VM active at

all times or all of a user’s VMs consuming minimal active time to save cost.

After monitoring these factors, a CSP can classify VMs as either high, medium

or low risk VMs.

As shown in Figure 4.4, we will assume that a CSP analyses the behaviours
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of VMs, to identify suspicious VMs and allocate VMs according to this analysis.

The analysis could be performed initially by merely asking VMs users to submit

their list of security constraints if they have the required awareness of the

security threats on the cloud systems. For example, some users may require

their VMs to be allocated to specific geographic locations to control their

data flows and comply with regulations. Also, some require their VMs to

be allocated on PMs that are configured under the same network subnet to

optimise network traffic and minimise the risk of network connectivity. The

constraints gathering process is not always possible and depends mainly on

users’ awareness of security threats. However, it is part of many steps performed

by the CSP to analyse and profile VMs behaviours.

Moreover, analyses can be performed on the VMs, based on the information

gathered from the VMs users about the type of applications or data processed

on their VMs. This step could help to identify the level of data sensitivity

initially. After the initial analysis, the CSP can categorise the VMs and

subsequently start the allocation process. Another technique is to perform

the analysis during VMs execution to capture their activities and possible

suspicious behaviours. The result of this analysis could lead to a possible

re-allocation of the VMs.

It is worth mentioning that suspicious VMs are not necessarily malicious

ones. However, their suspicious behaviours may lead the CSP to categorise them

as high-risk. The CSP should handle these VMs from a security perspective

and perform allocations according to the categorisation result while meeting

hosting requirements.

The analysis of the learning model produces a categorisation of the VMs

into three types; these types are target, malicious and normal VMs. Formally

stated, the set V , the set of all VMs available in CCEs, is partitioned into

three sets: (i) set T of target VMs, (ii) set M of malicious VMs and (iii) set N

of normal VMs, with the following constraints:

V = T ∪M ∪N (4.1)

T ∩M = ∅ ∧ T ∩N = ∅ ∧M ∩N = ∅ (4.2)
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The first constraint, in Eq. (4.1), indicates that each VM belonging to any

of the defined types belongs to the set of all VMs, which is V . While in Eq.

(4.2), it indicates that any VM categorised with a specific type can not be

redefined with another type during the allocation process. Otherwise stated,

each VM belonging to a particular type group is unique to this specific VM

type group and will not be duplicated to other VMs type groups, during the

allocation.

We define a target VM , a malicious VM and a normal VM as follow:

Definition 4.1.1 (Target VM (T )). A VM that has proven to be legitimate,

which means this VM has sensitive data that could be compromised by other

VMs. The target VM is classified as a critical VM before and during the VM

allocation by the CSP, according to their VM behaviour analysis produced

from the learning component, in Figure 4.4.

Definition 4.1.2 (Malicious VM (M)). A VM can be classified as a malicious

VM that behaves suspiciously, according to the CSP behaviour analysis. If a

VM is behaving suspiciously, then it is considered a malicious VM , until it is

proven otherwise. If the VM is considered malicious, then it is considered a

risk to the target VMs

Definition 4.1.3 (Normal VM (N)). A normal VM is a VM that is classified

as neither a target nor a malicious VM . Therefore, it’s a harmless normal

cloud user.

4.2 Threat Description

In CCEs, as we described, resources allocation is flexible and enables multiple

users to share common computing platform dynamically available resources.

This sharing invariably means that a PM can potentially share its resources

among a set of distinct users or VMs, known as VM co-location. Therefore,

the security threats for these shared computing environments have invariably

shifted, leading to significant threats to cloud users, unlike the traditional on-

premises data centres where the VMs have dedicated resources, a more secure

and control environment. The types of threats that arise when a malicious
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VM shares with a target VM range from confidentiality breach to service

interruption attacks [52].

Thus, and as it shown in Figure 4.5, VMs co-location, though enabling

efficient resource sharing, is creating unwanted side channels, which can be

sources of potential SCAs, such as cache-based SCAs. Informally, side channels

are (unwanted) communication channels between processes that may leak

sensitive outputs from a process [97]. As such, SCAs will have impact that

can extend from applications level to the hardware level [14, 82] and will

become more prevalent due to the range of side channels that exists. In Section

2.3, we presented background information about SCAs generally and in cloud

computing systems.

Figure 4.5: Threat Model

Accordingly, when VMs are co-resident (or co-located) on the same PM,

one (malicious) VM can analyse characteristics of another (target) VM, e.g.,

analysing the operations timing properties, to infer various information such as

cryptographic keys through SCAs. Specifically, the attacks can occur through

a cache-based channel by utilising the sharing capabilities of the cache levels

[77]. In other words, the malicious VMs can analyse the execution time of the

VMs co-locating on the same PM and subsequently conduct the attack. This

analysis starts by capturing the execution data of the target VMs, then analyse

them to formulate an attacks model using a machine learning-based approach.

Afterwards, from the outcome of the analysis, the malicious VMs can conduct

another form of attack, such as a DoS, or compromise the target VM based on

the collected data. In the following sections, we will explain more about the

steps of the attack.
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4.2.1 Achieving Malicious Co-residency

From the malicious user perspective, the first step of conducting an SCA is to

achieve a co-residency with the target VMs, leading to a malicious co-residency.

The malicious co-residency means that the malicious VMs and the target VMs

sharing the same PM. Achieving such a goal depends on the VMs allocation

algorithm that the CSP utilises to allocate the VMs. Alternatively stated,

the behaviour of the VMs allocation algorithm contributes significantly to

achieving malicious co-residency by the malicious VM.

Therefore, the attacker needs to understand how the CSPs allocates the

VMs to formulate the attacks based on this knowledge. For instance, in [85],

they studied the possibility of achieving a malicious co-residency based on the

allocation algorithms on different public CCEs, such as Amazon or Google.

Their study concluded that the malicious user could reach this goal simply and

cheaply due to the vulnerabilities of the VMs allocation algorithms. Hence, the

malicious co-residency can be achieved due to the limitation of the allocation

algorithms not considering the severity and impact.

4.2.2 Capturing Execution Time Data: Cache-based Attack

After the malicious co-residency occurs between the malicious VMs and the

target VMs, the SCA will be initiated by the malicious user. In our work, we

assumed the cache-based attack as the considered attack model conducted

by the malicious user. It starts by utilising the vulnerabilities of the shared

cache among VMs allocated on the same PM. Specifically, the cache-based

SCA occurs on shared cache levels, level 2, denoted as L2 and level 3, denoted

as L3, shared among hosted VMs, or threads. The malicious VMs can perform

the attack by measuring the execution time of the load operations of the shared

caches on the PM level. If a specific operation utilises a considerable amount

of time to load, compared to the other operations, the attacker will consider a

current heavily operation executing on the physical machine from a co-resided

VM.

For example, we will briefly explain a well-known form of this attack called

Prime-Probe attack [14]. It performs in two stages; the first stage is prime,

which means that the malicious VM will perform a read-memory operation on
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all memory blocks that lead to placing all the malicious VM data in the cache.

At a specific time, the target VM will perform a heavily encrypted operation,

requiring utilising the full cache. In this case, the malicious VM data will be

evicted from the cache and replaced with the target VM data. The malicious

will repeat the read-memory operation and calculate the time if it takes longer;

it indicates a sensitive operation executing at this time. If the execution time

is significantly high at a precise moment, it will indicate that the VM performs

a sensitive or essential operation, and the attacker can interrupt or extract this

information.

Overall, the SCAs depend on collecting information from normal operations

output, such as execution time on cache levels. Furthermore, the collected

information has no major impacts when they are treated separately. However,

with sophisticated tools that can classify and cluster irrelevant data to mean-

ingful information such as machine learning tools, this process can lead to

major SCAs. Otherwise stated, the extracted information will help to profile

the activities of the VMs co-located on the same PM and define the vulnerable

state of the target VMs.

4.2.3 Formulate attacks model

As stated, the extracted information helps the malicious user profile the target

VMs with the help of machine learning techniques. In other words, formulating

an attacks model to systematically conducting different forms of attacks to

interrupt and compromise the services of the target VMs. For example, in

[39], they utilise a machine learning-based approach to conduct a cache-based

attack by profiling the activities of cloud users. They were able to capture

data features resulted from cache-based access that represents different types

of applications. Their approach showed that the captured information could

be collected regardless of the need to synchronising the cache access between

the malicious and target VMs.

Thus, it is crucial that malicious VMs, i.e., those wishing to steal informa-

tion, and target VMs, i.e., those with sensitive information, are not co-resident

on the same PM. We assume that the malicious users are sophisticated attack-

ers who can utilise the leakage channels through SCA by merely co-residing
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with the target VMs. In this thesis, we present two significant steps involved

to overcome this problem. Firstly, identifying the malicious and target VMs,

as we describe using the learning module, in Section 4.1.6. Secondly, develop

an allocation algorithm that aims to allocate the malicious and target VMs

apart from each other.

4.3 Secure VMs Allocation Model

The main objective of the proposed secure VMs allocation model is to obtain

a secure allocation where the target VMs and malicious VMs not sharing the

same PM, thus, defending against SCAs. Moreover, the proposed model aims

to find allocations where the number of used PMs is minimised. Therefore, our

model following a stacking-based VMs allocation behaviour such as Bin-Packing

Problem (BPP) [34]. Generally speaking, BPP aims to pack objects into bins

with a fixed number of available resources while using fewer bins. Altogether,

this section introduces the system model formulation of the thesis by explaining

the objective functions of secure VMs allocation. Moreover, it describes each

different aspect of the system constraints implemented to achieve the optimal

solution and address the problem of SCAs.

4.3.1 Definition of Variables and Functions

The following are the variables and functions definitions of the model:

1. P = PM1 . . . PMk : Set of physical machines.

2. R(PMj): Available resources of a physical machine (j).

3. V = VM 1 . . . VM n : Set of virtual machines.

4. N (VM i): Required resources of a virtual machine (i).

5. T : Set of virtual machines classified as a Target.

6. M : Set of virtual machines classified as a Malicious.

7. N : Set of virtual machines classified as a Normal.

8. Au : V → P: VM allocation function to a PM.
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9. A: Set of all possible allocations.

10. M: Set of transitions between allocations.

11. Move(Au , Au+1 ): Set of VMs that are migrated during transition

from (Au) to (Au+1).

12. CoRe(Au): Set of PMs at which malicious co-residency occurs.

4.3.2 System Model

The system consists of a set P of k physical machines, labelled PM1, . . . which

remains unchanged in the lifetime of the allocation process. Each PMj , 1 ≤

j ≤ k has the same set of configuration, i.e., same hardware configurations,

but in varying quantities. For instance, one PM may have more storage, CPU

cores or RAM allocated than another, i.e., we assume that the PMs resources

are heterogeneous, thus, the system to be heterogeneous in terms of resource

availability. The reason for the assumption about having the same hardware

configuration is because it’s a requirement for the live migration to work, as

explained in Section 4.1.4. Moreover, we denote by R(PMj), the amount of

physical resources available on PMj during the VM allocation.

Moreover, the system consists of a set V of virtual machines, labelled

V M1, . . .. We assume that the set of VMs is both heterogeneous and non-

heterogeneous for our model. In other words, we will examine both situations

when the requested set of VMs are either have the same set of resources or

different ones. Thus, each V M i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n has either the same or different set

of resource type requirements in our system model. Furthermore, we assume

that all the resources needed by a VM can be met by the available PMs, and

we denote by N(V M i), the amount of resources needed by V M i. As explained

in Section 4.1.6, the set V is partitioned into three sets: set T of target VMs,

set M of malicious VMs and set N of normal VMs.

4.3.3 Bin-Packing Problem

The purpose of BPP is to pack all the requested objects into the available bins

while utilising the fewest available bins possible. In other words, stacking the
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requested objects into the available bins reduces the number of used bins. The

objects here are the VMs, and the bins are the PMs.

Thus, in our work, we will utilise the BPP to obtain secure VMs allocation

while reducing the number of used PMs. To define it formally, a group of

VMs, denoted as [VM 1 , . . . , VM n], with different requested sizes; hence, the

set of VMs is both heterogeneous and non-heterogeneous for our model. The

goal is to pack the requested VMs into a group of available PMs, denoted as

[PM1 , . . . , PMk ], with different available capacities; hence the PMs resources are

heterogeneous. However, BPP not classified as a secure-aware packing problem.

For example, the first fit is a heuristic of BPP that require modification to

be a secure-aware allocation algorithm [73]. Thus, our proposed model is an

approximation of BPP that aims to obtain a secure VMs allocation.

4.3.4 Secure VMs Allocation with Minimum VMs Migration

In this section, we will explain the proposed secure VMs allocation model with

minimum VMs migration. Moreover, we will explain the representation of the

multidimensional resource assumed in our model.

VMs Allocation Model

We will start by defining the VMs allocation model to a selected PM, i.e.,

assigning a VM to PM that satisfies the required resources of the requested VM.

The model of the VM allocation denoted as a function Au : V → P , i.e., an

allocation is an assignment of VMs to PMs. A VM can be allocated to a PM if

the resources available at the PM , meaning the PM can meet the resource re-

quirements of the VM , i.e., if VM i is allocated to PMj , then PMj can satisfy the

resource requirements of VM i , i.e., Au(VM i) = PMj ⇒ R(PMj) ≥ N (VM i).

The system will keep tries to allocate any unallocated VM, VMv , to some PMj

until all the VMs in V are allocated.

VMs Allocation Space

Following, we will define VMs allocation space; an allocation space A is the

set of all possible allocations. We can then view the allocation system as

a transition system (A,M), with M being the set of transitions between
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allocations. The transition from an allocation Au to an allocation Au+1 is

called a migration. A system execution is an infinite sequence of allocations

A1 . . ., where (Au, Au+1) ∈M. If the sequence is finite, it can be made infinite

by infinitely repeating the final allocation. Alternatively stated, depending on

the system and VMs allocation algorithm configurations, the system execution

sequence can be terminated at some point during the execution or continues as

long as its objective is not reached. The set of VMs that are migrated during

a migration (Au , Au+1 ) in execution is given by:

Move(Au, Au+1) = {v|Au(v) ̸= Au+1(v)} (4.3)

Where the Move, in Eq. (4.3), is the set that define the migration of VMs

allocation in an allocation space. In order to consider an allocation as VMs

migration, the allocation Au of VMs, v, should not be equal to the allocation

Au+1 of the VMs v. The v captures the current set of VMs allocated during

the VMs triggering process.

Secure VMs Allocation

Subsequently, we will define the secure VMs allocation, which aims to find a

VM allocation for a target VM separately from a malicious VM.

Figure 4.6: Secure VMs Allocation

As illustrated in Figure 4.6, We say an allocation Au is secure if ∀m ∈

M, ∀t ∈ T : Au(m) ̸= Au(t), i.e., an allocation is secure if no malicious VM is

co-located with a target VM .

In addition to obtaining a secure VMs allocation, our model aims to

minimise the number of used PMs by utilising the BPP as described in Section

4.3.3. The motivation to use fewer available PMs is to allow more spaces
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available for the upcoming VMs, therefore increasing the chance of finding

secure PMs available. In other words, for each VMs request, and by allowing

more spaces available while allocating the requested VMs, the chance of a

malicious co-residency to occur is potentially lower because the allocation

algorithm will have more options to obtain a secure allocation in the available

free PMs. After all, the behaviour of allocating the VMs, as described in BPP,

will follow the stacking-based approach.

On the other hand, the stacking approach might leads to a significant

potential leakage through SCA. To recall the SCA definition, defined in Section

4.2, SCAs are the attacks that occur on communication channels between

processes that may leak sensitive outputs from a process on the shared PM.

SCAs depends on the time spends on shared PM and the amount of information

gathered through the compromise side channel to profile the target VMs

and consequently perform the attack. Therefore, As a consequence stacking

approach, and if the malicious VMs manage to be stacked, shared PM, with

many target VMs, the amount of sensitive data that can be captured is

substantially beneficial for the attacker.

Thus, it is vital to reduce the chance of malicious co-residency, and most

importantly, reduces the number of malicious VMs and target VMs sharing the

same PM when the malicious co-residency inevitable. Alternatively stated, if a

malicious co-residency was inevitably occurring, then another solution should

be proposed to reduce this effect, which will be described and discussed in the

VMs migration model.

Malicious VMs allocation

Moreover, we will define the malicious VMs allocation where the target and

malicious VMs co-located on the same PM. An allocation that is not secure is

termed as a malicious co-resident allocation.
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Figure 4.7: Malicious VMs Allocation

The set of PMs at which malicious co-residency occurs is denoted by:

CoRe(Au) = {p ∈ P |Au(t) = Au(m) = p, t ∈ T, m ∈M} (4.4)

As illustrated in Figure 4.7, the defined CoRe(Au) is the allocation A

that produce a set of VMs where the target VM, denoted as t and malicious

VM, denoted as m are sharing the same PM, denoted as p. This malicious co-

residency will lead to a potential SCA which eventually leads to compromise the

security target VMs. Thus, the goal of our model is to obtain VMs allocation

where the CoRe(Au) is minimised. Moreover, the set of available PMs, P , is

utilised to the minimum as possible.

Secure VMs Allocation with Minimum VMs Migration

In our model, and as depicted in Figure 4.8, we aim to produce a secure

VMs allocation and consequently a secure VMs migration. As we described in

Section 4.1.5, we utilise the VMs migration to preserve the protected status of

the current VMs allocation, i.e., keeping the allocation secure before and after

the migration. However, we aim to avoid triggering many VMs migration as it

will lead to interruption to the VMs running state and possible SLAs violation.

Definition 4.3.1 (VMs Migration with no co-residency). Given a set P of PMs,

a set U of (unallocated) VMs, a set L of allocated VMs, a secure allocation

Au, obtain a secure allocation Au+1 such that (i) all VMs v ∈ U are allocated

and (ii) Move(Au, Au+1) is minimized.

However, as can be inferred, this cannot be guaranteed at all times, espe-

cially when resources are scarce. So, we present a second weaker variant.
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Definition 4.3.2 (VMs Migration with minimal co-residency). Given a set P

of PMs, a set U of (unallocated) VMs, a set L of allocated VMs, an allocation

Au, obtain an allocation Au+1 such that (i) all VMs v ∈ U are allocated

and (ii) Move(Au, Au+1) is minimised and (iii) the number of PMs at which

co-residency occurs is minimized, i.e., minimise CoRe(Au+1).

Moreover, in the situations where there are no options, lack of available

PMs, to obtain a secure VMs allocation, the VMs migration aims to reduce

the number of targets and malicious VMs co-residing on the same PM, thus

reducing the amount of data that captured by the malicious VM during the

SCA.

Therefore, in the VMs migration, we aim to trigger the fewest possible VMs

migration that preserves the protected status of VMs allocation. Furthermore,

in the occurrence of an inevitable malicious co-residency, we aim to reduce the

number of target VMs and malicious on the same PM as much as possible to

reduce the amount of leaked information through SCA.

Figure 4.8: Secure VMs Allocation with Minimum VMs Migration

We say that a migration is secure if both the start and the end allocations are

secure. Whenever there are malicious allocations in the system, VM migrations

will occur and the number of migrations must be kept to a minimum to reduce

downtime of allocated VMs, i.e., Move(Au , Au+1 ) needs to be minimized.
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Resources Representation

In the cloud system, the required resources for the VMs, and the available

resources for the PMs are considered multidimensional resources. This multidi-

mensional of resources means that each VM has a set of resources representing

the overall resource requirements, which we denoted in our model as N (VM i).

These resources include the size of the RAM, the number of CPUs and their

cores, the storage, the network switches, and the OS requirements. Moreover,

each PM has a set of resources representing the overall resource availability,

which we denoted in our model as R(PMj). These resources include the size

of the available RAM, the number of available CPU processors, the available

storage on the PMs, and the network switches availability and reachability.

Therefore, we specify the resources of the VMs and PMs as a unified unit

that represents the multidimensional resources as one. In other words, we

define the demanded resources of the VMs as N (VM i), while the available

resources of the PM as R(PMj) to avoid the complication of the structure

of the resources. The definition does not ignore the existence of the specific

resources or their consideration during the allocation; however, it is simpler to

represent the resources in this form.

Furthermore, we assume that part of the resources for VMs and PMs are

always available during the allocation. These resources include the network

switches availability and reachability, storage capacity, Power supply availability

and other resources. However, the essential resources considered to be validated

during the VMs allocation are the RAM size and the CPU cores with their sizes.

Hence, when we refer to the resources in the thesis, either requires resources

from the VMs or available resources of the PMs, we consider this assumption.

4.3.5 Objective Function Formulation

In summation, we will define the objective function and its constraints of the

proposed model as an approximation of BPP. As we described in Section 4.3.3,

the BPP aims to allocate the VMs into a selected PMs while minimising the

used PMs as an objective. However, our main objective is to obtain a secure

VMs allocation while reducing the number of used PMs. In other words, the

priority is not reducing the utilised PMs, the priority to obtain a secure VMs
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allocation; however, it is a constraint to influence the allocation algorithm if

it is only possible while maintaining secure allocations. Thus, our objective

function described as follow:

The objective is Minimize

n∑
i=1

CoRe(Au) ∗ xij ∀i∈V , j∈P , for(j=1...k) (4.5)

Subject to:

k∑
j=1

yj ≤ |P| ∀j∈P (4.6)

n∑
i=1

N (VM i) ∗ xij ≤ R(PMj) ∗ yj ∀i∈V , j∈P , for(j=1...k) (4.7)

n∑
i=1

xij = 1 ∀i∈V , j∈P, for(j=1...k) (4.8)

xij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀for(i=1...n), for(j=1...k) (4.9)

yj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀for(j=1...k) (4.10)

xij =


1 If V M i allocated to PMj ;

0 Otherwise
(4.11)

yj =


1 If PMj selected;

0 Otherwise
(4.12)
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Objective Function

Starting from Eq. (4.5), which aims to minimise the malicious co-residency of a

selected possible allocation, i.e., for each possible VMs allocation of a requested

VMs and an available PMs, the objective is to select a possible allocation

that yields to produce an allocation with minimum malicious co-residency.

The term possible allocation refers to all possible combinations of allocations

between VMs, as shown in Figure 4.9. Alternatively stated, generate a list of

all possible allocations of the requested VMs with each other, regardless of

PMs availability. Meaning, at this stage, generating all possible allocations,

the relation that determines the possible allocations is between the VMs with

each other, not the relation between the VMs with the PMs.

Figure 4.9: Possible allocations for a given four VMs requests.

After generating all the possible allocations, the decision variable (xij) will

select the best allocation from the possibilities list concerning the requested

resources for VMs, PMs available resources, and minimising malicious co-

residency objectives. The following equation describes the calculation needed

for generating all the possible allocations:

tv∑
cv=1

tv!
cv!(tv − cv)! (4.13)

The tv represents the total number of the VMs, and cv represents the

number of VMs chosen per iteration. The sum of the iterations provides the

total number of possible allocations regarding that there are no repetitions

for each iteration. To break it down, in Figure 4.9, four VMs requests will

produce a total of 15 possible allocations. By applying the Eq.(4.13), the

first selection, cv = 1 will produce four possible allocations, in which all the
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allocations generated are allocated alone. The second selection, cv = 2 will

produce six possible allocations, in which all the allocations generated are

allocated in a couple, two VMs in each allocation. The third selection, cv = 3

will produce four possible allocations, in which all the allocations generated are

allocated in a trio, three VMs in each allocation. The final selection, cv = 4 will

produce one possible allocation, in which the allocation generated is allocating

all the VMs together. Adding all the possible allocations generated from the

four selections trial will produce 15 possible allocations. There are different

ways to perform this activity and indeed much simpler, however, our aim is

to feed the model with many data as possible to produce a better decision

for the allocation. As we stated at the beginning of this chapter, our goal

is evaluating the proposed model using LP tool called PuLP [70]. This tool

performs better when the amount of data formulated are detailed in order to

produce an optimal solution. As such, we perform this step while considering

the evaluation of tool and its requirements, which will be explain in Section

4.4.

This step aims to generate possible allocations with different structures,

which contribute to obtaining more efficient results and selection by xij . The

Eq.(4.13) is inferred from the formula of combination without repetition [74].

We will explain more about creating and selecting the combinations of possible

allocation in the following section, Section 4.4.

Objective Constraints

The first constraint in Eq.(4.6) is to make sure that the selected number of

PMs is less than the total number of the available PMs, which means that this

constraint will control the use of the number of selected PMs to the limit of

the available ones. Moreover, as we stated earlier in this section, the BPP aims

to allocate the VMs into selected PMs while minimising the used PMs as an

objective, in our model, this objective is achieved though the Eq.(4.5) when

the malicious allocations are minimised and therefore, their PMs. The possible

allocation function will produce a set of possible allocations of VMs with their

malicious co-residency score and combined them with their selected PMs. As

such, these two aspects, which are represented as i and j, are minimised during
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the selection of an allocation. More details about the steps of the selection

possible VMs allocations and selected PMs are explained in Section 4.4.1.

The second constraint in Eq.(4.7) will verify that the requested resources

of the selected VMs are not exceeding the available resources of the available

PMs. The third one, in Eq.(4.8), verifies that each VM is allocated once

on a single PM to prevent duplicated allocations. The equations, Eq.(4.9 to

4.12) are defining the decisions variables needed for selecting the best possible

allocations, which are xij and yj . The xij responsible for selecting the best

allocation that results in obtaining a minimum malicious co-residency. The xij

is an integer value of either 0 or 1, where one means the allocation is selected

and zero otherwise. The yj responsible for selecting the allocations with fewer

possible numbers of PMs, and it’s an integer value.

VMs Migration

In case of a VM migration triggered, we formulate the following equation as a

constraint of the objective function:

|Move(Au, Au+1)| ≤ β (4.14)

This equation denotes that the number of VMs in a set of VMs that are

selected for a VM migration, Move(Au, Au+1), is less than or equal to a defined

threshold, β. In other words, for each transition from Au to Au+1, the number

of VMs selected, for migration, should not exceed a certain defined threshold.

Defining the threshold depends on several aspects that determine how many

VMs can be selected, such as an SLA that forces some VMs to be allocated

on a PM at all times. In this case, these VMs will not be selected for VMs

migration even if they are eligible; therefore, the number of VMs migrating is

reduced.

4.4 Evaluating Secure VM Allocation Model

In this section we will present an evaluation of the proposed model, in Section

4.3.5, using a tool called PuLP [69, 70]. PuLP is an open-source Linear

Programming (LP) solver package that utilises python programming to solve
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an optimisation problem, refer to Appendix A for more details about PuLP

process.

Generally speaking, LP is an optimisation method that aims to find the

optimal solution of a particular situation, given that this situation has variables

and constraints related to each other linearly. Alternatively stated, LP is

the method of obtaining the best possible solution of a given problem that is

modelled mathematically to find its maximum best or minimum best solution

depending on the goal or objective function [80]. For instance, in our model

in Eq. (4.5), the objective is to find an allocation that aims to minimise the

malicious co-residency in an allocation, subject to a given set of constraints.

Thus, we utilise the LP solver to obtain an optimal allocation for a given set

of VMs and PMs configuration to understand the behaviour of the optimal

allocation for this given situation.

Each objective function has a set of independent variables called decision

variables, e.g., xij in Eq. (4.5) or yj in Eq. (4.6). These decision variables, in

our model, decide and select the best allocation of the set of all the possible

allocations given the defined constraints, and they represented as a binary

variable. Meaning that the variables either will be 0 or 1, where one means

the allocation is selected and zero otherwise. In our evaluation, we utilise an

extension to the LP called Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) when some

variables need to be defined as integer variables. Additionally, the constraints,

which are in Eq. (4.6) to Eq. (4.10), are the variables that define the limitations

or the boundaries of the objective function.

In short, the LP structured with an objective function that represents the

profit of situations that need to be minimised or maximised. Moreover, decision

variables responsible for deciding which solution, of all the available possible

solutions, need to be selected as the best one. Furthermore, a set of constraints

represent the limitations of the available resources.

Using an LP solver helps to make a better decision for a specific situation

under a set of constraints. In our model, the motivation behind using LP for

our model evaluation is to capture the behaviour of the optimal solution for

obtaining secure VMs allocation. Knowing how to perform such activity, and

by capturing the allocation behaviour of the optimal situation helps to develop
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the algorithm intended for obtaining a secure allocation. In other words, LP

helps to understand how to allocate the VMs efficiently under a given set of

resources, which leads to minimising the malicious co-location.

In the following section, we present the steps that were made to evaluate

the proposed model using PuLP solver:

• We started by introducing an optimisation-based algorithm to produce

optimal secure VMs allocation using PuLP solver, called Optimisation-

based Secure Allocation (OSA).

• We present the experiment configurations that examines different VMs

number and structure scenarios and the PMs number structure. These

scenarios study the effect of obtaining the secure VMs allocation on

different VMs and PMs configurations.

• Then, we present the results that we obtain from performing the experi-

ments, hence capturing optimal secure VM allocations under different

configurations.

4.4.1 Optimisation-based algorithm

This section describes how we utilise PuLP solver to produce an optimal secure

VMs allocation under several constraints and scenarios. Hence, evaluating the

behaviour of secure VMs allocations for a different set of configurations of

VMs and PMs. We introduce an Optimisation-based algorithm, called OSA,

as shown in Algorithm 4.1.

The OSA algorithm has two inputs: a set of unallocated VMs (V ) and

a set of available PMs (P ). The set of VMs is structured and classified into

three types: target, malicious, and normal VMs. Moreover, each VM in the set

of VMs has different resources requirement, which means that the resources

requirements of the VMs are heterogeneous. In addition, in the set of PMs,

each PM has different available resources, which means that the PMs resources

are heterogeneous as well. The details of the structure for the VMs and PMs
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will be described in the following section, Section 4.4.2.

Algorithm 4.1: Optimisation-based Secure Allocation (OSA)

Input: V , P
Output: A: Optimal Secure Allocation

1 Combinations ← Generate All Possible Combinations (V , P );
2 for i, j in Combinations do
3 Send (i) to PuLP to Select (i) With Minimum Co-residency while

Reducing used (j).
4 if N(i)<=R(j) then
5 A.Add(i, j);
6 end
7 end
8 return A

The OSA starts, at line 1, by producing all the possible combinations alloc-

ations between VMs. Then, from the produced VMs combinations allocations,

generate another combination between each VMs combination with each PM.

Thus, generating a possible VM allocation for each VM. Afterwards, assign

a co-residency score to each selected combination. To explain, the function,

Generate All Possible Combinations (V , P ), has three main steps:

1. Generate all the possible VMs combinations allocations of when they

possibly allocated together, as described in Figure 4.9. This combination

will be only between the VMs set. For example, if the set of VMs contains

two VMs, (VM1, VM2), then this step will produce a combination subset

of the VMs set to be ((VM1), (VM2), (VM1, VM2)). Meaning, each

VM, VM1 and VM2, will allocate separately or be allocated together.

We called the produced VM combinations allocations (VMsComb). The

number of possible allocations is calculated in Eq.(4.13).

This step is inspired from the set partitioning problem, which is having a

set of elements divided into subsets of partitions, which belong to the

main set. The selection of the partitions depending on the required

situation of either maximizing or minimizing the objective function [35].

2. After generating VMs combinations allocations, (VMsComb), we repeat

the first step with each combination in (VMsComb) with each available

PM. For example, if we have two PMs, PM1 and PM2, and using

the same (VMsComb), this step will produce a combination as follow:
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((PM1, VM1), (PM1, VM2), (PM1, (VM1, VM2)), (PM2, VM1), (PM2,

VM2), (PM2, (VM1, VM2))). We called this produce combination as

(PMsToVMsComb).

3. Last step, the algorithm will assign a co-residency score to each selected

combination of the set(PMsToVMsComb). The score is calculated based

on the malicious co-residency between target and malicious VMs. In

other words, for each (PMsToVMsComb) combination, if a combination

has a malicious co-residency between target and malicious VMs, then the

score will be assigned based on the number of targets and malicious VMs.

For example, if we allocate one target VM with one malicious VM, then

the score will equal 1. If the malicious VMs are two, then the score will

equal 2, and so on. Therefore, the score of co-residency is calculated as

follow: The number of target VMs multiplies in the number of malicious

VMs for each (PMsToVMsComb). The normal VMs does not affect the

co-residency score; thus, a normal VM can be allocated with either the

target or the malicious VM without affecting the score of co-residency.

Afterwards, from line 3 to line 5, and after generating all the possible

combinations, using Generate All Possible Combinations (V , P ), the algorithm

starts selecting the optimal allocation. The previous step helps the PuLP

solver select the optimal allocations, based on the defined set of constraints,

among all possible allocations. As we described in the model objective, in

Section 4.3.5, we want to produce a secure VMs allocation while utilising the

minimum possible number of PMs. Also, the total selected VMs required

resources should not exceed the available PMs resources. Moreover, and as

described in Eq.(4.8), each VMs allocation should only be selected once to

avoid any duplication and wrong produced allocation by the PuLP solver.

Therefore, at this step, from line 3 to line 5, the PuLP solver will select a

(PMsToVMsComb), where the selected allocation, i, j, aims to minimise the

malicious co-residency, select a fewer number of PMs as possible, and make

sure the resources required for both VMs and PMs are met. The i denote

the selection of the VMs combination, and j denotes the PM selected for the

selected VMs combination. The selected allocation, i, j, will be added to the
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allocation list, A, and consider a final allocation.

4.4.2 Experimental setup

This section will describe the experimental setup for evaluating the proposed

(OSA) algorithm, hence evaluating the behaviour of secure VMs allocations.

In general, we consider the number of VMs ranges from 12-60, increasing by 12

VMs in each experiment. The structure of the VMs is heterogeneous, meaning

the VMs requirement of resources is different from each other.

Furthermore, we consider the number of each VMs type in each experiment,

i.e., each experiment has a different setup of how many target, malicious or

normal VMs. For the PMs, we consider the PMs ranges from 5-40 in each

experiment. The PMs structure, or level of PMs heterogeneity, is high, medium

and low heterogeneous PMs. Meaning the resources of the PMs are structured

based on the classification of PMs heterogeneity.

The motivation behind designing the experiment in this form is to study

the VMs allocation behaviour under different scenarios and configurations. In

summation, which will be explained as well in the following subsections, we

consider the following in the setup of the experiment:

• The structure of each VMs type: we consider seven VMs type structures

of each VMs type in each experiment.

• The structure of the VMs size (VMs Heterogeneity): we consider hetero-

geneous VMs resources for the VMs, and the assignment of the resources

will be according to the available resources of the PMs. Meaning the

total number of resources of all the VMs should be less or equal to the

available resources of the PMs.

• The PMs size (PMs Heterogeneity) structure: we consider three types of

PMs structure: high, medium and low heterogeneous PMs.

VMs Structure

The number of VMs ranges from 12-60 VMs, and for each VMs number, for

example, 12 VMs, we conducted several experiments under different scenarios.

The VMs number are increases by 12 for each possible experiment, yielding to
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12, 24, . . . , 60. The VMs, for each VM number, is divided into structures of

types: number of malicious, target and normal VMs. The number of each VMs

type is not configured randomly for each experiment. Instead, it is configured

as described in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Table 4.1: VMs structure with the existence of Normal VMs

Tries No. % Malicious VMs %Normal VMs %Target VMs
1 25 25 50
2 25 50 25
3 26 37 37
4 50 25 25
5 37 26 37
6 37 37 26
7 33 34 33

Table 4.1 considers seven possible situations where each VMs type number

might reach for each experiment. Moreover, each VMs type number, tries

1 for instance, will be examined for its secure VMs allocation level and how

it performs under this defined configuration. To explain, if we consider 12

VMs, then this VMs type number will be structured 7 times, as described in

Table 4.1, and examined for each situation. The seven tries are because we

have three VMs types considered, and 23 = 8 possible situations. However,

we discarded the one where the VMs type number are zeros from these eight

possible situations.

Table 4.2: VMs structure without the existence of Normal VMs

Tries No. % Malicious VMs %Target VMs
1 20 80
2 80 20
3 35 65
4 65 35
5 50 50

On the other hand, and to make it more challenging for PuLP solver, we

ignore the possibility of having normal VMs during VM allocation of a set

of VMs. As described in Table 4.2, we present five VMs structures for the

malicious and target VMs only, and each VMs type number will be examined

for its secure VMs allocation level. The number of possible situations should
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only be three situations, 22 = 4 minus the zeroes situation, as we only have

two VMs types considered. However, we added two more situations to see the

effect of the malicious co-residency when gradually increasing the percentage

of the two VMs types.

Table 4.3: VMs number and size structure

Tries No. VMs Number VMs shape
1 12 2*(1r-2r-2r-2r-4r-4r)
2 24 4*(1r-2r-2r-2r-4r-4r)
3 36 6*(1r-2r-2r-2r-4r-4r)
4 48 8*(1r-2r-2r-2r-4r-4r)
5 60 10*(1r-2r-2r-2r-4r-4r)

In Table 4.3, we described the VMs number and size structure for each

experiment, and, as mentioned earlier, the VMs number ranges from 12 to 60

VMs. The resources required for each VM is different from each other; for

example, in try 1, we have 12 VMs number, and the shape of resources is as

follow: the first VM require one resource (1r) from the PM, the second VM

require two resources (2r) from the PM, and until the sixth VM that require

four resources (4r) from the PM. Then assigning the resources will loop through

the same set of resources to the rest of the VMs; for instance, the seventh

VM require one resource (1r) from the PM, and so on. For each VMs number,

assigning the resources will follow the same approach regardless of the VMs

type. Therefore, in some experiments, the malicious VMs may have a more

significant number of VMs resources, potentially affecting the overall secure

VMs allocation.

PMs Structure

As described in Table 4.4, the number of PMs ranges from 5-40 PMs, and for

each PMs number, we conducted several experiments under different VMs and

PMs structure scenarios. We divided the PMs structure into three categories

or PMs heterogeneities; high, medium and low PMs heterogeneous. The

PMs heterogeneity describes how much the PMs are different from each other

regarding available resources. Hence, our objective is to examine the effect of

this difference on obtaining a secure VMs allocation for each possible scenario.
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Additionally, the low PMs heterogeneous structure, try 1 to 5, considers

having one PMs resource structure, six resources (6r) for all the five PMs.

Therefore, this structure makes the PMs available resources non-heterogeneous.

The medium heterogeneous, try 6 to 10, consider having two structures of

PMs resources, (4r) and (6r), which makes the structure of the PMs more

heterogeneous than the first one. The high heterogeneous, try 11 to 15, consider

having three structures of PMs resources, (2r), (4r) and (6r), which makes the

structure of the PMs the most heterogeneous structure, as we assumed defined.

Table 4.4: PMs number and size structure

Tries No. PMs Number PMs Heterogeneity PMs shape
1 5 Low 5(6r)
2 10 Low 10(6r)
3 15 Low 15(6r)
4 20 Low 20(6r)
5 25 Low 25(6r)
6 6 Med 3(4r)-3(6r)
7 12 Med 6(4r)-6(6r)
8 18 Med 9(4r)-9(6r)
9 24 Med 12(4r)-12(6r)
10 30 Med 15(4r)-15(6r)
11 8 High 3(2r)-3(4r)-2(6r)
12 16 High 6(2r)-6(4r)-4(6r)
13 24 High 9(2r)-9(4r)-6(6r)
14 32 High 12(2r)-12(4r)-8(6r)
15 40 High 15(2r)-15(4r)-10(6r)

Furthermore, the number of PMs are different for each structure; for

instance, the low PMs heterogeneous starts from five PMs while the high PMs

heterogeneous starts from eight PMs. There are two reasons for this difference;

firstly, we wanted to have the same amount of available resources for the PMs

on the same try. For example, the first try of low structure PMs has five PMs

that can accommodate 30 VMs in total, according to the defined VMs size

structure. The same for the high and medium PMs structure, which has eight

PMs and six PMs, respectively, can also accommodate the 30 VMs. The second

reason, we wanted to examine the effect of the PMs number on the secure VMs

allocation. In other words, is having more PMs number will yield to more

secure VMs allocation or the opposite. Thus, we design the PMs structure
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to examine more possible situations of the VMs allocation and capture the

behaviour of the optimal allocation of these situations.

Experiments Methodology

Overall, and considering all the possible VMs and PMs configurations described

earlier, we conducted 540 experiments to study and examine these configur-

ation’s optimal secure VMs allocations behaviour. The experiment method

examines each possible combination of each defined structure of the VMs and

PMs. It means each possible structure of the VMs number, VMs type, PMs

number, and PMs heterogeneity will be examined. For example, VMs number

12 in Table 4.3 will be examined against all possible PMs structures and PMs

available resources and heterogeneity, described in Table 4.4. Furthermore, each

PMs structure will be examined against each VMs type structure described in

Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Thus, we aim in this defined configuration to explore the

behaviour of the optimal secure VMs allocations of each possible configuration.

It is worth mentioning that the increasing of VMs number leads to fewer

experiments possibility we perform. For example, for 12 VMs, we compare

it against PMs number from 5 until 40 PMs because the availability of the

resources of the PMs allows it. However, for the 60 VMs number, we only

can compare it against the 25, 30 and 40 PMs in low, medium and high PMs

heterogeneous situations, respectively. Because the availability of the resources

of the PMs only allows these three situations.

4.4.3 Model Evaluation Results and Discussions

This section presents the results obtained to show the effect of the secure

VM allocation and PMs usage of an allocation. It examines the effect of

the existence and non-existence of normal VMs, and the VMs type number

structure on the overall secure VMs allocation under each type of PMs and

VMs configuration. It also presents the optimal allocation behaviour to study

how the VMs allocated securely in optimal situations. Moreover, it will discuss

some of the limitations of conducting the experiments using the presented

PuLP solver in the matter of performance of the results.
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Malicious co-residency

We calculate the percentage of PMs with malicious co-residency, denoted as

(Mpms), as follow:

Mpms = Ipms

Upms
(4.15)

Where the (Ipms) specify the infected used PMs, and the (Upms) specify the

total used PMs for an allocation. The Upms is not the same as the total available

PMs; in most cases, it is less, in our model, because the model depending on

reducing the number of PMs by utilising BPP approach.
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Figure 4.10: Percentage of Malicious Co-residency with normal VMs.
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Figure 4.11: Percentage of Malicious Co-residency without normal VMs.

Overall, in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the Mpms of the experiments where the

normal VMs existed is performing better than when the normal VMs are
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not. In Figure 4.10, only three experiments, out of 315 experiments, showed

malicious co-residency spikes, and these spikes only occur when the available

PMs resources are limited. The 12 VMs situation shown in Figure 4.10 starts

from when the PMs number is limited, meaning the required resources of VMs

equal the available resources of the PMs. Then, for the same 12 VMs number

situation, the number of PMs gradually increases until it reaches 40 PMs.

On the other hand, in Figure 4.11, 60 experiments showed a malicious

co-residency out of 225 experiments. In this situation, some of the spikes of

Mpms are related to the limited PMs spaces; however, some are merely related

to VMs type structure being limited to target and malicious VMs, which leads

to fewer possible solutions for the algorithm. Thus, for an allocation where the

VMs type structure has a more diverse structure, it potentially leads to more

secure VM allocation.

Moreover, the increasing number of VMs has a positive impact on the

overall malicious percentage. It is expected that the increased number of PMs

available resources leads to more secure VMs allocation because of the increased

number of chances for the possible allocations. It was not expected to obtain

this positive impact when the number of VMs increased, even with the limited

PMs resources. In Figure 4.11, for example, we can see that the number of

Mpms spikes are less when the number of VMs increases, which indicates that

the more VMs are allocated, the more possible allocations. The more possible

allocations lead to a better result, and therefore, secure VMs allocation.

Furthermore, we investigate the Mpms spikes in Figure 4.10 by examining the

allocation behaviour of one of the situations where the malicious co-residency

occurs. In Figure 4.12, five PMs with the same available resources, therefore,

low heterogeneous PMs structure, and 12 VMs where the majority of them are

target VMs. The N, T and A stands for normal, target and malicious VMs,

respectively. The normal VMs require higher resources than the malicious

VMs, and the target VMs are mixed.

Arguably, we can say that there is a negative impact of normal VMs

existence on the Mpms for this single situation. However, it is only one situation

that also occurs on high and medium PMs structures. A possible reason for

this result is that the PMs available resources configuration is not high enough
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to accommodate the required VMs resources. It can not accommodate more

than four VMs with small resources or more than two VMs with medium to

high resources. Therefore, when the PMs resources are limited, it will be more

secure to avoid allocating VMs where the demanding of their resources prevents

the scheduler from having more possible allocation choices to allocate more

VMs on the same PM, as it happens in this situation.

Figure 4.12: A Malicious Co-residency Allocation With Normal VMs.

Figure 4.13: A Malicious Co-residency Allocation Without Normal VMs.

Similarly, in Figure 4.13, the possible allocation choices are limited due

to the PMs structure and the VMs type structure. In this scenario, we have

the only target and malicious VMs for an allocation and the PMs structure is

medium heterogeneous. The number of malicious and target VMs are the same

as well as their demanding resources. For this situation, a possible solution is to

avoid allocating the VMs with the same structure of VMs resources, when PMs

resources are limited, at the same time, or on the same structure of PMs. The

VMs scheduler could be configured to allocate the VMs with minor requires

resources on the same PMs cluster if it offers high possible allocations. The
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idea here is not to have extra resources from the available PMs. Instead, it

has more possible allocations or more choices. Moreover, a potential solution

is to delay the allocation of some VMs, meaning change their arrival times in a

way that leads to gain a secure allocation.

PMs usage

In our model, we aim to obtain a secure VM allocation while reducing the

number of PMs used for an allocation, thus, utilising BPP for this part.

Therefore, We calculate the percentage of used PMs compared to the total

available PMs, denoted as (Usagepms), as follow:

Usagepms = Upms
Tpms

(4.16)

Where the (Upms) specify the used PMs for completing an allocation, and the

(Tpms) specify the total available PMs.

In Figures 4.14 and 4.14, and as described previously, the experiments start

from the 12 VMs case where they require resources of the VMs are equal to

the available resources of the PMs, thus, a limited number of PMs. Then we

increase the PMs available resources gradually, for the same 12 VMs cases, until

we cover all the defined configuration of VMs types and PMs heterogeneity.

Therefore, it is normal and expected to have a high Usagepms at the beginning

of each VMs case. The goal is to capture the effect of Usagepms when there

are limited and less limited resources.
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Figure 4.14: Percentage of PMs Usage with normal VMs.
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Figure 4.15: Percentage of PMs Usage without normal VMs.

Overall, in Figures 4.14 and 4.15, the Usagepms is almost the same with

slight spikes in Figure 4.15, where the VMs allocation algorithm only has

targets and malicious VMs to allocate. It means that, for the identical VMs

and PMs number, and when there is no normal VMs available, the scheduler

tends to utilise more PMs for an allocation. This higher utilisation of PMs, in

some cases, is because the possible choices of finding a secure allocation are

limited and, therefore, require more PMs.

It is expected that the PMs in high heterogeneous, in the red line, is having

lower Usagepms because the number of PMs is higher than other configurations,

as explained earlier. Furthermore, for comparing the three PMs heterogeneous

structures on both Figures, the number of spikes in low heterogeneous PMs

larger than the number of spikes in medium and high heterogeneous structures

is noticeable. These spikes situations could potentially lead to a malicious

co-residency even if there are more spaces in the PMs. In another word, the

number of cases where the VMs allocation utilises more PMs is becoming larger

when the available resources structure of the PMs becoming similar. Meaning,

for identical VMs, require resources and type structure, but with different PMs

structures, such as high heterogeneous PMs, the possible situations of secure

VMs allocation occurring are higher. Because when utilising fewer PMs leads

to free spaces for the oncoming VMs, a more significant possibility of secure

VM allocation is possible.
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Figure 4.16: The effect of VMs type structure on PMs utilisation with normal
VMs.

Figure 4.17: The effect of VMs type structure on PMs utilisation without
normal VMs.

For example, in Figures 4.16 and 4.17, we demonstrate similar situations

of VMs allocation to show the effect of the VMs type structure on utilising

more PMs during the allocation. The VMs number, PMs number, and PMs

heterogeneous structure are similar in the two situations, but with different
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VMs type structures. It is clear that when trying to separate two competing

VMs types, target and malicious, the VMs allocation will utilise more PMs than

when there is a third neutral VM type between them. It creates flexibility for

the VMs allocator even though the normal VMs utilised the PMs resources and

allocating more resources. Otherwise stated, utilising more VMs types, with

more potential VMs resources, during the VMs allocation is not necessarily

leading to utilising more PMs. Therefore, leading to more accessible spaces for

the upcoming VMs and more secure VMs allocation.

Effect of VMs type number and PMs structure on percentage of

malicious co-residency

In this part, we will examine, in more detail, the effect of VMs type number

and PMs structure on the Mpms. Specifically, in connection to the situations in

Figure 4.11, which shows the effect of Mpms when the VMs type is structured

without normal VMs.

In most cases of Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20, the Mpms is higher when

the number of VMs is small compared to a lower Mpms when the number

of VMs is large. In other words, the more significant number of VMs are

allocating simultaneously is potentially more secure than dividing the VMs into

small numbers then allocating them. Thus, the number of VMs contributes

significantly to obtaining a secure VMs allocation when it is carefully selected

and managed. This outcome is because the VMs are allocated using PuLP

solver, and the small number of VMs led to fewer possible solutions. As we

explained in the Algorithm 4.1, the allocator will select the optimal secure

allocation of the generated possible allocations, and when the number of VMs

is high, then we can obtain more possibilities to select from, hence more

allocations of a secure allocation. In the case of PuLP allocation methodology,

it potentially yields a more secure allocation if the allocation algorithm is

modified to allocate the VMs differently.

Furthermore, it is conspicuous that the high heterogeneous PMs in Figure

4.18 have fewer cases of the malicious co-residency than medium and low, in

Figures 4.19 and 4.20, respectively. This outcome is due to the high heterogen-

eous PMs offers more PMs possibilities than medium and low heterogeneous
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cases. Therefore, allocating PMs with a more diverse structure of available

resources has less Mpms than the less diverse PMs structure.
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Figure 4.18: High Heterogeneous Malicious Co-residency without Normal VMs.
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Figure 4.19: Medium Heterogeneous Malicious Co-residency without Normal
VMs.
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Figure 4.20: Low Heterogeneous Malicious Co-residency without Normal VMs.

Moreover, concerning the VMs type number, there is no clear indication

that changing the number of either target and malicious VMs yields secure

allocation. It is more than just simply making the allocation decision based

on the number of the VMs type. Because there are other important factors
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to consider, such as the amount of the require resource for each VMs type

and the PMs available resources to consider. As we saw in the allocation

example in Figure 4.13, each of the requires resources of the VMs contributed

to the outcome of the malicious allocation. In other words, if the resources

requirements for VMs and PMs are managed to produce the right balance

between VMs and PMs resources, it will lead to a secure allocation.

Therefore, in our model, we focus on producing a VM allocation that

carefully manages the resources to obtain a secure allocation. Alternatively,

we aim to find the correct balance between the required VMs resources and

the PMs available resources to produce secure VMs allocation.

Optimal allocation behaviour

In this part, we will examine the behaviour of the optimal VMs allocation

conducted by the PuLP solver to learn how the secure VMs allocation is

performed optimally. This study’s outcome contributes to the development

of the allocation algorithm, which we will present in the next chapter of the

thesis. The optimal allocation behaviours are produced by PuLP under the

defined constraints, the set of VMs, PMs and allocation scenarios. The term

optimal is used by PuLP to indicate that the produced solution complies with

the defined objective and constraints, and it will be not optimal if it is not.

For example, if some of the VMs in the allocation exceeded the PM’s available

resources due to failure in the selection, then the final solution will be not

optimal. When we refer to the allocation as optimal, it does not necessarily

mean that this allocation is the perfect one; however, it will be one to consider

as an allocation that complies with the defined objective. However, the PuLP

tool is an optimisation tool, and its goal is to generate the best solution of a

defined objective and constraints; hence we call the outcome optimal.

As mentioned earlier, we conducted 540 experiments to examine different

VMs and PMs configurations to learn the optimal secure VMs allocations

behaviour.
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Figure 4.21: An Example of Optimal Allocation Behaviour.

In most cases, and as shown in Figure 4.21 as an example, the allocator

tends to allocate VMs on PMs with the exact resources configuration. In other

words, it selects the PMs with resources that match the required resources of

the VMs. For instance, a VM requires two resources; it will be allocated to a

PM with the exact available resources. This behaviour creates a perfect match

between the VMs needs and the available resources, and it is expected. Because,

in our model, we aim to reduce the number of used PMs while producing a

secure allocation; therefore, by utilising the BPP, the allocator will stack the

VMs into the available PMs. This stacking behaviour allows to free more

PMs for the oncoming VMs and, accordingly, allows for more secure allocation

possibilities.

Moreover, the stacking behaviour is also applied to a group of VMs allocating

at the same time. For example, if two VMs request yields to a secure allocation

and perfect match of recourse between the VMs and the selected PM, this

allocation will be confirmed.

Furthermore, the allocator tends to select the active PMs rather than the

idle ones when allocating the VMs. For instance, when a VM requires two

resources and two PMs are available, the first PM has already three VMs

allocated with available resources that are sufficient for the requested VM.

Moreover, a second PM is free of VMs and have sufficient resources as well.

Then, in this case, the allocator will select the first PM as its already host
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group of VMs and most importantly, this allocation will lead to filling the first

PM to its maximum potential resources.

Additionally, in some cases, the allocator aims to produce an allocation

where the result of the VMs to PMs allocation yields less space in the PMs. In

other words, a VM allocation that yields free space on the selected PM will

not be prioritised over another VM allocation that yields to consume all the

available space on the PM.

In summation, the allocator tends to follow a stacking-based behaviour

when allocating the VMs. This stacking approach yields fewer PMs than the

available and produces secure allocations for the oncoming VMs.

Performance Limitation

In this part, we highlighted some of the performance limitations of utilising

the proposed OSA algorithm, Algorithm 4.1, under the environment of PuLP.
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Figure 4.22: Average Simulation Time for Each Possible Combination of the
Experiments.

We were only able to examine a limited number of VMs and PMs during the

proposed experiments, as a result of the performance limitation. As illustrated

in Figure 4.22, the average simulation time is exponentially increasing when

VMs and PMs are increasing. The reason for the accelerated growth in

simulation time is because the VMs allocation combinations are increasing.

These combinations are generated as part of the OSA algorithm to allow the

PuLP solver to select the optimal allocation. However, the more VMs and
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PMs number, the more VMs allocation combinations generated, thus, a slower

performance of the simulation process. For instance, if the number of VMs is

12 and the number of PMs is 5, the average simulation time will be around 0.5

seconds. When the number of VMs is 24, and the number of PMs is 10, the

average simulation time will be around 3 seconds. It means that the average

time increased six times when doubling the number of VMs and PMs. As

such, when having 100 thousand PMs and the number of VMs is 10 times the

number of PMs, the expected average simulation time will be exponentially

extended to days, which is not practical. It is worth mentioning that the goal

of showing this part of the result is to demonstrate why we examine a small

number of VMs and PMs. Moreover, the ultimate goal of this section is to

study the behaviour of optimal outcomes; hence, examining a small number of

items will be accepted for this purpose.

Summary

In this chapter, we present a cloud data centre model including its components

that affect the development of the cloud system. Include the PMs and the

VMs and the virtualisation layer that is responsible for allocating the shared

recourse in the CCEs. We also present model definitions of the method of VMs

allocation, VMs migration and how the resources sharing of CCEs computing

resources is conducted. Besides, we introduce the model of the VMs secure

allocation in CCEs, including the model’s objective function and its constraints.

The defined objective function aims to obtain a secure VMs allocation to defend

against SCAs by minimising the malicious co-residency between the target and

malicious VMs. Moreover, we present a framework definition of the cloud user

classification based on their behaviour analysis, classifying them into specific

types. Also, we presented an extensive evaluation of the proposed secure

VM allocation model using PuLP solver, which yields to study and examine

the behaviour of the secure optimal allocation under different situations and

scenarios. The outcome of this study contributed to formulating the secure

VM allocation algorithms, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Developing and Evaluating Security-aware

VMs Allocation Algorithms

Preface

The previous chapter introduces the secure VMs allocation model that

aims to minimise the malicious co-residency in the CCEs. In other words,

the model’s goal is to minimise the co-residency between the malicious and

the target VMs in cloud CCEs while minimising the utilised number of PMs.

Moreover, we utilise the BPP to develop a secure VMs allocation to reduce the

chance of malicious co-residency while using fewer available PMs in the cloud

system. Furthermore, we examine the VMs allocation behaviour of our model

to understand how the optimal secure VMs allocation produces its allocation

and develop the algorithms from the study outcomes.

In this chapter, we develop two algorithms called Secure Stacking (SS)

Algorithm and Secure Random Stacking (SRS) Algorithm that aim to obtain

secure VMs allocation in CCEs. The two algorithms follow a stacking-based

behaviour in allocating the VMs, thus an extension of the BPP. Moreover,

we develop a VMs migration algorithm that aims to enhance the secure VMs

allocation process and keep the allocation as secure as possible.

Furthermore, we presented a detailed evaluation of the proposed algorithms

under different PMs and VMs structures and different allocation scenarios. As

such, we study the effect of VMs allocation behaviour on obtaining a secure

allocation. The behaviours are stacking, spreading and random behaviour.

We investigate the factors affecting the outcome towards obtaining a secure
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allocation. These are; the PMs heterogeneity level, the diversity of available

resources, the VMs arrival time for each type of VMs considered in this work

and the number of VMs according to their classified type. Additionally, we

study the effect of VMs migration and the efficient PMs usage for the proposed

algorithms on the overall outcome of a secure allocation.

5.1 Bin Packing Based Allocation

In the previous chapter, specifically in Sections 4.3.5 and 4.4.3, we introduce

and evaluate the model of our work which is based on the Bin Packing Problem

(BPP). The model extended the BPP to develop a secure VMs allocation to

reduce the chance of malicious co-residency while using fewer available PMs in

the cloud system.

Subsequently, we examine the model by studying the behaviour of the

optimal secure VMs allocation using an LP solver called PuLP. As such, we

utilised the LP solver to understand the optimal behaviour of VMs allocations

of our proposed model, which is based on the BPP, under different situations

and scenarios to develop an algorithm utilised in suboptimal situations. To

summarise our results, we found out that the allocator tends to follow a

stacking-based behaviour when allocating the VMs, meaning allocating the

VMs that on PMs that have the available resources match the required resources

of the VMs. Moreover, the allocator will stack the VMs into the available PMs,

and this stacking approach yields fewer PMs than the available and produces

secure allocations for the upcoming VMs.

In brief, as shown in Figure 5.1, the BPP aims to stack the VMs into the

available PMs to minimise the number of utilised PMs [58]. Therefore, the

selection objective is based on using fewer PMs as possible concerning the other

constraints, such as resources constraints. However, this stacking behaviour

can be utilised for other allocation objectives, such as minimising the PMs

to reduce the power consumption of the PMs. Alternatively, to optimise the

available resources as much as possible, in other words, utilising the available

PMs to its full potential to avoid resource wastage. Generally speaking, the

stacking-based behaviour of the VMs yields different benefits for the VMs
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allocation outcome based on the objectives defined.

Figure 5.1: An Example of Bin Packing Based Allocation.

Considering the outcome of our model analysis, we develop two VMs

allocation algorithms called Secure Stacking (SS) Algorithm and Secure Random

Stacking (SRS) Algorithm. The two algorithms, explained in Sections 5.2, and

5.3, are stacking-based behaviour; thus, they extend the BPP. The goal of the

proposed algorithms is to develop a secure VMs allocation based on stacking

behaviour while minimising the utilised PMs. Generally, in CCEs, the VMs

migrations are unwanted events as they lead to service interruption to the

VMs while migrating, as explained in Section 4.1.4. Thus, in our proposed

algorithms, we aim to develop secure VM allocation that minimises the utilised

PMs and minimise the VMs migrations. As a result, the minimisation of the

utilised PMs potentially reduces the VMs migration from PMs to another.

5.2 Secure Stacking (SS) Algorithm

The main objective of our work is to address the secure VMs allocations, i.e.,

develop secure allocation algorithms while minimising the VMs migrations and

the number of PMs utilised where co-residency occurs (i.e., Definition 4.3.2).

As such, we will endeavour to keep the number of PMs used as small as possible.

Thus, using a stacking-based algorithm (e.g., bin-packing) will allow the use of

a small number of PMs.

As such, we propose our first security-aware heuristic, a variant of bin-

packing, called Secure Stacking (SS), which is shown in Algorithm 5.1. Mainly,

SS aims to allocate VMs in a stacking fashion and migrates them from one

PM to another if the possibility of VM migration exists. Like a BPP, the SS

algorithm aims to allocate the VMs into the selected PMs while using a smaller
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number of available PMs and to maintain a secure allocation. The motivation

behind utilising a smaller number of PMs is to avoid VMs migration during the

allocation, which leads to unwanted service interruptions of the VMs during

the migration process.

The SS algorithm has two main inputs: (i) the unallocated set of VMs,

denoted as V and (ii) the set of the available PMs, denoted as P. The output,

denoted as the A, is the secure allocation produced for the available set of

resources.

The process of the SS algorithm starts, at line 4, by allocating the VMs, in

the set of unallocated VMs in the set of the available PMs. It goes through

three trials of allocating the VMs, and each trial has its specific functions.

From line 7 to line 13, the first try aims to allocate the VMs securely in a

stacking fashion without triggering the VMs migration. Meaning the SS will

try to obtain a secure VMs allocation while meeting the required resources

constraints without changing the structure of the current VMs allocation, i.e.,

triggering VMs migrations. On the second try, from line 14 to line 19, the SS

will try again to obtain a secure VM allocation for the same VM; however,

this time will trigger the VM migrations, thus changing the current structure

of the allocated VMs. On the third try, from line 20 to line 28, the SS reach

the point to allocate the VM to any available PM, regardless of the security

constraints. Meaning the priority at this point is to obtain a VM allocation to

any suitable PM.

Specifically, we will start with the first try and explain its functions, from

lines 7 to 13. In line 4, and before starting the first try, the SS will start

allocating the VMs one by one from the set of unallocated VMs. Afterwards,

in line 5, the SS will sort the available PMs based on their Fullness Ratio

(FR) by comparing the require resources of the VM, denoted as v, with the

available PMs resources. In other words, the SS prioritised the PMs for an

allocation based on the fullness of each PM, i.e., computing each PM FR,

which means that each PM will be filled differently after the allocation of the

upcoming VM. Thus, triggering getSortedFRPMs(v,P) that compares each

requires resource from the VM (v) to the available PMs resources. Then, we

will sort the PMs based on the FR and produce a list of the sorted PMs, called
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sortedPMsList. The details of this step will be explained in the following

section, Section 5.2.1.

After this step, in line 7, the SS will try the first PM, denoted as p, out of

the produced FR PMs to allocate the unallocated VM on it, denoted as v. The

p, at this stage, represent the highest FR of the available PMs. Meaning, this p,

if selected, will yield to be filled more than the other available PMs. Thus, this

step is contributing to the stacking behaviour of the SS allocation algorithm.
Algorithm 5.1: Secure Stacking (SS) VMs Allocation

Input: V: Set of unallocated VMs, P: Set of PMs
Output: A: Secure Allocation

1 sortedPMsList ← ∅
2 COR ← false
3 A ← ∅
4 for v in V do
5 sortedPMsList ← getSortedFRPMs(v,P)
6 for p in sortedPMs // first try to allocate v

7 do
8 COR ← getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist())
9 if COR ̸= true then

10 A ← Assign(v,p)
11 break
12 end
13 end
14 if v.getPM() = null // second try, migrate VMs then retry allocate v

15 then
16 vmMigration(sortedPMsList,P)
17 rerun() // repeat steps from 5 - 13
18 break
19 end
20 if v.getPM() = null // third try, allocate v in any available P

21 then
22 for p in P do
23 if p.suitablePM(v) = true then
24 A ← Assign(v,p)
25 break
26 end
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 return A

Then, in line 8, the SS will check if allocating the VM, v, yields a malicious

co-residency. According to the presented learning model, in Section 4.1.6,

each VM in the CCE classified into either target, malicious or normal VM.

Thus, at this step, the SS will compare the upcoming VM with the allocated

VMs on the selected PM, if any, for malicious co-residency. If the malicious
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co-residency will occurs after allocating the VM, this PM will be discarded

from the allocation and moved on to the following PM. The result of this

checking is preserved in a Boolean variable denoted as COR after triggering the

getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist()) function. This function is essential

to the SS as it will be the main responsible for triggering the VMs migration

in the second try. The details of the getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist())

will be explained in Section 5.2.2.

The last step of the first try, in line 10, is to assign the v into the selected

p if previous conditions are met. Otherwise stated, if there is no malicious

co-residency, the assignment of v to the selected p is performed by the function

Assign(v,p) and added to the secure allocation list, denoted as A. The

Assign(v,p) function will override any previous allocation commitment for

the same VM. Meaning if the same VM re-accesses the function and a new PM

is selected, it will select this new assignment as final. The process of adding

to the allocation list will ensure a unique VM allocation resulted from the

Assign(v,p) function.

In lines 14 to 19, the second try starts if the first try failed to obtain a

secure allocation for the unallocated VM. As indicated in line 14, the second

try is triggered if the v is not allocated to a PM yet. The primary step of this

try, in line 16, is the VM migration function, which is changing the structure

of the current VMs allocation by moving the allocated VMs, if possible, to

another PMs to obtain a secure VM allocation. The VMs migration aims to

migrate a few VMs to obtain a secure allocation for the unallocated VM and

enhance, or keep, the current secure allocation state. In other words, we aim to

migrate the VMs while reducing the number of VMs migrated and maximising,

or maintaining, the current security state of allocated VMs. The details of the

VM migration function will be explained in Section 5.4. After migrating the

VMs, the SS will allocate the v by repeating the same steps performed on the

first try.

The last step of the SS algorithm is started, in lines 20 to 28, if the

previous two steps failed to obtain a secure VM allocation. At this step, the

SS will allocate v to any available PM regardless of the malicious co-residency

allocation constraints. In other words, as long as the selected PM has enough
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available resources, it will be selected to host the unallocated VM. Afterwards,

in line 30, all the assignments will be registered in A and returned as a final

allocation.

5.2.1 Fullness Ratio (FR)

The key factor of the stacking-based behaviour is the fullness ratio (FR)

function, which was mentioned earlier in SS algorithm 5.1 at line 5 denoted as

getSortedFRPMs(v,P).

Figure 5.2: Computing the Fullness Ratio (FR) of an Arriving VM.

As illustrated in Figure 5.2, this function sort the PMs that have resources

with a high FR compared to the upcoming VM demanded resources, to be

selected firstly for the allocation. In other words, the sorted PMs are prioritised

to make the highest FR PMs, which will be utilised to its highest available

resources, as a first candidate. For example, in figure 5.2, The PM6 is the

highest FR PM out of the available PMs for it has high FR among the available

PMs, if the upcoming VM is allocated on it. Thus, PM6 will be the first

selection for the SS algorithm to find a PM for the unallocated VMs.

The motivation for the FR step is to keep the VMs stacked while selecting

the PMs, which leads to a perfect match between the VM and PM selection

in the matter of resources. Thus, reducing the number of used PMs during

the allocation which allows more space for the upcoming VMs to be allocated

securely. The score of the FR depends on the current situation of the available

PMs resources, the VM required resources and the time that VM arrives.

To explain more about the FR function, we introduce the Algorithm 5.2, to

illustrate the computation of the FR for each VM. The FR function, denoted
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as getSortedFRPMs(v,pmsList), has two inputs: the unallocated VM,

denoted as v, and the list of the available PMs selected for an allocation,

denoted as pmsList. The main objective of the FR function is to sort the

available PMs according to their fullness ratio compares to the VM that needs

to be allocated.

Algorithm 5.2: Fullness Ratio (FR) Computation

1 Function getSortedFRPMs(v,pmsList)
2 frSortedPMsList ← ∅
3 frMap ← null
4 frScore ← 0
5 for p in pmsList do
6 if p.getAvailableResources() > 0 then
7 frScore ← v.getResources() ÷ p.getAvailableResources()
8 frMap.put(p,frScore)
9 end

10 end
11 frMap ← sortByFrValue(frMap)
12 for pms in frMap.key() do
13 frSortedPMsList.add(pms)
14 end
15 return frSortedPMsList

Thus, this function compares the VM required resources with the remaining

resources of the PM. The remaining resources are different from the allocated

resources or the utilised resources of the PMs. The remaining resources of the

PMs are the resources that are not utilised at the time of the VMs arrival. In

contrast, the allocated resources are the resources that the PM set up with

initially. Moreover, the utilised resources are the resources that other VMs

currently uses. Therefore, the FR is comparing the remaining resources of each

PM with demanded resources of the upcoming VM. This comparison results in

a sorted PMs list based on how much the PM will be filled after the allocation

if the allocation occurs. Hence the SS algorithm following a stacking-based

behaviour in allocating the VMs. We will refer to the remaining resources of

the PMs as the available resources in the Algorithm 5.2.

In lines 5 and 6, the FR function compares the first PM in the pmsList,

denoted as p, and checks if this PM has reaming resources. If the p has available

resources, or remaining resources, then the comparison with resources of the

unallocated VM will start as shown in line 7. At this step, we calculated

the fullness ratio score, denoted as frScore, as follow; dividing the demanded
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resources of the v by the available resources of p. The results of frScore will

determine the priority of the PM in the final produced sorted list. For example,

if we have the demanded resources of the VM is 2, the allocated space of

the PM is 8 with 4 available resources, then the frScore will equal (0.5). In

contrast, if the allocated space of the PM is 8 with 6 available resources, then

the frScore will equal (0.33). Therefore, the highest score will be considered

first as it leads to allocating the VM into the PM with the highest FR, thus

utilising the PM to its highest potential resources.

Afterwards, the p with its frScore will be stored in a map data structure

for later processing. The map is linking each PM with its frScore compares

to the single unallocated VM. Then, from lines 11 to 13, the FR will sort the

values of the map based on the highest value of frScore with its PM. At last,

at line 15, the produced sorted list will be selected as a final sorted PMs list

based on its high FR value.

The calculation of FR for multidimensional resources

In the previous chapter, specifically in Section 4.3.4, we describe the resources

of the VMs and PMs as multidimensional resources. These resources include

the RAM, CPUs with their cores, storage, network switches and other resources.

Moreover, we assume that some of these resources are always available during

the allocation. For instance, the network switches availability and reachability,

storage capacity, Power supply availability and other resources. Furthermore,

we consider the RAM size and the CPU cores with their sizes are the essential

resources to be validated during the VMs allocation. Thus, we will explain

how the calculation of the FR for the multidimensional resources is performed

in the FR function, specifically in line 7. The frScore computation described

earlier is a generalisation of the detailed FR calculation for simplicity.

The detailed calculation of frScore described as follow:

frScore = (VM ram ÷ PM ram) + (VM cpu ÷ PM cpu) (5.1)

The idea is to compare the VM with the PM, considering the RAM and

CPU specifications. The outcome of the comparison is the frScore, which
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represents the priority of the PM for the VM allocation. If the frScore is high

for a PM compared to others, this PM is considered a better match for the

unallocated VM, which we compare the PMs with.

In Eq(5.1), firstly, the FR function divides the required RAM of the VM by

the available RAM of the PM. If the results of this part are exceeding one, then

it means that the required RAM is more than the available RAM of PM; thus,

this PM is discarded. Then, repeat the same division of the RAM part with

the CPU part. Moreover, finally sum the result of the two parts, the RAM

and CPU calculation. If the result is equal to two, then this PM is a perfect

match for the VM. In other words, this PM will be the first PM selected for

possible allocation. The results represent how much the PM will be utilised

for the unallocated VM; thus, it will be prioritised based on this result.

5.2.2 Malicious Co-residency Detection

This section will explain the process of the malicious co-residency detection

function mentioned in the SS algorithm in line 8. This function, denoted

as getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist()), aims to check the existence of

malicious co-residency between the VMs hosted in cloud systems. Alternatively

stated, this algorithm checks if the VMs co-resident in a PM is classified as

the target and malicious hosted together on the same PM. The classification

of the VMs discussed and described in the learning model in Section 4.1.6.

Figure 5.3: Detecting the Malicious Co-residency of a PM.

As shown in Figure 5.3, the getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist()) func-

tion will compare the upcoming VMs, unallocated VM, with the VMs hosted

in the list of selected PMs. The selected PMs are the PMs that are selected
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for a VM allocation. It depends on the sorting FR function described earlier

and the available resources of the PMs. The outcome of this comparison is

a Boolean variable denoted as COR to identifies whether the PM is having

or will have a malicious co-residency after the allocation. This function tries

to avoid allocating the VMs classified as a target with malicious, while the

normal VMs can be allocated with any of the two types.

This checking is essential to the SS algorithm as it will be the main

responsible for triggering the VMs migration. The VMs migration, will be

described in Section 5.4, depends on the event that the upcoming VM could

not find an allocation on the available PMs due to malicious co-residency.

Therefore, initiating the VMs migration to change the form of the current VMs

allocation in order to avoid malicious co-residency, hence avoiding SCA.

5.2.3 Time Complexity Analysis for SS Algorithm

We will focus on our analysis on the time complexity, focusing on the time our

algorithms take to complete a function compared to its input length. In this

part, we will analyse the SS algorithm’s time complexity by calculating the

algorithm’s worst-case running time. The worst-case scenario time or upper

bound limit is the longest time an algorithm can take to complete all its steps.

Moreover, we assume that certain parts of an algorithm can take a constant

unit of time, such as the arithmetic operations, assignments, comparisons and

returns statements. As such, our focus is on the worst cases, called the big-O

notation, that the algorithm can take. This approach will be applied to all the

algorithms time analysis in the thesis [31].

Two main inputs affect the complexity: the VMs, denoted as N , and the

PMs, denoted as M . Moreover, we will calculate the big-O for each try, then

add their complexity at the end. In the first try, this block will iterate over

all the request VMs to find an allocation for each VM; as such, it will take

O(N) times to compete the loop based on the number of VMs. The nested

function in this try, getSortedFRPMs, explained in section 5.2.1, will take

O(M + M ∗ logM) to first calculate the FR score for the available PMs, then

sort them compared to the requested VMs resources. This step is nested inside

the VMs allocation loop. As such, the big-O of the first try of the algorithm
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will take O(N ∗ (M + M ∗ logM)) to complete.

Then, the second try of the algorithm will consider the summation of time

complexity of VMs migration and the rerun functions. As such, the VMs

migration function explained in section 5.4, will take O(M + N ∗M) to the

selected VMs for migration from the list of PMs, the VMs that classified either

malicious or normal VMs. Then iterate again to each available PM to select

the destination PM as a nested loop. Moreover, as explained earlier, the rerun

function will take the amount O(M + M ∗ logM). Therefore, and considering

this try is nested, it will take O(N ∗ (2M + N ∗M + M ∗ logM)).

The last part, the third try, will take O(M) times to complete the iteration

over the available PMs, and since it nested inside of the original loop of the

VMs, it will take O(N ∗M). Therefore, the big-O for the SS algorithm will be

O(4N ∗M + 2N ∗M ∗ logM + N2 ∗M) or O(M ∗ (4N + 2NlogM + N2)) .

5.3 Secure Random Stacking (SRS) Algorithm

As we explain in the threat model, in Section 4.2, the SCAs depends on

collecting information from normal operations leakage in a shared PM. In

essence, the malicious VMs will try to co-reside with the target VMs to extract

information from the vulnerable side-channel, such as cache-based attacks.

Thus, achieving this goal depends on the VMs allocation algorithm that the

CSP utilises to allocate the VMs, and the ability of the malicious user to predict

the allocation scheme. Alternatively stated, the malicious VM relies on the

information collected from the SCA to understand how the VMs allocated to

profile their allocation and migration behaviour. In addition, as we mentioned,

profiling aspects related to target VMs usage such as the type of applications

and the frequency of running certain operations.

Moreover, the proposed SS algorithm is classified as a deterministic al-

gorithm, meaning that allocating a set of VMs under defined requirements and

resources available will leads to the same result over and over. Hence, predict-

ing the outcome of its allocation behaviour under a specific set of allocation
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configurations is relatively achievable by a sophisticated attacker.

Algorithm 5.3: Secure Random Stacking (SRS).

Input: V: Set of unallocated VMs, P: Set of PMs
Output: A: Most Secure Allocation

1 Function oneAllocation(V,P):
2 oneAllocationList ← ∅
3 ElectedPMsList ← ∅
4 p ← null
5 for v in V // first try
6 do
7 ElectedPMsList ← getHighestFRPMs(v,P)
8 p ← getRandomPM(ElectedPMsList)
9 if (getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist()) ̸= true) then

10 oneAllocationList.add(Assign(v,p))
11 break
12 end
13 else

// second try
14 vmMigration(ElectedPMsList,P)
15 rerun() // repeat steps from 8 - 10
16 break
17 end

// third try
18 if v.getPM() = null then
19 for h in P do
20 if h.suitablePM(v) = true then
21 oneAllocationList.add(Assign(v,h))
22 break
23 end
24 end
25 end
26 return oneAllocationList
27 end
28 allAllocationsList ← ∅
29 oneAllocation ← oneAllocation(V,P)
30 A ← ∅
31 InfectedPMs ← getInfectedPMsNumber(oneAllocation)
32 if InfectedPMs ̸= 0 then
33 do
34 allAllocationList.add(oneAllocation)
35 oneAllocation ← oneAllocation(V,P)
36 InfectedPMs= getInfectedPMsNumber(oneAllocation)
37 while InfectedPMs ̸= 0 ∪ simulationTime ≤ ϕ ms
38 A ← getLowestInfectedAllocation(allAllocationList)
39 end
40 else
41 A ← oneAllocation
42 end
43 return A

Therefore, we needed to enhance the proposed SS algorithm to make its

allocation behaviour difficult to predict and costly for the malicious VM to
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achieve. In addition, following the same behaviour of the SS algorithm by

following a stacking-based VM allocation behaviour. As such, in this section, we

propose a secure random stacking-based algorithm, denoted as SRS, enhancing

the proposed SRS algorithm. The SRS aims to allocate the VMs securely in

a random stacking-based manner. The random behaviour added to the SRS

algorithm to make the allocation behaviour non-deterministic, thus, predicting

the allocation behaviour difficult for the malicious user to achieve. Moreover,

while randomising the allocation, we design the algorithm to follow a stacking-

based behaviour, utilise fewer PMs as possible, and reduce the VMs migration

number.

The following section will explain the details of the SRS algorithm, described

in Algorithm 5.4.

5.3.1 The Process of SRS Algorithm

As shown in Figure 5.4, the general idea of SRS is to return as many secure

allocations as possible within a given time limit, then checks for the malicious co-

residency for these allocations. If malicious co-residency reaches the minimum

level, then this allocation is considered a final allocation. If the malicious

co-residency does not reach the minimum level, another allocation will be

generated until a time limit is reached. We define the time limit as a ϕ in

the algorithm, as it depends on the algorithm’s environment, i.e., the machine

hosting the algorithm and the number of VMs, PMs. In our case, the time is

defined as 2000ms, and the algorithm will terminate after this time is reached.

Then, the allocation with the lowest malicious co-residency is selected as the

final allocation. This defined limit is considered adequate for our environment

that the algorithm implemented on, resulting in around a thousand allocations,

which is considered enough for the algorithm’s proposal and producing the

desired secure allocation. Eventually, the time threshold and the minimum

level of co-residency can be adjusted based on the performance requirements

for the allocation.
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Figure 5.4: The process of Secure Random Stacking (SRS) Algorithm.

The SRS algorithm has two main inputs: the unallocated set of VMs,

denoted as V, and the set of the available PMs, denoted as P. The output,

denoted as A, is the most secure allocation found for the available set of

resources. The SRS algorithm starts at line 29 when the first allocation is

produced using the one allocation function. The goal of the one allocation

function is to produce an allocation based on the defined set of resources. The

details of the one allocation functions will be described in detail later in Section

5.3.2.

Afterwards, at line 31, the first produced allocation is passed to a function

named getInfectedPMsNumber(oneAllocation) to calculate the number

of infected PMs used in this allocation to compute malicious co-residency. The

details of the getInfectedPMsNumber(oneAllocation) algorithm will be

explained in Section 5.3.4. Then, at line 32, if there is no malicious co-residency,

the allocation will be selected and considered the most secure allocation for

the given resources. Otherwise, the produced allocation will be saved for later

comparison with other produced allocations.

The algorithm, at this stage, cannot determine if this allocation is the best

or worst secure allocation unless it compares the produced allocation with other

allocations. Therefore, after this step, in line 34, another allocation is produced,
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and the previous steps are repeated until one of two stopping conditions applies:

the algorithm can produce an allocation with no co-residency, or the algorithm

reaches a timeout limit (ϕ). As we explained, we use a 2000ms limit for our

algorithm because it produced the best performance trade-off for the SRS

algorithm. The time limit is adjustable based on the requirements from the

used algorithm and other constraints on the CSP. Otherwise, if the time limit is

reached and the minimum co-residency is greater than zero, the algorithm will

compare the existing produced allocations and select the one with the lowest

co-residency, at line 38. This step aim to select the most secure allocation

produced in a given time limit. The steps of selecting the lowest infected

allocations will be explained in Section 5.3.4.

5.3.2 The One Allocation Function

The one allocation function, at line 2, is responsible for many roles: allocate

all the unallocated VMs into PMs while maintaining the secure allocation

constraints, reducing the number of used PMs and reducing the VM migrations.

It is similar to the SS algorithm in the objectives and allocation behaviour;

however, it has a different approach in allocating the VMs. The differences are

in the method of conducting the FR and selecting the PMs for an allocation.

Otherwise stated, the one allocation function allocates the VMs randomly

while keeping the stacking behaviour by altering the FR function and selecting

the PMs.

The key factor here is the Highest Fullness Ratio (HFR) function, at line 7

denoted as getHighestFRPMs(v,P). It is different from the FR function

that we explained in Section 5.2.1 because the FR aims to sort the PMs based

on their fullness ratio compare to the unallocated VMs. However, the HFR,

in addition to the FR function, aim to select the most two highest fullness

ratio PMs only out of the available PMs. The HFR function’s outcome is then

stored in a list of elected PMs, denoted as ElectedPMsList. The details of

the HFR step is explained in the following section, Section 5.3.3.

The next step of SRS is to select one of the elected PMs as a candidate

for allocating the v, at line 8. It starts by randomly selecting the p among the

elected PMs and assigning it as a candidate for the next step. The function
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getRandomPM(ElectedPMsList) is responsible for selecting a random PM

among the list of the elected PMs and store it as a candidate PM, denoted

as p. The reason for the random selection is to keep predicting the behaviour

of the allocation process hard for the malicious user to obtain. Even if the

malicious user knows that the algorithm is following a stacking behaviour, it

will be costly to obtain a malicious co-residency and know the exact PMs with

target users as it will need to launch many VMs periodically to be able to

achieve SCAs.

Afterwards, at line 9, the algorithm will check if the selected p will produce

a malicious co-residency. This step is essential to trigger the vmMigra-

tion(ElectedPMsList,P) function, which will be explained in Section 5.4.

The getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist()) function is motivated by the

learning model that learns the behaviour of VMs and classifies them accord-

ingly to their types. If there is no malicious co-residency, the assignment of

v to p is performed by the function Assign(v,p), at line 10, and added to

the one allocation list. The Assign(v,p) function will override any previous

allocation commitment for the same VM. Meaning if the function is accessed

again by the same VM and alternative PM selected, it will select this new

assignment as final. The process of adding to the one allocation list will ensure

a unique VM allocation resulted from the Assign(v,p) function.

In the next step, if there is a malicious co-residency on the selected PM,

at line 14, the VM migration will trigger. One of the objectives of SRS is

to minimize the number of VM migrations. Because migrating the VM from

one PM to another, resulting in some downtime, even for the live migration.

The process of VMs migration requires moving a VM current state while

it is running. Furthermore, copying the VM state and restoring it in the

destination PM requires a slight downtime at a particular stage. That results

in an unwanted interruption to most cloud users, which SRS tries to avoid by

only selecting to migrate the VMs allocated on the elected PMs.

After the VM migration is performed, the VM allocation produced from

the migration will be added to the one allocation list to reflect the new changes.

Then the algorithm will repeat the malicious co-residency check after the

migration. Finally, at line 18, if performing the initial selection and VM
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migration leads to a failed assignment, then the algorithm will assign the v

to any suitable PM. The one allocation function will continue until all the

unallocated VMs find an assignment.

5.3.3 Highest Fullness Ratio (HFR)

This function allows only the PMs with the highest fullness ratio compared to

the VMs demanded resources to be selected as elected PMs for the allocation.

As such, in HFR, we only select the PMs representing the highest ratio, not

all the PMs, specifically those with the two (HFR%) among the PMs. Unlike

the FR that aims to sort the PMs according to their FR during the allocation.

Figure 5.5: Computing the Highest Fullness Ratio (HFR) of an Arriving VM.

For example, in figure 5.5, the PM6, PM2, PM4 and PM8 are the elected

PMs for two reasons. Firstly, they have the HFR among the available PMs.

Secondly, they are the PMs that represent the two (HFR%) among the other

PMs (FR%). The PM7 still has high FR but is not selected as the algorithm will

only choose the two (HFR%). The reason for selecting the two (HFR%) PMs

is to allow more elected PMs to be available. However, increasing this number

higher than two could potentially lead to changing the stacking behaviour of

the SRS algorithm.

The motivation for the HFR step is to keep the VMs stacked while selecting

the PMs, which leads to a perfect match between the VM and PM selection in

the matter of resources. Thus, reducing the number of used PMs during the

allocation allows more space for incoming VMs to allocate securely. The score

of the HFR depends on the current situation of the available PM resources, the

VM required resources and the time that VM arrives. Here we also calculate
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the HFR score based on Eq (5.1), explained in Section 5.2.1.

5.3.4 Infected PMs and Lowest Infected Allocations

This section will explain the methods of calculating the infected PMs and

selecting the lowest infection allocation. The two functions are described in

the SRS algorithm, at lines 31 and 38, respectively. Firstly, the infected PMs

are denoted as getInfectedPMsNumber(oneAllocation); this algorithm

aims to calculate the number of infected PMs used in an allocation to com-

pute malicious co-residency. Alternatively stated, it calculates the PMs with

malicious co-residency compared to all the used PMs during the allocation.

Secondly, the lowest infected allocations are denoted as getLowestInfectedAl-

location(allAllocationList); this algorithm compares the existing produced

allocation and selects the one with the lowest co-residency to produce the most

secure allocation in a given time limit.

Figure 5.6: Selecting the Lowest Infected Allocation of all Allocations.

As shown in Figure 5.6, the infected PMs function will return an integer

value indicating how many PMs, in an allocation, resulted with malicious
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co-residency. Each allocation produced in the SRS algorithm will go through

this function to compare its value with other produced allocations. The value

of the infected PMs will be different for each allocation as the SRS follow a

random stacking behaviour, which means that a new allocation is produced

even for the same set of configurations. In other words, due to the randomness

in the SRS algorithm, a different allocation will be produced every time for

the same set of resources.

Moreover, retrieving the lowest infected allocation depends on the result

obtained from getting the infected PMs. Meaning that each produced allocation

has a value of the infected PMs; thus, producing the lowest infected allocation

depends on this value to identify the lowest infected allocations out of the

produced allocations. As such, the SRS algorithm will select the allocation

with the lowest infected allocations produced at the defined time limit or earlier

that time if the lowest value reaches zero. Thus, the SRS aims to select the

most secure allocation out of the produced allocations at this step.

5.3.5 Time Complexity Analysis for SRS Algorithm

The SRS algorithm depends on producing many allocations within a time limit

or until a secure allocation is produced. We will first analyse the function

responsible for producing the allocation, the oneAllocation function. Three

main inputs affect the complexity in SRS: the VMs, denoted as N , the PMs,

denoted as M , and the time limit, denoted as K.

The oneAllocation function is similar to the SS algorithm in the tries and

time complexity analysis steps. However, the only difference is on the FR

calculation step, getHighestFRPMs function, where the sorted PMs based on

their FR will be again searched for the highest two FR percentages, as explained

in Section 5.3.3. Hence the big-O for the first try is O(N ∗ (2M + M ∗ logM)).

To avoid repetition, the big-O for the one allocation function is O(N ∗(5M +

N ∗M + 2M ∗ logM)) considering each try is a nested loop. As we stated, the

SRS producing many allocations within a time limit, we will denote to the time

as K. As such, it will contribute to the time taken to complete the algorithm

steps, which means the big-O will be O(K ∗N ∗ (5M + N ∗M + 2M ∗ logM)).
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5.4 VMs Migration Algorithm

This section describes the VMs migration algorithm utilised in the SS and

SRS algorithms at lines 16 and 14, respectively. As stated earlier, one of the

objectives of this work is to minimise the number of VMs migrations during

the VMs allocation. The reason is that migrating the VMs from one PM to

another, resulting in unwanted downtime, which causes the services running

on the VMs to be interrupted. In brief, VM migration requires moving the

VM current state while the VM is running. Furthermore, copying the VM

state and restoring it in the destination PM requires a slight downtime at a

particular stage. We described the detailed process of migrating a VM from

one PM to another in Section 4.1.4.

Algorithm 5.4: VMs Migration

1 Function vmMigration(PMsList,P)
2 vmsToMigrateList ← ∅
3 migrationAllocationList ← ∅
4 for pm in PMsList do
5 vmsToMigrateList.add(pm.getMaliciousVms() ∪ pm.getNormalVms())
6 end
7 for v in vmsToMigrateList do
8 for p in P do
9 if p ̸= v.getPM() then

10 if (getCORvmCheck(v,p.getVMslist()) ̸= true) then
11 migrationAllocationList.add(AssignBased(v, P))
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 return migrationAllocationList

The objective of the proposed VMs migration algorithm, Algorithm 5.4, is

to migrate the VMs securely in a way that must leave the system in a secure

allocation. If the VMs migration resulted from existing malicious co-residency,

the VMs migration will try to migrate the allocated VMs to avoid the malicious

co-residency. The allocation algorithms, SS and SRS, aim to produce a secure

VMs allocation; thus, the VMs migration must preserve the security state of

the secure allocation during the migration or enhance it. Thus, the migration

function attempts to maintain that secure status, whenever possible.

The migration function receives the list PMs, denoted as PMsList, to

select their VMs for migration and the available PMs set, denoted as P . The
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selection step, selecting the PMs list, aims to select the minimum number

of VMs for migration, thus reducing the VM movements. For example, the

SRS algorithm utilises the VMs migration function by sending the list of

the elected PMs, as PMsList, to migrate their VMs. This list of PMs has a

low number of VMs compared to all the available PMs because the elected

PMs only select the PMs with the (HFR%). Thus, the VMs allocated on

these VMs will be minimal; hence the VMs selected for migration will be

minimised. We consider this way of selecting the VMs for migration to allow

few effective migrations that potentially leads to a more secure allocation and

fewer VMs interruptions resulted from the migration. Although the number of

VMs selected for migration will be higher at some point in time, specifically

when there is a high number of PMs available with (HFR%); thus, we have

introduced further steps to control the number of VMs migrating per migration

event.

The VMs migration function starts at line 4 by selecting all the malicious

VMs and normal VMs from PMsList for possible migration. At this step, the

VMs migration is not guaranteed to occur; there are more steps to consider

for the migration to be performed. Thus, this step only selecting the VMs

considers candidates for VMs migration. We only select the VMs classified

as normal or malicious VMs for migration for several reasons; it will allow

more space for the target VMs, by migrating the normal VMs to allow more

space, thus reducing the chance of co-residency. Moreover, the normal VMs

can be co-located with any VMs as long as the selected PM has enough space.

Also, selecting the malicious VMs will increase the difficulty for the malicious

VM user to achieve SCA. This step is an extra defence against SCA, as the

malicious user will try to predict the allocation behaviour to be placed with

the target VM; therefore, selecting the malicious for possible migration will

reduce this chance. Hence, reducing the possibility of being allocated with a

target VM. Moreover, the target VMs migration is not considered because they

are classified as critical VMs before and during the allocation, as described in

Section 4.1.6. Thus we wanted to avoid any service interruptions caused by

the VMs migration for target VMs.

After this step, at line 11, the selected VMs will be allocated to different
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PMs by triggering the AssignBased(v,P). This function aims to allocate

the selected VMs to new PMs based on the defined allocation algorithm. For

instance, the AssignBased(v,P) will allocate the selected VMs based on SS

steps if the SS algorithm triggers the migration function. Similarly, for the

SRS algorithm and any algorithm triggering this function.

In the following sections, we will describe more algorithms for comparison

purposes, and these algorithms are redesigned to utilise the migration function.

Thus, the AssignBased(v,P) is adapting based on the defined allocation

algorithm. As we stated earlier, selecting VMs for migration does not necessarily

mean that this VM will be migrated. At this step, and depending on the defined

algorithm constraints, the selected VMs might not find a suitable allocation for

the migration. Therefore, it will be discarded from the migration and consider

the next standing VM. For example, in SS and SRS algorithms, if the selected

VM reduces the security state of the allocation to a worse situation, this VM

will be discarded from the VMs migration. We will show more about the effect

of this selection on the evaluation of the algorithms in Sections 5.6 and 5.7.

Finally, if the selected VMs are suitable for migration, they will be allocated

to specific PMs according to the same steps of one allocation function.

5.5 Alternative Allocation Behaviours

This section will describe alternative VMs allocation behaviours that is con-

sidered in this work for comparison purposes. As we stated, the proposed

algorithms, SS and SRS, follow a stacking-based VMs allocation behaviour,

which was described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. In this part, we introduce more

VMs allocation behaviours algorithms to compare our stacking-based algorithms

with them, and each of them has a unique allocation behaviour.

The first one is spreading behaviour, which means that the allocation

algorithm will allocate VMs to the whole span of PMs. An example of the

spreading behaviour is the round-robin algorithm, denoted as RR, described in

[13]. The second one is random behaviour, which aims to allocate the VMs

randomly as long as the candidate PM is suitable. In [11], they presented a

random-based algorithm called (CLR), aiming to allocate the VMs randomly. In
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this work, we will denote the Random (Rand) behaviour as Rand for simplicity.

The third considered allocation behaviour is a combination of spreading and

random behaviour. This behaviour algorithm, described in [46], depends on

spreading the VMs of the same user if they exceeded three VMs on the same

PM. Moreover, the eligible PMs selection is performed randomly if they have

less than three VMs of the same user. The algorithm is called the Previously

Selected Servers First (PSSF) algorithm.

The following sections will briefly describe how these algorithms allocate

the VMs, i.e., describing their allocation behaviours. Moreover, we will show

how we modify them to integrate them with the learning model presented in

Section 4.1.6. In other words, how these algorithms have become security-aware

of the classified VMs in the assumed cloud system of this thesis.

5.5.1 Spreading Behaviour

For simplicity, we will refer to the spreading behaviour algorithms as round-

robin or RR for the rest of the thesis. As stated, this behaviour focuses on

allocating the VMs by spreading them across the available PMs. Thus, each

unallocated VM will be scheduled for allocation on the next suitable PMs. For

example, as it is shown in Figure 5.7, the VMs arrival starts from VM1 until

VMk, and VM1 will be allocated to PM1, assuming it has enough resources.

The VM2 will be allocated to the next suitable PM, PM2, even if the first PM,

PM1, has enough resources. The allocation algorithm will continue with the

next VM with the same behaviour by allocating it to the next suitable PM

until all the VMs are allocated.

Therefore, we can deduce that such behaviour’s objective is to balance the

VMs allocation loads over the available PMs. The load-balancing of resources

leads to several desired outcomes, such as optimising the power consumption

for energy efficiency of the utilised PMs. Alternatively, in some cases, to keep

the threshold of utilising the computing resources to a certain level under

defined SLAs. For example, the utilisation of a CPU on each PM should not

exceed 95%. Moreover, this behaviour has been utilised for security purposes

as described in [78].
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Figure 5.7: The Behaviour of Spreading Algorithms.

5.5.2 Random Behaviour

Random behaviour refers to the methods that randomly allocate the VMs as

long as the candidate PMs have enough resources. As stated, we will refer to

the random behaviour algorithms as random or Rand for the rest of the thesis.

Figure 5.8: The Behaviour of Random Algorithms.

As shown in Figure 5.8, for the arrival VMs, starting from VM1, the random

algorithm will attempt to allocate the VMs randomly to the available PMs.

The random allocator has no specific constraints other than the selected PMs

have enough resources. Moreover, as explained in [11], the random allocator

will check if the selected PMs have enough resources and then allocate the

VMs. Otherwise, it will randomly reselect the available PMs.

The objective of such an approach is to make it difficult for the malicious
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user to predict the allocation scheme. However, if the attacker attempts to

launch large number of VMs at the same time, it could potentially lead to

malicious co-residency. Therefore, this approach makes it is costly to achieve

malicious co-residency with the target VMs.

5.5.3 Combining Spreading and Random Behaviour

The last considered behaviour focuses on combining the spreading and the

random behaviours, as described in [46]. As stated earlier, the proposed

algorithm, called PSSF, aims to spread the VMs belonging to the same user if

they exceeded three VMs on the same PM. For instance, if a user has three

VMs that already allocated on a PM, the fourth VM belonging to the same

user will be allocated on a different PM. Moreover, the algorithm will randomly

select the eligible PMs, then allocate the VMs to them if they have less than

three VMs of the same user.

Figure 5.9: The Behaviour of Combining Spreading and Random Algorithm.

As shown in Figure 5.9, user 1 has four VMs, VM1 to VM4, and the first

three VMs are allocated on the same PM, PM1. The outcome of this step is

because the algorithm aims to allocate the VMs belonging to the same user on

the same PM. However, the fourth VM, VM4, is allocated on different PMs,

even though the PM1 has enough space. In this case, the algorithm spreads

the VMs belonging to the same user if it exceeded three VMs on the same

PM. Moreover, user 2 has three VMs, VM5 to VM7; however, these VMs are

allocated separately because the first arrival VM, VM5, is allocated randomly

among the available PMs. Then the second PMs could not be allocated on
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the same PM, PM3, as it was already fully utilised. Thus, it will randomly

select another available PM to allocate the second VM. The same situation

repeated for the third VM, which leads to spread the VMs belong to the same

user while randomly allocating them on any available PM.

5.5.4 Security Factor

The three described algorithms Rand, RR and PSSF, do not check the type of

the VMs during VMs allocation; thus, they are not aware of the classification of

VMs described in the learning model in Section 4.1.6. The proposed algorithms

SS and SRS are designed to be aware of the VMs classification based on their

type. Specifically, the SS and SRS check the VMs type during the allocation

using the co-residency detection function described in Section 5.2.2.

Therefore, we modify the three algorithms by making them aware of the

learning model outcome. Otherwise stated, we have added the co-residency

detection function while keeping their allocation behaviour the same. These

algorithms will allocate the VMs as they have been doing unless there is a

malicious co-residency in the allocation. For example, in the Random algorithm,

if the upcoming VM has two PMs available to select from randomly, one of

these PMs will lead to malicious co-residency; then, in this case, the algorithm

will select the other PM. This change did not change the overall allocation

behaviour of the random algorithm; however, it made it aware of the learning

model classification as SS and SRS algorithms do. Moreover, for the RR

algorithm, if the upcoming VM is allocated on the next available PM and

this allocation will lead to a malicious co-residency, it will try the following

available PM. If the following PM leads to secure VM allocation and has enough

resources, it will be selected.

Eventually, all three algorithms will allocate the VMs according to their

original behaviour if the allocator could not find a secure allocation. However,

if the algorithms could not produce an allocation by following the secure

approach, it will follow its original approach by allocating the VMs regardless

of the malicious co-residency.
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5.5.5 VMs Migration Integration

The VMs migration, described in Section 5.4, integrates with all the compared

algorithms of this work, including SS, SRS, Rand, RR and PSSF algorithms.

The objective of this integration is to migrate the VMs securely in a way that

must leave the system in a secure allocation. We described how the VMs

migration function integrated with SS and SRS earlier, and it is the same

approach for the other algorithms. The VMs migration will be triggered if the

algorithm could not obtain a secure allocation for the upcoming VM.

For example, in Rand algorithm starts by allocating the VMs randomly

to the available PMs. Then, under a particular situation, the options for

obtaining a secure allocation decrease, leading to triggering the VMs migration.

Otherwise stated, the VMs migration for Rand algorithm will be triggered if the

VMs allocation to available PMs leads to a malicious co-residency. Similarly,

the RR and PSSF follow the same approach of VMs migration while keeping

the behaviour the same of all the compared algorithms.

5.6 Evaluation of Non-Heterogeneous VMs Alloca-

tion

This section presents an evaluation of the proposed VMs allocation algorithms

under different scenarios and structures where the resources of the VMs are

not heterogeneous. Hence, the VMs required resources are assumed to be the

same for this part of the evaluation. However, in Section 5.7, we will present

another evaluation where the VMs required resources are heterogeneous.

The objective of this section is to evaluate the behaviours of VMs allocation

algorithms, of non-heterogeneous VMs, under different situations and conditions.

In other words, examine the occurrence of the malicious co-residency for the

proposed algorithms under several VMs structures, PMs structures and VMs

arrival times. Thus, this evaluation studies the factors that potentially affect

the security of the VMs allocation algorithms and the overall malicious co-

residency percentage. These factors include; the VMs arrival time, the effect of

the heterogeneity level of the PMs, the effect of VMs structure, and the effect

of the VMs migration.
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The VMs arrival time referred to when a single VM arrived at a specific

time depending on the VM type. For example, study the effect where the target

VMs arrived firstly before the arrival of malicious VMs, or vice versa. Further,

the heterogeneity level of the PMs refers to the recourse structure of the PMs,

how they are different from each other. We consider three PMs structure, high,

medium and low, and each structure defines the level of difference between

the available PMs. Thus, we aim to examine the effect of the available PMs

resources structure on the secure VMs allocation for the proposed algorithms.

Moreover, the evaluation will examine the effect of the VMs structure on

obtaining a secure VMs allocation. The VMs structure refers to the number

of VMs according to their types. For example, in an allocation, the study

of increasing the number of targets VMs over the normal or malicious VMs.

Alternatively, if the malicious utilised many VMs, how likely that the malicious

co-residency will be achieved. In addition, we aim to examine the effect of

VMs migration on the proposed algorithms based on its design. In other words,

the VMs migration aims to reduce the effect of malicious co-residency, and

therefore, this part will examine this effect for each algorithm.

Additionally, this section will study the effect of the mentioned factors on

the proposed algorithms, SS and SRS, and compare them with the described

algorithms in Section 5.5. Therefore, we will compare SS and SRS algorithms

with three algorithms that follow a different allocation behaviour: Rand, RR,

and PSSF. As stated, the SS and SRS follow a stacking-based behaviour while

the Rand follows a random-based behaviour, RR follows a spreading-based

behaviour and PSSF combines the random and spreading.

Furthermore, we utilise a powerful simulation tool to simulate different

aspects related to the CCEs architecture called CloudSim. CloudSim is an

open-source cloud simulation environment that builds based on cloud system

workloads that aim to simulate the provisioning of cloud computing systems.

Therefore, it contributes to providing a valuable estimate of the expected

outcome of certain situations and an initial understanding of the behaviour of

the allocation process. In general, cloud simulators are helpful to provide a

solution and projection of the real-world scenarios; thus, we utilise CloudSim

to examine our proposed algorithms [18]. Refer to Appendix B for more
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information about CloudSim, its structure and allocation process. There are

alternative cloud simulator tools that can be utilised for simulating cloud

resources allocation, for example, CloudSched, GroudSim and GreenCloud.

Each tool is suitable for specific functionality, for instance, SLA support,

energy-based allocation model, or cost model. Other factors could influence the

selection of the simulator, such as open-source tools or graphic user interface

support [30]. In this work, we have selected CloudSim as it provides an

open-source environment and serves our needed functionality.

Lastly, this work examines the effect of the secure VMs allocation, VMs

migration, and PMs usage during the allocation for the presented algorithms.

The details of the mentioned factors and simulation structures will be described

in detail in the following sections.

5.6.1 Experimental Setup

The section will present detailed information about the simulation environment

utilised in this work. Furthermore, it will describe the structure of the PMs

resources considered during the allocation process. Moreover, the VMs structure

including the VMs arrival times, the structure of VMs resources and the

structure of VMs type. Lastly, it will describe the experiment process to

illustrate how the experiments were conducted under different situations.

Simulation Environment

As stated, this work utilises CloudSim, a cloud computing simulation environ-

ment, to examine the proposed VMs allocation algorithms and compare them.

CloudSim provided a valuable estimate of the expected outcome of certain

situations and an initial understanding of the behaviour of the VMs allocation

algorithms.

Briefly, the process of CloudSim starts by registering the resources inform-

ation of the data centre. Including the resources of the PMs, VMs and other

components such as the data centre architecture. The registered information,

including the required and available resources, will be collected to identify

the computing resources. In other words, allocate the required recourse to

the available recourse under the defined allocation algorithm. Afterwards, the
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available resources that will host the VMs or task resources depend on different

levels and factors. More information about CloudSim process are described in

Appendix B.

VMs and PMs Number

As shown in Table 5.1, VMs range from 20-120, increasing by 20 VMs in each

experiment. The number of PMs is 24 in each experiment, where the sum of

available resources of the PMs can accommodate up to 120 VMs. Thus, the

experiments will start by allocating the VMs with unlimited available resources;

then, the resources get limited until it reaches 120 VMs, try number 6. The

goal is to examine the effect where the resources is spacious and when it gets

limited.

Table 5.1: VMs and PMs number

Tries No. VMs No. PMs No.
1 20 24
2 40 24
3 60 24
4 80 24
5 100 24
6 120 24

The resource requirements of the VMs are similar with 1 GB vRAM

(Virtual RAM), 1 vCPU and 500 MB vStorage. On the other hand, the

resources available for each PM are heterogeneous. There are four types of

PMs used for this setup: (i) 2 GB RAM and 2 CPU, (ii) 4 GB RAM and 4

CPU, (iii) 6 GB RAM and 6 CPU, and (iv) 8 GB RAM and 8 CPU.

The CPU is space-shared, meaning that each CPU can only accommodate

one vCPU at each time. There are two types of scheduling policy, time-shared

and spaced-shared; time-shared means that the VMs sharing the same PM

can be processed on the same computing hardware, for example, on the same

CPU core, but in different time stamps. These VMs can be scheduled based

on the defined requirement for each VMs and the scheduling policy. However,

the space-shared allocate a specific space for each VM, and it will be allocated

for this VM all the processing time. More information about the scheduling
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and allocation policy is explained in Appendix B.

VMs Arrival Time

We consider three arrival times (launch times), to show the effect of VMs

arrival time, based on its type, on the malicious co-residency. The three arrival

times are M(t), T(t) and N(t). The M(t) is the time that the malicious VM is

arrived, while the. The same definition applies to T(t) and N(t) for target VM

and normal VM, respectively.

Table 5.2: VMs Arrival Time Types

Tries
No.

VMs Order Description

1 GMTN G(M), G(T), G(N)
2 GNMT G(N), G(M), G(T)
3 GTNM G(T), G(N), G(M)
4 SNMT S(N), S(M), S(T)
5 Mixed

MTN
S(MTN), G(M), S(MTN), G(T), S(MTN),
G(N), S(MTN)

6 Mixed
NMT

S(NMT), G(N), S(NMT), G(M), S(NMT),
G(T), S(NMT)

7 Mixed
TNM

S(TNM), G(T), S(TNM), G(N), S(TNM),
G(M), S(TNM)

As shown in Table 5.2, we study most of the possibilities of VMs arrival

time based on each type of VMs. For instance, in try 1 in the table, we examine

the effect of when a group of malicious VMs arrives, then a group of targets

VMs arrives, then a group of normal VMs arrives last, denoted as GMTN.

Moreover, in try 2, we study when a group of normal VMs arrives, then a group

of malicious VMs arrives, then a group of target VMs arrives last, denoted as

GNMT. The same process applies to try number 3, denoted as GTNM.

Furthermore, in try 4, the VMs will arrive a single instead of a group,

meaning one normal VM arrives, followed by malicious, followed by target,

denoted as SNMT. In this case, we did not consider the other possibilities of

single arrivals, like what we did in the group arrivals, because they showed the

same allocation behaviour during the experiments. Thus, to avoid duplication,

we ignore the other possibilities.

Lastly, in the tries from 5 to 7, the three arrival times are Mixed MTN,
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Mixed NMT and Mixed TNM. To demonstrate, in the MTN arrival type, the

VMs in any experiment is divided into seven groups; each group will arrive

in the same sequence described in the table. For example, in Mixed MTN,

out of seven groups, the first group is S(MTM), where the S refer to a Single

VM arrival. Here, the malicious, target and normal VM will arrive in a single

alternative sequence. Precisely, single (M)- then single (T)- then single(N),

then repeats the process until this group of VMs arrived. Then the second

group, G(M), means that a group of malicious VMs will arrive second. Then

the third group will repeat the same order as the first group. After that, the

fourth group G(T), means that a group of target VMs will arrive fourth. Then

the rest of the seven groups will arrive until the last VM arrives. The same

concept will apply to the other two types of VM orders, Mixed NMT and

Mixed TNM. The size of each group, the seven groups of each order type,

divided equally to each group. The motivation behind designing the arrival

times in this sequence is to mimic the real-world scenario of VMs arrival as

much as possible.

VMs Type Structure

We used the same classification described in Section 4.4.2, Table 4.1, which

considers seven possible situations where each VMs type number might reach

for each experiment. To summarize, each VMs type number will be examined

for its secure VMs allocation level and its performance under the defined

configuration. For example, if we consider 20 VMs, this VMs type number will

be structured seven times, as described in Table 4.1, and examined for each

situation. The seven tries are because we have three VMs types considered,

and 23 = 8 possible situations. However, we discarded the one where the VMs

type number are zeros from these eight possible situations. The 20 VMs will

be divided into three parts, as per the percentage defined in the table.

PMs Heterogeneity levels

We consider three types of PMs structure, or level of PMs heterogeneity, High,

Medium and Low heterogeneous PMs. Meaning the resources of the PMs are

structured based on the classification of PMs heterogeneity, as follows:
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1. HighHetPMs: The first eight PMs can host the VMs as following and

in this order (2VM-4VM-6VM-8VM-2VM-4VM-6VM-8VM). Then this

order repeated until it reaches 24 PMs to accommodate up to 120 VMs.

2. MedHetPM: Here it will be as following (4VM-4VM-4VM-4VM-4VM-

6VM-6VM-8VM). Then this order repeated as above.

3. LowHetPMs: Here it will be as following (4VM-4VM-4VM-4VM-6VM-

6VM-6VM-6VM). Then this order repeated as above.

Experiments Methodology

We investigate every combination of VMs with each number of PMs and

their different structures of resources. As such, we consider each type of PMs

heterogeneity under each VMs arrival time and the number of each VMs type

in each experiment.

Figure 5.10: Experiments Methodology for each Algorithm under each Arrival
Time.

For example, in Figure 5.10, in the situation where we have 20 VMs, we

first examine the 20 VMs on high heterogeneous PMs. Moreover, for each high

heterogeneous PMs, we examine each possible VMs structure type. The VMs

type structure is the seven possible situations that define how many of these

VMs are malicious VM, target VMs, or normal VMs, as described in Section

5.6.1. Then, for the same number of VMs, 20 VMs, we repeated the simulations

on the low and medium heterogeneous PMs. Then move on to increase the

number of VMs to 40 VMs, and repeat the previous steps until we reach the

120 VMs. These experiments were conducted only for one arrival time for one

algorithm. For instance, these simulation steps are performed for the SRS
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algorithm and GMTN arrival time, examining 252 situations for each algorithm

under one arrival time. We have defined seven arrivals time; therefore, we

examine 3528 situations for each algorithm, including the situations where the

migrations are enabled or disabled. Therefore, the total experiments conducted

for this part of the evaluation, including all the mentioned algorithms, are

17640.

Moreover, we utilised a real workload while conducting the experiments to

mimic real cloud computing scenarios as much as possible. The used workload

is published by the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology ForHLR II System [67].

This thesis only examines part of the experiment using this workload to examine

the preliminary performance effect shown in Section 5.7.5. For future work,

we aim to utilise this workload to specify the type of applications running

for each VM and their effect on the performance of the allocation algorithms.

Moreover, examine the effect of the dependency of VMs application on the

allocation rules, for instance, group of dependent VMs running platform of

web application and databases required to be allocated in adjacent PMs.

5.6.2 Results of Malicious Co-residency Respect to VMs Ar-

rival Time

As stated in Section 4.4.3, Eq.(4.15), the Mpms is the percentage of the infected

PMs out of the used one. The infected PMs means the PM that has a malicious

co-residency between the target and malicious VMs and shares the same PM.

This section will compare the malicious co-residency concerning VMs arrival

time for each algorithm.

Figures Explanation

As an example, in Figure 5.11a, we compare five algorithms representing

different VMs allocation behaviours, as explained earlier. These algorithms are

SS, SRS which are the ones we proposed in our work following stacking-based

behaviour. The others are PSSF, Random (denoted as Rand) and Rand Robin

(denoted as RR).

The notation in the title M(t) < T(t) < N(t) means that the malicious VMs

arrives and is allocated in a time before the arrival of target and normal VMs.
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The same definition applies to the other arrival times. The x-axis represents

the number of VMs starting from 20 up to 120, where the y-axis represents the

PMs with malicious co-residency percentage, which we will refer to as Mpms.

The vertical shading colour represents the PMs heterogeneity level, high to

low.

Overall Outcome For Group VMs Arrival

Generally, in Figure 5.11, the outcomes of the Mpms , for all the compared

algorithms, showing a resembling under the group VMs arrival. The PSSF and

RR algorithms show the worst cases due to their spreading behaviour, while

SS, SRS and Rand are the best in the three situations. The case where the

malicious VMs arrive lastly is considered the worst-case scenario, especially

when the available resources are limited for PSSF, Rand and RR algorithms.

Specificity, in Figure 5.11a, the PSSF and RR are the worst for the Mpms

due to the spreading behaviour and because the malicious VMs arrived first,

which helped to spread the VMs. Nevertheless, PSSF only shows weakness

when the number of VMs increases and the available recourse on the PMs

start limiting. Moreover, the RR suffers more from increasing Mpms when the

PMs are HighHetPMs, compared to other PMs structures. This increase

is because the PMs available for allocation are filled more quickly than other

PM structures, which leaves fewer options. The SS, SRS algorithms show the

least Mpms due to their stacking behaviour, and the malicious and target VMs

already found an allocation where the available resources still have more options.

In other words, the arrival of normal VMs at the last helped the algorithms,

following stacking behaviour, to produce a secure allocation were the targets

and malicious allocated separately due to the availability of allocation options.

The Rand algorithm also shows similar outcomes to the SS and SRS for the

same reason, because the algorithm will easily produce a secure allocation,

even if the resources are limited, as the target and malicious VMs already

allocated securely.
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Figure 5.11: PMs with Malicious Co-residency under GMTN, GNMT and
GTNM Arrival Times.
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Moreover, in Figure 5.11b, this case considers the most challenging case

for any allocation algorithm, as the target and malicious VMs arrives at the

end when most of the resources are already utilised. The options for a secure

allocation become challenging for this case. However, and except for PSSF,

most of the algorithms performed well even with limited resources. For PSSF,

its constraint of keeping only three users on the same PM leads to spread target

and malicious VMs, which results in higher Mpms. Thus, if the malicious user

launched many VMs, it will be easier to obtain a malicious co-residency with

the target user. Also, because the normal VMs, for each experiment, arrives

first and spread their VMs on the available PMs. Hence fewer available PMs

when the malicious and target VMs arrives.

The RR algorithm is still showing a high Mpms, but it is lower than the

other arrival times, and the cases where the Mpms happened are also lower.

This outcome happens because when the normal VMs arrived, it first spread

its VMs across the available PMs and since the target and the malicious VMs

can be allocated with the normal VMs. It becomes easier for the algorithm to

obtain a secure allocation by allocating the upcoming VMs, target or malicious,

with normal VMs whenever possible. The SS and SRS show the least Mpms

due to their stacking behaviour which depends on allocating the VMs on the

utilised PMs rather than spreading them across the available PMs.

Furthermore, in Figure 5.11c, this is the worst-case scenario for the RR

algorithm because the target VMs arrive and then spread their VMs; then,

when the malicious VMs arrive later, the Mpms significantly increased with

limited available resources. What makes it worse for this case is the arrival

of normal VMs in between, as it consumes most of the available resources,

leading to this higher Mpms. For this case, a large number of normal VMs

could potentially lead to higher Mpms. A notable case for the Rand, as it

performed worse here than other situations due to the arrival of malicious

VMs at the end, and with the limiting of the resources, the Mpms increases. In

this case, the options for a secure allocation become narrow as the target and

normal VMs already consume most of the resources upon arrival. The PSSF

algorithm shows a similar outcome as the other two VMs arrival where the

higher Mpms starts when the resources are limiting. The SS and SRS show the
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least Mpms among others for the same reasons mentioned earlier.

Overall, the SS and SRS algorithms perform the best due to their stacking-

based behaviour, which depends on allocating the VMs by reducing the utilised

PMs. The Rand algorithm performs worse when the malicious VMs arrive last

and the normal VMs consume the available resources and target VMs allocated.

The same case will occur with target VMs when they arrive last while the

normal VMs allocated, leading to the same outcome. The other cases of the

VMs arrival will lead to a secure allocation for the Rand algorithm. For the

PSSF algorithm, the best case, among the three cases, is when the malicious

and target VMs allocated firstly, meaning when there are more options for

secure allocation and more resources available. The RR shows the lowest Mpms

when the normal VMs arrive first and spread their VMs across the available

PMs, which gives the algorithm easier options to allocate the VMs securely

either with the normal VMs or with their own VMs type.

Overall Outcome For Single VMs Arrival

In this part, we will show the result of Mpms, where the VMs arrives separately

according to their type. For example, in this case, we consider that a normal

VM arrives followed immediately by a malicious VM followed immediately by

a target VM. We only consider this situation of single arrivals, as the other

possible arrivals showed the same behaviour during the experiments, like the

way we did in the group arrivals. Thus to avoid a duplication of the results,

we only show this type of single VM arrival.

In Figure 5.12, the most important remark that we can obtain is that all

the algorithms are performing remarkably better than the group arrivals. In

other words, when the VMs arrived separately, the Mpms decreases significantly

for the compared algorithms even when the available recourse is limited. This

outcome happens because it is easier for the allocator to obtain a secure

allocation for a single VM, according to its type. However, when a group of

VMs of the same type arrives, it is not easy to produce a secure allocation. For

example, when a group of target VMs arrives and the malicious VMs already

allocated to most of the available PMs, it will be challenging for the algorithms

to obtain a secure allocation, especially if the algorithm follows a spreading
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behaviour. On the other hand, a single target VM arriving makes it easier to

obtain the secure allocation because the available PMs options that lead to

secure allocation is potentially higher, even for the spreading based algorithms.

Moreover, in specific cases, the RR algorithm is the worst among the other

algorithms, even when compares to the PSSF algorithm, as it shows more

spikes of Mpms when the available PMs are not limited. This outcome is the

same that we mentioned earlier, which is the spreading of the VMs. Although

the PSSF follows partially spreading behaviour, it showed fewer Mpms spikes

for this case of single VMs arrival. Thus it makes it easier for the allocator

to obtain a secure allocation. The SS, SRS and Rand algorithms are the best

cases as they showed the lowest Mpms among other algorithms.
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Figure 5.12: PMs with Malicious Co-residency under SNMT Arrival Time.

Overall Outcome For Mixed VMs Arrival

Generally, in Figure 5.13, the outcomes of the Mpms , for all the compared

algorithms, showing a similarity under the mixed VMs arrival. It is better

than the group VMs arrival as this type mixed the group with the single VMs

arrivals, as described in Table 5.2. Thus the single VMs arrival influences the

positive impact of obtaining more secure allocations for all the algorithms.

Specifically, in Figures 5.13a and 5.13b, the outcome is almost identical

under these two arrival time configurations. These arrivals look similar because

the normal VMs allocated lastly and firstly, in Figures 5.13a and 5.13b, respect-

ively. Furthermore, the effect of single VMs arrival structure, that included
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in this mixed VMs arrival. To clarify, when the normal VMs arrives last, in

Figure 5.13a, it did not cause any issues for the any of the algorithms, to obtain

a secure allocation, as the normal VMs can be allocated on any PM as long

as it follows the algorithm behaviour and the selected PM is suitable. The

only issue that causes the spikes of Mpms is the mixed VMs arrivals structured,

which yields having single VMs arrival between each group. Thus, the spike of

Mpms will occur more often for this reason, especially when the resources are

limited. Regarding the similarity with the VMs arrivals in Figure 5.13b, the

same behaviour is repeated but opposite. The normal VMs will arrive first,

then any VM from the other two types can be allocated with them. Thus,

leaving more options and more available PMs for the upcoming VMs when it

arrives to obtain secure allocations. However, the single VMs arrival between

the groups causing the spike of Mpms the same way happened in the previous

arrivals, in Figure 5.13a. Ideally, under a different arrangement of the mixed

arrivals, the RR, Rand and PSSF could obtain more secure allocations than

those illustrated in these two Figures.

Moreover, We explained in the previous section that the single VMs arrival

showed similar outcomes of Mpms for all the possible VMs arrival. Thus, we

only showed one single VMs arrival case, called SNAT, to avoid duplicating

the results. This positive effect of single VMs arrival is clear on these VMs

arrival, including the one in Figure 5.13c, especially for the spreading-based

algorithms. Because the overall Mpms drop significantly for RR, and PSSF

algorithms compare to the group VMs arrivals for these algorithms.

Additionally, in Figure 5.13c, the outcome of the Mpms is the worse among

the mixed VMs arrivals. However, it is still better when compared with the

group VMs arrivals. This worst outcome is due to two reasons; the arrival

of malicious VMs last and the allocated normal VMs that consumed most of

the available resources before the malicious VMs arrives. When the malicious

VMs arrive, at last, the options for the available PMs are fewer as most of the

resources are already allocated by the target and normal VMs. Hence, a higher

Mpms occurring especially for the spreading-based behaviour algorithms.
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Figure 5.13: PMs with Malicious Co-residency under Mixed MTN, NMT and
TNM Arrival Times.
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A notable case is occurring here related to the VMs migration that affects

the overall Mpms. In this case, Figure 5.13c, the Mpms is higher than the case

in Figure 5.13b, yet they share the same case of the arrival of either target or

malicious VMs at last and the resources already consumed by normal VMs.

Otherwise stated, in the first case in Figure 5.13b, the target VMs arrives last

when the normal VMs consumed most of the resources and have fewer options

for secure allocation. In the second case, in Figure 5.13c, which we explained,

the malicious VMs arrive last when the normal VMs consumed most of the

resources, with fewer options left. Nevertheless, the Mpms for the first case is

lower compare to the second case. This outcome is because the VMs migration

algorithm integrated with all the compared algorithms, as explained in Section

5.4. Briefly, this algorithm will only migrate the malicious VMs and normal

VMs.

Thus, for the first case, when the target VMs arrives, many VMs are

available for migration, either malicious or normal VMs, which leads to re-

arrange the current allocations to produce a secure allocation for the upcoming

VMs. However, for the second case, when the malicious VMs arrive, only the

normal VMs were available for migration, leading to fewer options to produce

secure allocations.

Overall, the RR and PSSF continue to have the worst cases of Mpms due

to their spreading behaviours. Unlike the RR, the PSSF algorithm performing

better when the available resources are not limited. The Rand algorithm

outcome is worse in these mixed arrivals compared to the group and single

VMs arrivals. The stacking-based algorithms, SS and SRS, showed the best

outcome among the compared algorithms. The SS and SRS depends on

allocating the VMs on the utilised PMs rather than spreading the VMs across

the PMs, or randomly allocating them. Thus, this behaviour offer many options

for the upcoming VMs to allocate securely under different arrivals structures.

5.6.3 Results of Malicious Co-residency Respect to VMs Type

and under Limited Resources Availability

This section will have a closer look at the Mpms concerning the VMs type

number. The goal of this evaluation is to examine the effect of VMs type
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numbers on the Mpms. In other words, is the increase or decrease for any VMs,

according to their type classification, will impact the Mpms. Similarly to what

we describe in the previous section, Section 5.6.2, the Mpms is the percentage of

the infected PMs out of the used ones. In addition, we will examine the effect

of PMs heterogeneity level on the overall Mpms for the algorithms. Moreover,

in this section, we only will show the results when the resources are limited,

which means when the number of VMs equal 120 VMs.

Figures Explanation

As an example, in Figure 5.14a, similar to the previous section, we compare five

algorithms representing different VMs allocation behaviours. The difference

from the previous Figures is that we have three axes, one x-axis and two y-axes.

The x-axis represents the number of VMs when they are 120 VMs, and the

number of PMs 24, making the resources very limiting and challenging for the

algorithms. The first y-axis on the left of the Figure represents the number of

VMs according to their type. We have three colours for the VMs type; green

for the target VMs, red for the malicious VMs and yellow for the normal VMs.

The sum of these three colours always will be 120 VMs, as we only examine

the 120 VMs case. The second y-axis on the right of the Figure represents the

Mpms we explained in the previous section. The horizontal black lines represent

the PMs heterogeneity levels of this part of the experiments. We have three

PMs heterogeneous levels, which are high, medium and low heterogeneous

PMs.

Malicious Co-residency for Group VMs Arrival under Limited Re-

sources

Generally, in Figure 5.14, the highest number of either target VMs or attacker

VMs per allocation leads to higher Mpms for most algorithms. In other words,

for a group of VMs arriving at a specific time, if the majority of those VMs

are either malicious or target VMs, in some cases both are high, then the

chance of getting malicious co-residency increases. Moreover, the effect of

PMs heterogeneity is clear, as the high heterogeneous PMs structure will

often lead to a lower Mpms and number of malicious co-residency occurrence
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when compare it with either medium or low PMs structure. Alternatively, the

number of cases of where it leads to malicious co-residency is often lower in

a high heterogeneous PMs structure than the medium or low heterogeneous

PMs structure.

Specifically, the PSSF algorithm often suffers from high Mpms when the

number of malicious VMs or targets VMs higher than the other types. In

some cases, the higher number of malicious and target VMs leads to a high

Mpms. This outcome is because this case considers the group VMs arrivals,

meaning a group of VMs, possibly belonging to the same user, will be allocated

simultaneously.

Furthermore, since PSSF spreading the VMs of the same user, and if the

user is a malicious one, then the chance of malicious co-residency occurring is

very high for such allocation behaviour. The same applies when many VMs

belong to a target user or users arrive at the same time with a considerably

high number of VMs.

In addition, when comparing the effect of PMs heterogeneity level, the high

heterogeneous PMs structure often leads to a better result of Mpms than the

other PMs structure for PSSF. The diversity of available resources in high

heterogeneous PMs structure often leads to group the VMs with the same

classification to the same PM. As such, allocating a group of VMs of the same

classification type, such as target VMs, becomes easier as the available options

have a high diversity of resources.

Moreover, the RR and Rand algorithms suffer from high Mpms due to the

spike of malicious and target VMs. For RR, spreading the VMs is negatively

impacting the Mpms as it is considered among the worst of compared algorithms.

The reason for the high Mpms is the same as we described in the PSSF algorithm,

as they share the spreading behaviour of allocating the VMs. In the Rand

algorithm, specifically in Figure 5.14c, there is a clear effect of the high number

of either target or malicious VMs on getting a high Mpms. The cases where

the Mpms occurring in the Rand algorithm is only when there is an increase in

the number of VMs causing the malicious co-residency, target and malicious

VMs. Moreover, the high number of normal VMs often leads to producing a

good result of Mpms, as the normal VMs a neutral to all VMs.
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Figure 5.14: Malicious Co-residency under GMTN, GNMT and GTNM Arrival
Times, When Available Resources Limited.

Overall, the SS and SRS algorithms are the best among the compared
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algorithms due to allocating the VMs in a stacking-based manner. This

result shows that under different PMs and VMs structures, the stacking-based

behaviour algorithms will produce secure allocations than spreading or random

behaviours algorithms. The stacking of the VMs reduces the number of used

PMs during the allocation and creates a perfect match between the required

resources and the available recourse, which is what SS and SRS perform. Thus,

avoiding the chance of producing allocations with high Mpms.

Malicious Co-residency for Single VMs Arrival under Limited Re-

sources

Generally, in Figure 5.15, the single VMs arrivals lead to better results com-

paring to the group or mixed VMs arrivals. The effect of the VMs number,

according to their type, is similar to what we explain in the previous section,

in the group arrivals, for all the algorithms. Briefly, the higher number of

either malicious or target VMs, and in some cases when both are high, leads

to a higher chance of malicious co-residency occurrence. Moreover, the high

heterogeneous PMs structure often leads to a better result of Mpms than the

other PMs structure for all algorithms due to the high diversity of the structure

of the resources. Ultimately, the impact of VMs number continues to be the

same on the single VMs arrival.
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Figure 5.15: Malicious Co-residency under SNMT Arrival Time, When Available
Resources Limited.
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Malicious Co-residency for Mixed VMs Arrival under Limited Re-

sources

To avoid duplication of the results, we will only show the case of mixed TNM

VMs arrival, as shown in Figure 5.16. This case of mixed VMs arrival represents

the worst-case scenario for the RR, PSSF and Rand algorithms among the

other mixed VMs arrivals.

In most cases, the high number of target and malicious VMs produces

allocations with high Mpms, as the allocator faces challenging situations in

obtaining a secure allocation. In PSSF and Rand algorithms, there is a clear

relationship between the spike number of either target or malicious VMs with

the high Mpms. Even in the cases where they both have a relatively high number

at the same time compared to the total number of VMs, of the experiment.

Also, the high number of normal VMs positively leads to low, sometimes none,

malicious co-residency. However, this effect disappears when the number of

either target or malicious VMs rises. Similarly, the RR algorithm was impacted

by the rising number of target and malicious VMs, but the Mpms did not fall

when the number of these two VMs types decreases. It continues to produce

a malicious co-residency for all situations. There is a slight impact on the

number of normal VMs spikes, which decreases the percentage of Mpms, but it

is still occurring. The SS and SRS continue to produce the best outcome of

the compared algorithms over the examined situations.

Furthermore, PMs heterogeneous structure’s effect did not seem to have that

great difference between the three types because all the three PMs structures

show similar behaviour of malicious co-residency occurring, either in the number

of spikes or in the percentages of the Mpms. In other words, the number of

cases where the malicious VMs produced under each PMs structure is mostly

similar.
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Figure 5.16: Malicious Co-residency under Mixed TNM Arrival Time, When
Available Resources Limited.

5.6.4 Results of VMs Migrations

This section will compare the result of VMs migration for all the compared

algorithms under different arrival times. The percentage of VMs migrations,

denoted as (Migvms), is defined as follow:

Migvms = Svms

Tvms
(5.2)

Where the (Svms) specify the VMs selected and migrated from one PM to

another, and the (Tvms) specify the total VMs for an allocation. The percentage

of VMs migrations (Migvms) is an indication of the processing needed, by any

algorithm, to produce a secure allocation.

The results presented in the previous sections, Sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3,

showed the percentage of malicious co-residency for each algorithm under

different arrivals times and VMs structure. This part will show the effect

VMs migration has on obtaining the secure VMs allocation of the compared

algorithms. As stated, the VMs migration indicates the processing needed, by

any of the algorithms, to produce a secure allocation. Otherwise stated, how

many VMs migration is needed by any algorithm to produce a secure VMs

allocations under different scenarios. Thus, this section will link the relationship

between the VMs migration with Mpms under the different configurations.
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Figures Explanation

As an example, in Figure 5.17a, we compare five algorithms representing differ-

ent VMs allocation behaviours to examine the impact on the VMs migration

for these algorithms. The x-axis represents the number of VMs starting from

20 up to 120, where the y-axis represents the VMs migration percentage, which

we will refer to as Migvms. While the vertical shading colour represents the

PMs heterogeneity level, high to low.

VMs Migrations for Group VMs Arrival

In general, as shown in Figure 5.17, the spreading allocation behaviours

algorithms, RR and PSSF, are the worst in Migvms, especially when the

resources are limited. While the random behaviour algorithm, Rand algorithm,

have a moderated percentage of VMs migration considering benefits produced

by these migrations, which is a lower chance of malicious co-residency, as

described in Figure 5.11. The stacking-based algorithms, SS and SRS, show

the lowest percentage of VMs migration among the other algorithms under

all the group VMs arrival. However, the SRS algorithm shows high Migvms

compared to the SS algorithm in a few cases when the resources are limited and

the malicious and target VMs arrive at last. The SS algorithm is considered to

have the best outcome of Migvms under all the examined situations.

As we explained in the VMs migration algorithm section, in Section 5.4,

only the normal and malicious VMs will be selected for VMs migration. Thus,

in Figure 5.17c, we can see clearly that the Migvms is considered the lowest

among the three arrival times due to the selection of malicious and normal

VMs only. Moreover, the reason for this outcome, low Migvms, is that the

target VMs arrive firstly and allocated in a time before normal and malicious

VMs. When the normal VMs arrive, there will be no need to trigger the

VMs migration because the normal VMs can be co-located with target VMs.

However, when the malicious VMs arrived, VMs migration will be needed at

some point, especially because the resources are started to limiting, and the

free resources on the PMs are utilised.
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Figure 5.17: VMs Migration under Group VMs arrival, GMTN, GNMT and
GTNM Arrival Times.
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Moreover, the target VMs already allocated, which makes it difficult for the

allocator to obtain a secure allocation without triggering the migration. Hence,

after the VMs migration triggers, only the normal VMs will be available for

migration, and even if they are selected for migration, the percentage of VMs

selected for migration will be lower, as the options for new PMs selection is

narrow due to the limited of resources at the time of migration. Otherwise

stated, the reason that influences the Migvms to be low in this case is the

limited options of the available PMs and the limited number of selected VMs

for migration. As a consequence of this behaviour, the Mpms showed in Figure

5.11c will produce a higher percentage than other cases of the same algorithm

under different arrival times.

On the other hand, in Figures 5.17a and 5.17b, VM migration options for

VMs migration is high compared to the previous case. For instance, in the first

figure, when the migration is triggering, only the target VMs ask for migration,

if needed, and there are many options for VMs migration, as the normal VMs

did not arrive yet. The case of high Migvms, at this stage, will be occurring

mostly for the spreading behaviour algorithms, which is explain the reason

for PSSF and RR having high Migvms at this early stages. The early stages

mean when the available resources are still not limited and with more free

PMs options. Similarly, in the second figure, when target VMs trigger VMs

migration, it will be having many VMs options ready for migrations because

both the normal and malicious VMs are allocated at this stage.

Furthermore, the relation between the VMs migration and PMs hetero-

geneous is unclear, as there is no indication or clear pattern that links them.

However, when comparing the same number of VMs cases, for example, when

the number of VMs is 120, some remarks might be considered for future alloca-

tions. For instance, there are slights peaks of the Migvms in high heterogeneous

structures compared to the medium and low structures in the stacking-based

algorithms. Similarly, the Rand algorithm shows a higher number of Migvms

peaks than the other PMs types structure.

Overall, from the algorithm perspective, VM migration benefits for VMs

migration are high for the random-based and stacking-based algorithms, but

for the spreading-based ones, the benefits are not significant. For instance, the
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high Migvms for the SRS algorithm leads to obtaining secure allocations for all

the cases examined. Also, the Rand algorithms benefit greatly from the VMs

migration as it produces many allocations without high Mpms. On the other

hand, for RR and PSSF, their benefits are not as much as the other algorithms

due to their spreading behaviour that limits VMs migration options.

VMs Migrations for Single VMs Arrival

We showed, in Figure 5.12, that Mpms for this case is low for most cases for

all the algorithms and only showed spikes of malicious co-residency when the

resources start to limiting. That explains the reason behind the lower Migvms

in this part, shown in Figure 5.18. However, not all algorithms manage to

obtain secure allocations without triggering the VMs migration.
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Figure 5.18: VMs Migrations under Single VMs arrival, SNMT Arrival Time.

Specifically, the RR case shows high Migvms compared to the other al-

gorithms, even when the resources are not limiting. The reason for this

behaviour back to two main points; the configurations of VMs arrivals and the

behaviour of the algorithm. The VMs arrival structure, in this case, depends

on separating the VMs as single based on their type classification, as described

in Table 5.2. Thus, it is easier for the malicious VMs, or target VMs, to spread

access to the entire available PMs at early stages. This spreading brings us

to the second reason, which is the behaviour of the algorithm, which depends

on spreading the VMs upon their arrivals. Hence, making the Migvms much
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higher compare to the other algorithms.

Overall, it is normal to see that the Migvms is high when the resources start

limiting, at the 120 VMs case, as it will be challenging for the algorithms to

obtain secure allocations without triggering the migration upon the arrival of

VMs in a single order.

VMs Migrations for Mixed VMs Arrival

To avoid duplication of similar results, we will only show the case of mixed

NMT VMs arrival, as shown in Figure 5.19. This case of mixed VMs arrival

represents the worst-case scenario for all the algorithms among the other mixed

VMs arrivals.

Overall, the similarity of outcome for VMs migration continues for this

type of VMs arrival, where the RR algorithm performs the worse among the

compared algorithms due to its spreading behaviour. Similarly, the PSSF

shows a high Migvms only when the resources start limiting, which indicates

that obtaining secure allocation at this stage is challenging. Moreover, the

Rand algorithm low Migvms compare to the spreading behaviour algorithms,

RR and PSSF. The stacking-based algorithms, SS and SRS, are the best in

this time arrivals are they yielding to the lowest Migvms for all the cases.
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Figure 5.19: VMs Migration under Mixed NMT Arrival Time.
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5.6.5 Results of VMs Migration Effect

In the previous sections, we explain the overall malicious co-residency related

to the VMs arrival times. Then we show the relationship between the VMs

number according to their types on the overall Mpms. Afterwards, we present

the effect of VMs migration on obtaining secure allocations for the examined

cases. However, we did not show how the VMs migration affects the individual

VMs and makes them secure. In other words, how does the VMs migration

algorithm presented in section 5.4 enhance the overall secure allocation, hence

reducing the percentage of the (Mpms).

This section aims to evaluate the migration effect of the migration algorithm

of all the compared algorithms under different arrivals times. Specifically, we

will show how migrating the malicious and normal VMs only enhances the

overall secure allocation for the algorithms. Moreover, we will show the

algorithms that most benefit from the migration and in which cases.

Furthermore, we calculate the percentage of infected target VMs compared

to the total target VMs available for an allocation, denoted as (It), as follow:

It = Itvm

Atvm
(5.3)

Where the (Itvm) specify the number of target VMs co-located with malicious

VMs, and the (Atvm) specify the total number of target VMs available for an

allocation.

Figures Explanation

As an example, in Figure 5.20, similar to the previous sections, we compare

five algorithms representing different VMs allocation behaviours. However, we

will have two figures representing the situations when the migration is disabled

and enabled to compare them for all the algorithms. For instance, in Figures

5.20a and 5.20b, we examined the migration effect by studying the percentage

of infected target VMs in both situations. We have three axes, one x-axis

and two y-axes. The x-axis represents the number of VMs when they are 120

VMs. The first y-axis on the left of the Figure represents the number of VMs

according to their type. We have three colours for the VMs type; green for the
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target VMs, red for the malicious VMs and yellow for the normal VMs. The

second y-axis on the right of the Figure represents the percentage of target

VMs that co-located with malicious VMs, denoted as (It).

VMs Arrival GMTN

As stated, the goal of this part of the evaluation is to examine the effect of

VMs migrations for the individual VMs instead of the PMs, like we did in

Sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3. In other words, examining the effect on preventing

the target VMs from being co-located with the malicious VMs, thus enhancing

the overall secure allocation. This part will only show and discuss the GMTN

arrival time situation, as the other group VMs arrivals show a similar effect.

Generally, in Figure 5.20, there is a clear positive effect of the VMs migration

on all the proposed algorithms, which can be seen by comparing the level of

It on the first figure, Figure 5.20a, with the It on the second one, Figure

5.20b. Alternatively stated, for all the algorithms and most situations, the

It decreases significantly from when the VMs migration is disabled to the

case where the VMs migration is enabled. This outcome means that the

VMs migration algorithm successfully, to some point, reduces the effect of the

malicious co-residency.

Briefly, our proposed solutions aim to defend against side-channel attacks

(SCA) by minimising the malicious co-residency between the target and ma-

licious VMs. Thus, reducing the effect of this attack by keeping the VMs

classified as malicious VMs apart from the VMs that classified as a target or

have highly sensitive data. Moreover, the malicious user who performs SCA

depends on collecting information from the target user who shares the same

PM through a side-channel. Hence, the malicious user will try to collect as

much as possible information from this co-location. In order to accomplish this

process, the malicious VM will try to utilise many VMs to have the chance of

co-locating with the target VMs and collecting as much as possible information.

Therefore, the migration algorithm reduces this effect by reducing the number

of malicious VMs sharing the same PMs with the target VMs. In other words,

even if the allocation algorithm failed to produce secure allocation, which

means having PMs with malicious co-residency, the migration algorithm will
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try to reduce the number of compromised target VMs, to reduce the effect of

SCA.
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Figure 5.20: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation under GMTN
Arrival Time.

Specifically, the RR algorithm has the most benefits from the VMs mi-

gration among the other algorithms under all the groups of VMs arrivals.

The percentage of the It dropped significantly in all the cases that have been

examined because the RR does not restrict the number of VMs belonging

to the same user of allocating together. Thus, the algorithm will migrate

the VMs more often to produce secure allocations as long as they have been

spread across the entire available PMs. Thus the chance of obtaining a secure

allocation for individual VM is greatly high even if the available resources are

limited.
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On the other hand, the PSSF algorithm did not fully benefit from this VMs

migration process, as not all the situations reduce the It. On the contrary, a

few situations lead to a slight increase in the compromise target VMs.

This outcome is because the PSSF constraint the number of VMs, belonging

to the same user allocated on the same PM. Thus, leading to fewer options

for migration, and in some cases leading to many unwanted migrations. For

example, in a case where a PM has a malicious co-residency, one malicious

VM sharing this PM with many target VMs, and another PM has available

resources, but this PM already has the maximum number of VMs for this

malicious user. In this case, the migration will not occur because of the

restriction on the user number, thus producing malicious allocation.

The Rand algorithm also benefits from the migration algorithm as all the

cases are dropped to the lower levels, which means that the VMs migration

successfully produces secure allocations. The effect on SS and SRS algorithms

is absent as they did not suffer from malicious co-residency in the first place;

thus, the VMs migration is not triggered.

VMs Arrival SNMT

This part will show the impact of our VMs migration algorithm when discussing

the single VMs arrival in Figure 5.21. Broadly speaking, developing an efficient

algorithm depends on how many situations the algorithm can handle without

producing a bad result. In our case, developing a migration algorithm that

can lead to secure VMs migrations for all the cases examined. This efficiency

level is rarely reached to the perfect level where all the situations can produce

a positive result. In other words, it is nearly impossible to develop a VM

migration algorithm that always produces a secure VM allocation. Therefore,

we are aware of this drawback, and in this section, we will discuss it further.

Overall, the benefits from VMs migrations are limited because of the low

percentage of Mpms and Migvms of this situation. The SS and SRS algorithm

already produces a secure VMs allocation for these cases; as such, the VM

migration was not needed. The Rand and PSSF algorithms produce positive

results by reducing the percentage of It after the migration for most cases.
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Figure 5.21: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation under SNMT
Arrival Time.

However, the RR algorithm was negatively impacted after the VMs mi-

gration was triggered, repeated in many cases. This outcome means that the

percentage of It has increased after the VM migration triggered instead of

dropping, as it was intended to do. The possible reasons for such a result are

the sequence of performing the allocation and the spreading behaviour of the

algorithm. To explain, the sequence of performing the allocation means that

each VM will be allocated before the arrival and allocation of the upcoming

VM. For example, if we have a queue of unallocated VMs ready for allocation,

the algorithm will try to allocate the first VM, trigger the VMs migration if

needed, and then try to allocate the second VM by following the same process

and so on. The migration at the early stages of this queue of VMs can be useful
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to produce secure allocations. However, at some point, especially when the

resources start limiting and the available PMs options narrowing, the malicious

co-residency will occur, even with the migration enabled, leading to high It, as

we have seen in this situation. This outcome is driven mainly by the behaviour

of the RR algorithm that depends on allocating the VMs by spreading them

on the available PMs. In other words, the allocation algorithm can not predict,

at this stage, whether this VM allocation can eventually lead to a secure

allocation or not. Instead, it will try to secure the allocation by following

the algorithm’s heuristic, which possibly avoids the malicious co-residency

occurring. Therefore, at some point, the VMs migration will lead to a secure

allocation, but with more VMs arriving, and with the algorithm’s spreading

behaviour, it will lead to a malicious co-residency.

VMs Arrival (Mixed MTN)

Overall, there is a clear positive effect of the VMs migration on all the compared

algorithms. Most examined situations led to It reduction, which indicates that

the VMs migration algorithm profitably reduces the effect of the malicious

co-residency for individual VMs. This part, in Figure 5.22, will only show and

discuss the mixed MTN arrival time situation to avoid results duplication as

the other mixed VMs arrivals show a similar effect.

The significant positive impact is shown clearly in RR, Rand and PSSF

algorithms, as they are the ones that benefit more from this effect compared to

SS and SRS algorithms. The reason for this positive impact is the configuration

of VMs arrival, where the VMs at some point arrives at groups, then singles,

as described in Table 5.2. Group VMs arrivals lead to many options for VM

migration and, therefore, much available space for the upcoming VMs after

the migration is completed. For example, when a group of VMs classified as

malicious arrives at some point, they will be potentially allocated to the same

group of PMs due to co-residency constraints forced on all the algorithms.

Thus, the migration trigger is triggered when a target VM arrives, and the

algorithm could not find a secure allocation due to the limited resources or the

available PMs occupied by malicious VMs. At this stage, more VMs will be

selected for migration because of the availability of options, leading to more
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spaces for the upcoming target VM. Therefore, securing the individual target

VMs from being co-located with malicious ones and reducing the It.
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Figure 5.22: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation under mixed MTN
Arrival Time.

5.6.6 Results of PMs Usage

In our presented algorithms, SS and SRS, we aim to obtain a secure VM

allocation while reducing the number of PMs used for an allocation, thus,

utilising BPP for this part. Therefore, We utilise the calculation of the

percentage of used PMs compared to the total available PMs, presented in

Section 4.4.3, in Eq. (4.16). As such, this section aims to examine the

PMs utilisation, (Usagepms), during the VMs allocations for all the compared

algorithms. The PMs utilisation is also considered an indication of the power
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consumption for the compared algorithms.

Figures Explanation

As an example, in Figure 5.23, we compare five algorithms representing different

VMs allocation behaviours, as explained earlier. The x-axis represents the

number of VMs starting from 20 up to 120, where the y-axis represents the

PMs usage or percentage, which we will refer to as (Usagepms). The vertical

shading colour represents the PMs heterogeneity level, high to low.

VMs Arrival (GNMT)

In this part, we will discuss the effect of the Usagepms for the group VMs arrivals,

specifically for GNMT arrivals. The other two types of groups arrival show

the same impact; thus, we only consider this case to avoid results duplication.

Overall, in Figure 5.23, there is an indication of the resource usage, effi-

ciency towards obtaining a secure allocation. In other words, in our proposed

algorithms, SS and SRS, the Usagepms are the best among the compared al-

gorithms under most cases, even when the resources start limiting. On the

other hand, the RR algorithm is generally worse due to its spreading behaviour,

while Rand and PSSF are only better when the available resources are not

limited.

In a notable case, the Usagepms is slightly higher for SS and SRS in high

heterogeneous PMs than other PMs structures for the same VMs number. For

instance, when the VMs number equal 20, the PMs usage is considered higher

than the other types despite the fact that the PMs number is the same for all

the structures, but with different available resources. The possible reason is

that the high heterogeneous PMs filled early than the other two types due to

the design of this PM structure, which leads to utilising more PMs, during the

allocation, than medium and low heterogeneous structures.

Unlike the other algorithms, SS and SRS only use its full capacity of the

available PMS, in all VMs arrivals cases, when the VMs reaches 120 VM, when

the available resources are limited. Moreover, when the number of options

for available PMs is reduced, Usagepms increases for all the algorithms. Thus,

making the stacking-based behaviour algorithms the most efficient in reducing
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the Usagepms and the power consumption of the PMs.
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Figure 5.23: PMs Usage under GNMT Arrival Time.

VMs Arrival (SNMT)

Similarly to what we discuss in the previous part, this part of single VMs

arrival, in Figure 1, shows a similar impact of the Usagepms. The SS and SRS

show the best Usagepms among the compared algorithms under most cases,

even when the resources start limiting. Moreover, the RR algorithm is the

worst case due to its spreading behaviour, while Rand and PSSF are only

better when the available resources are not limited.

Moreover, the effect of Mixed VMs arrival is the same; thus, the figures or

discussions will not be included.
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Figure 5.24: PMs Usage under SNMT Arrival Time.
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5.6.7 Statistical Analysis of VMs Arrival Time

Here, we examine the data further to evaluate whether VMs arrival time

impacts the malicious co-residency outcome. We examine the data to show if

there are significant differences between them using statistical analysis. We

conduct a t-test, a commonly used statistical analysis test that identifies a

significant difference between the average of two sets of data, and they are not

random or biased [24]. A difference implies that VMs arrival time or allocation

behaviour makes a difference. The result from the t-test produces a p− value,

which is the probability value that identifies the confidence level in which the

tested data are different from each other. A large p− value reflects that the

data results happen by chance, the smaller p− value reflects the confidence

in the data tested. For example, if the p − value <= 0.05, then we have a

confidence interval >= 95% that the data are significantly different. Moreover,

if the p− value >= 0.05, the confidence interval is <= 95% that the data are

significantly different, which is statically unacceptable.

We calculated the result of p − value from the t-test by conducting a

comparison between the algorithms under the defined VMs arrival time. The

data set comparison represents the situations in Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13.

The situations include the comparison between the five algorithms SS, SRS,

PSSF, Rand and RR. The t-test compares two sets of data; therefore, as such,

we were able to compare two algorithms at each time. For example, compare

the data of SS with each algorithm under the types of VMs arrivals. All of

the p− value from the t-test resulted in (P < .03). It indicates a significant

difference between the compared algorithms, and there is an impact on their

behaviour and VMs arrival times.

5.7 Evaluation of Heterogeneous VMs Allocation

In the previous section, Section 5.6, we presented an evaluation of the proposed

VMs allocation algorithms under different scenarios and structures where the

resources of the VMs are not heterogeneous. This section will repeat the same

steps of the previous evaluation, but with heterogeneous VMs, i.e., the VMs

required resources are heterogeneous.
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This section aims to evaluate the behaviours of VMs allocation algorithms, of

heterogeneous VMs, under different situations and conditions. Thus, evaluating

the chance of the malicious co-residency occurring for the proposed algorithms

under several VMs structures, PMs structures and VMs arrival times. Moreover,

studying the factors that affect overall malicious co-residency when the VMs are

heterogeneous. As mentioned before, the factors include; the VMs arrival time,

the effect of the heterogeneity level of the PMs, the effect of VMs structure, and

the effect of the VMs migration. All these factors and the compared algorithms

are explained in detail in Section 5.6.

Moreover, we utilise the same simulation tool, CloudSim, described earlier,

but with changing the VMs specification structure. As such, we required

realistic traces of the VMs from an existing cloud provider to examine the

algorithms under actual heterogeneous VMs traces. Thus, we utilised the Azure

VMs traces published by the Microsoft team, which contains the VMs workload

of Azure [22]. These VMs traces will be loaded by CloudSim and created on

the simulation environment to be simulated under different conditions and

structures. The Azure traces contains over two million VMs recorded during

30 consecutive days on the Azure cloud data centre. The data set contains

information related to each VM, such as user id, time VM created or deleted,

and demanded resources such as CPU and RAM. Each user may have many

VMs, and each VM may have a different or same set of resources. More

information about Azure traces is described in detail in Appendix C.

Overall, and similar to the process of the previous section, this section will

examine the effect of the secure VMs allocation, VMs migration, and PMs

usage during the allocation for the presented algorithms.

5.7.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup and process for this section are similar to the one

presented in the previous section, Section 5.6.1, except for changing the struc-

ture of VMs, and PMs. In other words, this section utilises the VMs structure

of the Azure data set; as such, the VMs number and structure will be chan-

ging. Moreover, therefore, the number and structure of PMs will be changing.

The following section will describe more about the Azure data set integration
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with the simulation environment. Furthermore, describing the VMs and PMs

structure of the utilises traces.

Azure Traces

As described in Appendix C, the workload of the Azure traces contains

comprehensive information about the lifetime of the VMs in Azure cloud

systems. It includes VMs resources such as VMs lifetime, CPUs and memory

utilisation, and the VMs users information. The duration of the VMs traces

was collected from the Azure cloud data centre for 30 consecutive days.

The goal of utilising Azure workloads is to produce a set of heterogeneous

VMs in the matter of resources structure. However, the problem with the

existing tracers is that each cloud user can have many VMs with the same

resource structure, making the VMs non-heterogeneous. For example, 150 VMs

belonging, and all these VMs have the same CPU and RAM, 2 CPU core and

4 RAM size. In this part of our work, we aim to examine the heterogeneous

VMs on the secure VMs allocation; thus, we made further steps to the existing

workloads to fit our purpose. As described in Appendix C, in Figure C.1,

we proposed cleaning the VMs traces to produce a group of VMs with a

heterogeneous structure. The cleaning step of the data is simple yet effective

to our purpose, which performs a selection of one VM from each cloud user.

Alternatively stated, from each user, we only select one VM belonging to this

user, producing 6687 VMs with a heterogeneous structure. Performing this

step does not imply that the existing VMs traces are not heterogeneous; on

the contrary, they are heterogeneous, but not enough to fits our purpose.

VMs Number, PMs Number and PMs Heterogeneity

It is a challenging task to design a simulation where the required resources of

the VMs and the available resources of the PMs are heterogeneous. In other

words, in this section, our goal is to examine the heterogeneous VMs allocation

when the resources are limited on the available PMs. However, defining the

number of PMs for such a goal is not a straightforward process, like in the

non-heterogeneous VMs evaluation. Because reaching the point where the

required resources by the VMs, for example, vRAMs and vCPUs, can match
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the available resources of the PMs is not easy to accomplish in a heterogeneous

environment. However, we design the PMs resources to accommodate the

available VMs while limiting the available resources. Therefore, making the

allocation process very challenging for the compared allocation algorithms.

The number of VMs is 6687 VMs, as described in the previous section,

while the number of PMs is different based on heterogeneity. The number of

PMs in high heterogeneous structure is 1120 PMs, in medium heterogeneous is

840 PMs and in low heterogeneous is 560 PMs. We intentionally make the PMs

structure to evaluate the effect of the PMs heterogeneity levels on obtaining

secure allocations. Moreover, examine the algorithms when the number of PMs

is high and diverse and low and less diverse. The sum of available resources

of the PMs can accommodate the required resources of the VMs. In the

non-heterogeneous VMs evaluation, we study the effect when the available

recourse are not limited, thus, in this section and to avoid duplication, we only

will examine the situations of limited resources. Moreover, we only consider

the case where the available resources are limited.

Additionally, we consider three types of PMs structure, or level of PMs

heterogeneity, High, Medium and Low heterogeneous PMs, which indicates how

much the PMs are different from each other concerning the available resources.

A high heterogeneous PMs means that the majority of the PMs are different

from each other. Otherwise stated, upon the arrival of the VMs, under high

heterogeneous PMs, the available resources of the PMs will be significantly

different. In medium heterogeneous PMs, the available resources will be less

different, meaning that only half the available PMs resources will be different,

while the other half will have the same set of resources. Lastly, for the low

heterogeneous PMs, all the sets of the available PMs resources will be the same.

Overall, the available resources of the PMs are configured to accommodate the

required resources of the VMs.

From Azure Traces to CloudSim

This part will explain the journey of the VMs from the Azure data set to the

cloud simulation environment and how they have been examined and allocated.

Moreover, how the VMs are classified into the defined VMs type and sorted
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according to the VMs arrivals types [22].

Figure 5.25: Configuring the arrivals of Azure VMs.

As shown in Figure 5.25, we have deployed three steps to configure the

VMs loaded from the Azure data set into the CloudSim. The first step is to

sort the VMs according to their launch time (arrival time); each VM arrived

or started at a specific time; thus, we sorted the VMs in ascending order to

define their arrivals. The second step is to define how many of these VMs will

be either target, malicious or normal VMs. In other words, we are defining

the VMs type structure, as we explain in Section 5.6.1. We configure seven

VMs type structure that defines how many VMs, according to classified type,

are available in each experiment. The third step is to configure the arrival

of these VMs according to their type. As explained in Table 5.2, we have

defined several VMs arrivals; thus, we aim to examine the arrival effect on the

heterogeneous VMs. If the defined VMs arrival is GMTN, the first group of

VMs will be assigned as malicious VMs, the second one as target VMs and the

third one as normal VMs. However, this assignment will not change the original

form of the VMs arrivals described in the Azure traces; it just classifies them

according to the defined arrivals types. Then, defining how many VMs are

target, malicious or normal VMs for this arrival type depends on the structure

of the VMs, in Section 5.6.1. For example, if we only consider the first ten

VMs of azure traces, each VM has a different set of required resources, i.e.,

heterogeneous. Then, we will perform three steps on them. First, change their

classification according to the defined VMs type. Second, specify how many
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are target, malicious or normal VMs. Third, configure whether the first arrival

VMs or last arrival VMs considered targets, malicious or normal VMs, i.e.,

specifying the VMs arrival. Specifically, if the GMTN is implemented, one

possible distribution will put the first three VMs as malicious, the second three

as target and the last four as normal VMs. Another possible distribution for

the same VMs arrival type put the first two VMs as malicious, the second five

as target and the last three as normal VMs. These distributions of VMs type

and VMs arrival is explained in Section 5.6.1 and Table 5.2.

5.7.2 Results of Malicious Co-residency For Heterogeneous

VMs with Limited Available Resources

This section will examine the Mpms respecting the VMs type number. The

goal of this evaluation is to examine the effect of heterogeneous VMs according

to their type numbers. In other words, is the increase or decrease for any VMs,

according to their type classification, will impact the Mpms. In addition, we

will examine the effect of PMs heterogeneity level on the overall Mpms for the

algorithms. Moreover, in this section, we only will show the results when the

resources are limited, which means when the number of VMs equal 6687 VMs.

Figures Explanation

As an example, in Figure 5.26, similar to the previous section, we compare five

algorithms representing different VMs allocation behaviours. The difference

from the previous Figures is that we have three axes, one x-axis and two y-axes.

The x-axis represents the number of experiments, starting from 1 up to 21.

From 1 to 7, the first seven experiments represent the experiments performed

under the high heterogeneous PMs and by trying the seven cases of VMs

type structure, described in Section 5.6.1. Also, from 8 to 14, the second

seven experiments represent the experiments performed under the medium

heterogeneous PMs. Further, from 15 to 21, the third seven experiments

represent the experiments performed under the low heterogeneous PMs. In all

the experiments, the number of VMs is reached up to 6678, as described in the

experimental setup section.

There are two y-axes; the first y-axis on the left of the Figure represents
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the number of VMs according to their type. We have three colours for the

VMs type; green for the target VMs, red for the malicious VMs and yellow

for the normal VMs. The sum of these three colours always will be 6687

VMs, as we only examine the 6687 VMs case, i.e., when the resources are

limited. The second y-axis on the right of the Figure represents the Mpms we

explained in the previous sections. The horizontal black lines represent the

PMs heterogeneity levels of this part of the experiments. We have three PMs

heterogeneous levels, which are high, medium and low heterogeneous PMs.

Malicious Co-residency for Heterogeneous Group VMs Arrival

This part will discuss the effect of group VMs arrival on the secure allocation of

heterogeneous VMs under different VMs type structures and PMs heterogeneity

levels. Generally, in Figure 5.26, the stacking-based algorithms are performing

the best among the compared algorithms: the random-based algorithm and the

spreading-based algorithms perform poorly under most of the examined cases.

Moreover, compared to the evaluation of non-heterogeneous VMs, in Section

5.6, the Rand algorithm shows high Mpms in most situations. Furthermore,

although they follow the same allocation behaviour, the SRS algorithm sows

a higher Mpms than the SS algorithm. The PSSF and RR are performing

similarly; however, the Mpms of the PSSF algorithm is performing better than

the RR algorithm.

Specifically, the SRS algorithm showing a significant high Mpms when the

PMs heterogeneity level is low, meaning the PMs configuration is similar, and

the number of PMs is limited. As we described earlier in the PMs configuration

setup, the number of PMs in low heterogeneous PMs is lower than in high

or medium heterogeneous PMs. Thus, the chance of producing malicious

co-residency is higher, even for all the compared algorithms, which makes it

more challenging. However, the SS, which follows the same behaviour as the

SRS, shows very low Mpms, indicating the positive impact of the SS algorithm’s

deterministic approach. The SRS algorithm is non-deterministic, meaning that

it has a randomness factor implemented in it, leading to different results in

each run. Thus, a different result could be obtained when running the SRS

again, but it is highly unexpected.
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Figure 5.26: Malicious Co-residency under GMTN, GNMT and GTNM Arrival
Time for Heterogeneous VMs.

In addition, the PSSF algorithm is also showing a higher Mpms when
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the PMs heterogeneity level is low compare to the other levels, but it is not

significant as it is in the SRS. Also, the RR algorithm shows a higher Mpms

in this level of PMs heterogeneity but also show a similar outcome on the

medium level. Due to its random behaviour, the Rand algorithm did not show

a clear pattern of the effect of PMs heterogeneity level. Nevertheless, specificity

performs well when the number of PMs is less, and PMs heterogeneity is low,

in the Figure 5.26a case.

Moreover, the effect of the VMs arrival on SRS is clear, as the algorithm

showing lower Mpms when the malicious and target VMs arrives before the

arrival of normal VMs, as shown in Figure 5.26a. This outcome means that

these two VMs types that lead to high Mpms are allocated when the available

resources are not limited. Moreover, by the time the normal VMs arrived and

the resources are limited, it will not cause any issue as it can be allocated

with any of them. The same significant effect and low Mpms under this type

of VMs arrival can be seen on the other algorithms, RR, PSSF and Rand.

Furthermore, the case in Figure 5.26c considered the worst-case scenario of

VMs arrivals for all the algorithms. The reason behind this outcome is the

arrival of the malicious VMs lastly after the resources consumed and few PMs

options available. Unlike the case in Figure 5.26b, the VM migration has its

effect on the secure allocation, as, by the time malicious VMs arrived, only the

normal VMs can be migrated. Thus, a few VMs can be migrated compare to

the total number of VMs, which leads to less available options for producing

secure allocation. However, in Figure 5.26b, when the target VMs arrive

and the resources are limited, many migrations will be triggered to secure an

allocation. Hence, we can see clearly that the Mpms, in this case, is lower than

the case in Figure 5.26c.

Additionally, the effect of VMs numbers, according to their type, is similar

to what was explained in the previous evaluation of non-heterogeneous VMs.

Briefly, there is a clear relationship between the spike number of either target

or malicious VMs with the high Mpms. Even in the cases where they both have

a relatively high number at the same time compared to the total number of

VMs, of the experiment. Also, the high number of normal VMs positively leads

to low, sometimes none, malicious co-residency. However, this effect disappears
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when the number of either target or malicious VMs rises.

Malicious Co-residency for Heterogeneous Single VMs Arrival

In general, in Figure 5.27, the single VMs arrival yielding a positive outcome

of Mpms for most of the examined situations. For instance, the SS and SRS

algorithms are the best performing algorithms out of the compared ones as

they show the least result of Mpms. While the RR, and due to its spreading

behaviour, is performing the worst among the algorithms. The Rand and PSSF

algorithms are generally better in most cases when comparing them with the

same structure of the group VMs arrival.

Despite the slight positive effect in the low heterogeneous level, the overall

effect of the PMs heterogeneity levels is not a highly significant result of the

Mpms for all the algorithms. Moreover, according to their type, the number of

the VMs continues to have the same impact as the spike in the malicious or

target VMs number could potentially lead to high Mpms.
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Figure 5.27: Malicious Co-residency under SNMT Arrival Time for Heterogen-
eous VMs.

Malicious Co-residency for Heterogeneous Mixed VMs Arrival

In this part, in Figure 5.28, we only show the mixed NMT arrivals as the

other two arrivals types show similar outcomes. Generally, there is a clear

indication that the high level of PMs heterogeneity positively impacts most of

the algorithms. Alternatively stated, in this work, we presented three groups

of PMs structures that have the same amount of available recourse; however,
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they have been designed with different resources structures, leading to different

outcomes of the Mpms. Thus, under the same number of VMs and VMs

classification, designing a PMs structure with a high number of PMs and a

highly diverse structure is more secure than a low number of PMs with a

similar structure.

Furthermore, unlike the RR that share the spreading behaviour, the PSSF

algorithm produces more secure allocations than the RR algorithm or even the

Rand algorithm. The possible reasons for this situation; the positive impact

gained from the VM migration algorithm and the arrival of most target VMs

at last. When the target VMs arrive after the malicious and normal VMs,

the options for VMs migration will be higher due to how the VM migration

algorithm works, which is migrating the malicious and normal VMs only. Thus,

creating more chances to produce secure allocations for the algorithms upon

the arrival of the target VMs.
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Figure 5.28: Malicious Co-residency under Mixed NMT Arrival Time for
Heterogeneous VMs.

5.7.3 Results of Heterogeneous VMs Migrations

This section will introduce an evaluation of the VMs migration for the hetero-

geneous VMs and study its effect on obtaining secure VMs allocations. The

goal and evaluation process for this section is similar to the one presented in

Section 5.6.4. Moreover, and as explained, the VMs migration is indication of

amount of processing needed, by any of the algorithms, to produce a secure

allocation. Thus, our goal is to examine the effect of VMs migration, denoted
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as Migvms, on obtaining the secure VMs allocation of the compared algorithms.

Hence, studying the relation of migration on the percentage of Mpms.

VMs Arrival (GTNM)

In this part, we only examine the GTNM case as it shows the lowest Migvms

for all algorithms and the highest cases of Mpms.. This case indicates that

migration is not beneficial for all the compared algorithms under this arrival

type. Moreover, the other cases, which have a slight increase in the Migvms,

show a similar pattern as the migration outcome.

The most significant of this case is that the percentage of PMs who have

malicious co-residency is high, especially in RR, PSSF and Rand algorithms.

As shown in Figure 5.26c, in most cases of the three algorithms, the Mpms.

reached a significantly high Mpms. Nevertheless, the migration showing low

Migvms for the same cases, as shown in Figure 5.29. This outcome could be

due to multiple factors; the heterogeneity of the required VMs resources and

the behaviour of allocation for the algorithms.

The heterogeneous VMs resources make it challenging for the allocator to

obtain a suitable, not secure, allocation, especially if the VM requires very

high resources, for example, 64 GB of RAM and 32 CPUs, which is what some

VMs in the Azure traces required. Thus, obtaining a secure allocation for such

VM is more challenging due to the high demanded resources, especially when

the resources are limited, like in our case; therefore, the VMs migration will

have the same impact.

Moreover, the behaviour of the allocation algorithms contributes to this

outcome as it leads to preventing the migration algorithm from obtaining the

secure allocation for the migrated VMs. For example, the RR algorithms are

the worst-case algorithm among the compared algorithms as it showing the

highest Mpms. and the highest Migvms. When the VMs allocated and migrated

initially using RR, at the point of time, the PMs options for obtaining a secure

allocation for the upcoming VMs will be impossible. Especially when the

VMs arrivals configure in this way, meaning the malicious VMs will arrive last

after the target VMs already allocated and spread across the entire available

resources. In a nutshell, we can conclude that the heterogeneous require
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resources, allocation behaviours, and VMs arrival type could lead to high

Mpms. when the resources are limited.

Overall, the stacking-based behaviour algorithms performing the best among

the compared algorithms and under the same situations. The SS algorithm

shows a very low percentage of Mpms and Migvms. However, the challenge for

the SRS is clearer to obtain a secure allocation. The reason for this outcome

is that the SRS follow a random stacking behaviour in the allocation of the

VMs; thus, the selection of the PMs for an allocation happens randomly after

checking the eligibility of these PMs. However, this randomness in the SRS

is leading to a higher Mpms compare to the SS algorithm. Otherwise stated,

the VMs allocation process is a sequence of steps that allocate the VMs step

by step, thus, VM by VM. In the SS algorithm, this sequence is deterministic,

and it leads to the same result at every run. However, for SRS, and even

though it follows a stacking behaviour as the SS does, it has the random factor,

which leads to a higher Mpms for the upcoming VMs. Therefore, the SRS may

lead to different results if the allocations process is executed again because the

VMs allocation sequence might change and lead to more secure allocations for

the upcoming VMs. Due to the non-deterministic approach of SRS and the

sequence of VMs allocation, the VM migration did not lead to a desirable result

as intended. It still has the positive effect of reducing the level of the malicious

co-residency of individual VMs, which we will explain in the following parts.
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Figure 5.29: VMs Migration under GTNM Arrival Time for Heterogeneous
VMs.
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VMs Arrival (SNMT)

Generally, in this part in Figure 5.30, the stacking-based algorithms are the

ones who most benefit from the migration algorithm, as it leads to more secure

allocations. While the spreading one, the RR algorithm, is the worst due to

its high Migvms and high Mpms, which indicates few benefits gained from the

migration triggering. Overall, the same behaviour described in the previous

where the heterogeneity of the VMs resources, especially when they have a

high resource demand, and the allocation behaviour, are the most contribution

of this outcome.
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Figure 5.30: VMs Migration under SNMT Arrival Time for Heterogeneous
VMs.

VMs Arrival (Mixed NMT)

Similarly, to avoid duplication of the results, the mixed VMs arrivals have

similar outcomes in the VMs migration. The most significant outcome of

the VM migration is related to the fact that the level of VMs heterogeneity

makes it challenging to trigger the VMs migration and therefore obtain secure

allocations for the spreading the behaviour algorithms.

5.7.4 Results of Heterogeneous VMs Migration Effect

This section will examine the effect of the VMs migration of the individuals

VMs under heterogeneous VMs structure, similar to the study we conducted

in Section 5.6.5. Briefly, this section will show how the VMs migration affects
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the individual VMs and makes them secure, thus enhancing the overall secure

allocation. Specifically, we will examine the percentage of infected target VMs

compared to the total target VMs available for an allocation, denoted as (It).

In the flowing parts, we only will show the effect of the SRS, PSSF and

RAND algorithms, as they show the most significant results. Moreover, instead

of illustrating the effect per arrival time, we show it for the entire experiments

conducted per algorithm, yielding 84 experiments in total as the goal is to

examine the effect of the migration in general.

SRS Algorithm

In Figure 5.31, the blue dots indicate the percentage of the target VMs with

malicious co-residency when the migration is disabled. In comparison, the

yellow dots indicate the percentage of the target VMs that have malicious

co-residency when the migration is enabled.

Generally, the SRS algorithms benefit from the migration as most of the

individual target VMs, under each situation, manage to decrease the presence

of the malicious VMs on the same PM. Alternatively, the percentage of It

decrees for most cases when the migration is triggered, thus reducing the effect

of the malicious co-residency that leads to SCAs. Moreover, the benefits appear

clearly in the high and medium PMs heterogeneous and relatively limited for

most cases under the low PMs heterogeneity. The possible reason is the number

of PMs, and highly diverse resources in high and medium PMs structure, which

offers more options for the upcoming VMs and the allocated ones.

Furthermore, the stacking-based behaviour of the SRS algorithm aims to

reduce the number of the used PMs while allocating the VMs; this leads to

utilising fewer PMs. Thus, leading to more available spaces for the upcoming

VMs and more options for the migrated ones.
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Figure 5.31: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation for SRS Algorithm.

PSSF Algorithm

In Figure 5.32, the PSSF benefits from the migration as most cases show low It

after the migration is complete, which is an improvement. However, for some

situations, the migration has the opposite effect as the It increases after the

migration, indicating that the number of malicious VMs has increased on this

parity PM. This case is the sequence of the VMs allocation and possibly the

type of VMs arrival.

As we explained earlier, the sequence of VMs arrival is important to obtain

a secure allocation for the upcoming VMs. Otherwise stated, the current

allocation decision may affect the upcoming allocation negatively under some

scenarios. For example, even if the resources are not limited, it is vital to

allocate the VMs to ensure the current VMs are secure and the upcoming ones,

which we tried to implement in our SS and SRS algorithms. However, PSSF

produces many secure allocations, but the algorithm’s sequence leads to high

MNPS and It in most situations, even after the migration.

Overall, the allocation behaviour of the algorithms is crucial for producing

secure VMs allocations and secure VMs migrations.
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Figure 5.32: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation for PSSF Algorithm.

RAND Algorithm

In Figure 5.33, the benefits of migration for the Rand algorithm are significant

as most of the infected target VMs end up having a secure allocation after

the migration is completed. Moreover, most situations reduce the effect of

malicious co-residency remarkably under all the PMs heterogeneous structures.

The possible reason is that the Rand algorithm does not follow a specific

behaviour in allocating the VMs, which benefits allocating the VMs in any

suitable PM. This randomness behaviour can not be guaranteed at all times,

but it can produce relatively positive results. For example, as we did in our

SRS algorithm, it has the step of selecting the PM randomly, but at some

point, this allocation may not be approved, as the algorithm produced another

secure allocation due to the iteration process. This kind of behaviour could be

implemented in the Rand algorithm to influence it to produce such a positive

outcome, but it may suffer from performance issues, which we will discuss in

the following section.
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Figure 5.33: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation for Rand Algorithm.

5.7.5 Results of Algorithms Performance

This section will discuss the performance of our proposed algorithms, SS and

SRS, and compare them with the other algorithms. The performance of the

algorithms is measured by calculating the time that each algorithm takes to

perform an allocation. For example, if we have the case where the number of

VMs is 20, under different VMs arrival times and different PMs structures,

the time for the simulation to execute will be calculated. This illustration, in

Figure 1, aims to show the performance of the compared algorithms under the

defined experimental setup. The average simulation time is only calculated

when the VMs are heterogeneous, as the number of VMs processing is large,

which causes a performance drawback for some of the algorithms.
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Intuitively, the process of the SRS algorithm led to believe that it might

be consuming much time in allocating the VMs. However, its average time

is considered one of the lowest compared to all the algorithms, even with

migration enabled. This outcome is due to the stacking-based behaviour that

the algorithm follows, which leads to stack the VMs during the allocation,

user fewer PMs, thus leaving many options for the upcoming VMs to obtain a

secure allocation.

The PSSF and Rand algorithm showed unexpected results, as the algorithms

performed better when the VMs migration was enabled than when it was

disabled, which means that the proposed VMs migration algorithm helped to

reduce the simulation time needed to obtain a secure allocation by allocating

and migrating the VMs in efficient time. However, the RR algorithm suffers

the most when migration is enabled, which is the expected outcome. The

RR algorithm spread the VMs across the available PMs, thus when the VMs

migration trigger, it will be challenging for the migration algorithm to select

VMs for migration and find a suitable PM for them.

Summary

This chapter introduces secure VM allocation algorithms, SS and SRS, that

aimed to defend against SCAs in CCEs. The presented algorithms aim to

find a secure allocation by preventing or reducing the co-residency of a target

VM with a malicious VM. Our results show that VM arrival times have a

significant impact on obtaining a secure allocation. Also, the algorithms that

follow a stacking behaviour in VM allocations are more likely to return secure

allocations than spreading or random-based algorithms. We show that SS and

SRS outperform other schemes in obtaining a secure VM allocation. In the

following chapter, we will investigate further other factors that affect secure

VM allocations by proposing a different data centre model and VMs allocation

model that evolve graph-based allocation.
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Chapter 6

Developing and Evaluating Graph-based

Secure VMs Allocation Algorithms

Preface

In the previous chapter, we introduce SS and SRS algorithms that aim to

obtain secure VMs allocation in CCEs. Moreover, we develop a VMs migration

algorithm that aims to enhance the secure VMs allocation of the two algorithms.

This chapter extends our previous work to examine further factors and

implementations of the VMs and PMs. As such, we introduce a VMs allocation

model that includes the PMs architecture and VMs relation, which we view as

a graph-based architecture. The PMs architecture, or data centre topology, is

modelled as a Fat-Tree architecture to represent the relation between VMs, PMs

and network components. Moreover, we consider the VMs graph a weighted

undirected graph representing the relationships and interactions between VMs.

Therefore, we presented two algorithms called Graph-based Secure Stacking

(GbSS) and Graph-based Secure Random Stacking (GbSRS), which are an

extension of the original two algorithms presented in the previous chapter;

however, they allocate the VMs based on the graph-based model.

In addition, we presented a detailed evaluation of the proposed algorithms

under different PMs and VMs structures and different allocation scenarios.

Similar to the previous chapter, we study the effect of VM allocation behaviour

on obtaining a secure allocation, and the behaviours are stacking, spreading,

and random. Also, we investigate the factors affecting the outcome towards

obtaining a secure allocation.
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6.1 Motivation of this chapter

The previous chapter studies the VMs allocations where the VMs are inde-

pendent of each other and the PMs are represented without considering their

network connectivity. However, in this chapter, we consider the dependent

VMs, represented as graphs, to examine the effect on the graph-based allocation.

Otherwise stated, the VMs allocation process is represented as a graph showing

their relation to load similarity and type. The load similarity of the VMs

means the required resources of the connected VMs are similar, while the VMs

type means the connected VMs are classified with the same VM type. The

classification of the VMs type is explained in detail in Section 4.1.6.

Figure 6.1: The Graph-based VMs behaviours detection framework.

As shown in Figure 6.1, we extended the same learning model presented

in Section 4.1.6; however, the allocation architecture of unallocated VMs is

modelled as a graph connecting them based on their behavioural activities and

load correlation. In other words, the connection of the VMs is determined by

their behaviour classification and their resource requests approximation. The

allocation algorithm is then responsible for obtaining a secure VMs allocation

while satisfying PMs resource constraints. The learning module will categorise

the VMs into the malicious, target and normal VMs. An initially secure

allocation may become compromised during allocation, leading to some VMs

needing to be migrated. As such, a further objective is to reduce the number

of VM migrations to reduce VM downtime. We will explain more about the
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graph model in the following section, Section 6.2.

6.2 Graph-Based Data Centre Model

This section presents the VM allocation model, which includes the PMs ar-

chitecture and VMs relation, which we view as a graph-based architecture.

First, the PMs architecture, or data centre topology, is modelled as a Fat-Tree

architecture to represent the relation between VMs, PMs and network compon-

ents [59]. Second, we consider the VMs graph a weighted undirected graph,

representing the relationships and interactions between VMs.

6.2.1 System (Physical) Model

We assume that the CCEs is structured as a Fat-Tree architecture, with three

layers of switches: a core switch Sc, a set of aggregation switches Sa and a set

of edge switches Se [38]. In Figure 6.2, the edge switch s ∈ Se connects the

PMs directly and also connects to upper linked switches Sa. An aggregation

switch s ∈ Sa distributes the communication links from uplinks and downlinks,

while the core switch Sc connects the CCEs to the outside world. The switches

are the inside vertices of the tree, while the PMs are the tree’s leaves.

Figure 6.2: The Fat-Tree Architecture of System Model.

Similar to the original model in section 4.3.4, the CCE consists of a set P

of (k + 1) PMs, and each PMi ∈ P, 1 ≤ i ≤ k has the same set of resources,

but in varying quantities, e.g., one PM may have more CPU cores or more
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memory size than another, i.e., we assume the system to be heterogeneous.

We denote by R(PMi), the amount of physical resources available on machine

PMi.

Additionally, there is a non-empty set V of VMs, and each V M j ∈ V may

have a different set of resource type requirements, i.e., we assume the VMs to be

heterogeneous, or non-heterogeneous. In the evaluation, we will examine both

situations where the system resources are heterogeneous and non-heterogeneous.

Furthermore, we assume that all the resource needs of a V M j ∈ V can be

met by any PM in the CCE. We denote by N(V M j), the amount of resources

needed by V M j . We also assume that ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, i ̸= j, PMi is able to

communicate with PMj in the CCE through the connected switches, i.e., the

CCE is connected. We denote a path between the PMs, PMi & PMj , as a

sequence of vertices and edges such that, for any subsequence a · (b, c) · d, a = b

and c = d. For example, from Figure 6.2, a path between PM1 and PM2 is

PM1 · (PM1, e) · e · (e, PM2) · PM2.

6.2.2 VM Allocation Model

The VM model we assume in this chapter is that of a weighted undirected

graph G(V , E , L), where the V is the set of VMs, the set E of edges represents

the relation between two VMs (V M i, V M j) and L is an edge labelling function

that returns the label on an edge e ∈ E. We call such a model the VMs load

correlation model (see Figure 6.3(C)). Such a model exists for each of the three

types of VMs we assume, namely normal (set N), target (set T) and malicious

(set M), under the same constraints presented in the equations Eq(4.1, 4.2).

VMs Type

Based on the learning model assumed in this work, as in Figure 6.1, a VM

will be classified as either being a target, malicious or a normal VM. Starting

with the set of VMs (see Figure 6.3 (A)), we initially assume that all VMs of

the same type form a fully connected graph, called a VM Type graph, in that

all VMs of the same type can potentially communicate with each other (see

Figure 6.3 (B)).
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VMs Load Similarity

As a system administrator may wish for related VMs to be co-located, we

propose a VM load similarity metric to capture the similarity of two VMs

in terms of resource requirements. A VM Type graph is thus refined into a

VM load similarity graph by labelling the edge between VMs by the similarity

metric between the two VMs (see Figure 6.3 (C)) and only keeping the edge

with the highest value for each vertex.

Figure 6.3: The Model for VMs Type and Load Correlation.

The load similarity of two VMs, VM i and VM j , denoted by vmλ is com-

puted as follows:

vmλ(V M i, V M j) = N (VM i)
N (VM j) (6.1)

This equation does not consider the effect of the dependency of VMs, for

instance, the group of dependent VMs running the platform of applications

and databases required to be allocated in adjacent PMs. It only considers the
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number of resources requested from each VM and models the connection accord-

ingly. This solution could be specified to consider particular communication

and computation rules in future work.

The VM Type graph Gλ,λ∈{T,M,N} = (V, E) is converted into a VM load

similarity graph G′
λ,λ∈{T,M,N} = (V ′, E′, L) as follows:

• V = V ′

• L(u, v) = vmλ(u, v)

• ∀(u, v), (u, v′) ∈ E, v ̸= v′ · (u, v) ∈ E′ ⇔ L(u, v) ≥ L(u, v′)

As such, VMs with high load similarity may be co-located under appropriate

resource availability.

Consequently, we model the VM allocation and migration similar to what

is presented in Section 4.3.4, respecting the data centre structure presented

in this model. Moreover, we added migration costs to perform the secure

VM migration based on cost constraints. As stated, the VMs migration is

secure if both the start and the end allocations are secure. Whenever there are

unallocated VMs in the system, VM migrations will occur, and the number of

migrations must be kept to a minimum to reduce downtime of allocated VMs,

i.e., the cost of Move(Ai, Ai+1) needs to be minimized. Therefore, we need

to reduce the cost of a VM migration. As such, we define the Cost∆ of VM

migration ∆ = Move(Ai, Ai+1) as follows: Denoting by MP(PMi , PMj), the

shortest path between PMi and PMj in the CCE graph.

Cost∆ =
∑

∀v∈Move(Ai,Ai+1),Ai(v)=s∧Ai+1(v)=e

cost(MP (s, e)) (6.2)

where cost(MP(s, e)) is the sum of delay of each switch and link on that path

MP(s, e).

6.3 Graph-Based Secure Stacking (GbSS) Algorithm

We aim to develop a secure allocation algorithm while minimising the cost

of VM migrations under our assumed system model. Thus, we propose our
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graph-based security-aware heuristic, an extension of BPP, called GbSS, shown

in Algorithm 6.1.

The input of the GbSS algorithm is the unallocated set of VMs, represented

in a graph g, and the output is the secure allocation produced under the

available resources, denoted as A. The GbSS performs three attempts to

allocate a given VM, vmi, starting from line 3, line 11 and finally in line 22.

Generally, the goal of the first attempt is to try to allocate the unallocated

VM, vmi, on the same PMs of their connected VMs in the load similarity

graph. The load similarity graph identifies each VM connection with another

VM by how similar they are, based on their required resources. Therefore,

the algorithm will allocate the vmi on the PM, pmj that already hosts the

connected VM. At some point in time, the connected VMs maybe still not

be allocated yet, or not having sufficient resources to host the upcoming VM;

thus, in this case, the algorithm will move on to the next attempt.

Therefore, if the first attempt fails to achieve an allocation, then the second

attempt will start. It will try to allocate the vmi to one of the PMs connected

to the edge switch of the connected VMs. Alternatively stated, it will try to

allocate the vmi on one of the PMs on the higher level of the data centre

topology, hence the PMs on the edge switch levels. The selection of the edge

switch, thus the selection of the PMs, depends on the connected VMs already

been allocated. If one of the connected VMs already allocated, the algorithm

will obtain its PM and edge switch. We can obtain all the PMs connected

to this edge from the edge switch, thus many PMs options for allocating the

vmi. The motivation of this step is to stack the connected VMs on the same

network side of the data centre topology, thus keeping them secure by reducing

the chance of malicious co-residency and reducing the VMs migration cost if

triggered.

Afterwards, if the second attempt failed to obtain an allocation, the third

attempt will start. This attempt is similar to the second one; however, instead

of trying on the PMs on the edge switch, it will try the PMs on aggregation
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switch, thus more PMs options at this level than the edge switch level.

Algorithm 6.1: Graph-based Secure Stacking (GbSS) VMs Allocation

Input: g = G(V , E , L), P : Set of PMs
Output: A: Secure Allocation

1 A ← ∅
2 p ← null
3 for vmi ∈ g do

// first Attempt
4 vmλ ← getConnectedVM (vmi)
5 if vmλ.getPM() ̸= null then
6 pmj ← vmλ.getPM()
7 if (pmj .suitablePM(vmi)) then
8 A← Assign(vmi, pmj)
9 break

10 end
11 end

// second Attempt
12 if vmi.getPM() = null then
13 vmτ ← getAllocatedConnectedVM (vmi)
14 if vmτ ̸= null then
15 edgei ← vmτ .getEdgeSwitch()
16 pms← edgei.getPMsList()
17 sortedPMsList← getSortedFRPMs(vmi , pms)
18 p ← getF irstPM(sortedPMsList)
19 A← Assign(vmi, p)
20 break
21 end
22 end

// third Attempt
23 if vmi.getPM() = null then
24 rerunAgg() // repeat steps 11 - 19 on the aggregation switch
25 vmMigration(P)
26 rerun() // repeat steps 11 - 19 on edge and aggregation switches
27 end

// last Attempt
28 if vmi.getPM() = null then
29 for h in P do
30 if p.suitablePM(vmi) = true then
31 A← Assign(vmi, h)
32 break
33 end
34 end
35 end
36 end
37 return A

Then, if these attempts also failed, the VMs migration will be triggered

to restructure the current allocation and obtain a secure allocation for the

vmi. After the migration is completed, the second and third attempts will be

repeated to allocate the vmi. The current allocation has changed after the
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migration is completed; thus, there is a chance to obtain a secure allocation.

At last, if all the attempts fail, then the algorithm will allocate the vmi on one

of the suitable PM in the data centre, regardless of any constraints.

The details of the three attempts and the VMs migration will be explained

in detail in the following sections.

6.3.1 First Attempt

As stated, the first attempt aims to allocate the unallocated VMs on the

same PMs as their connected VMs in the load similarity graph. This attempt

will start in line 3, where the first unallocated VM arrived for allocation. In

line 4, the function getConnectedVM (vmi) will be triggered to retrieve the

VM with the highest load similarity of the connected VMs. As mentioned in

Section 6.2, the VMs are initially connected based on the learning model’s

classification. Then, there is further sub-connection which identifies the rela-

tionship between each VMs based on the load similarity. As such, the function

getConnectedVM (vmi) will return the VM with the highest load correlation,

or similarity, among the connected VMs.

Figure 6.4: The First Attempt of GbSS Algorithm.

As shown in Figure 6.4, upon the arrival of the VM2, it has connections

with VM1, VM3 and VM4, based on their type classifications. Furthermore,

they have a sub-connection based on the load similarity, the value on the line

between each vertex. Thus, based on the calculated value, the VM2 will be

connected to VM1, thus allocating the VM2 on the same PM as VM1. The

motivation behind this step is to keep the VMs allocation stacked and secure

by reducing the chance of malicious co-residency. Moreover, in the model

evaluation result, in Section 4.4.3, we establish that the optimal allocation

tends to allocate the VMs in a stacking fashion by reducing the number of
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used PMs, and therefore, reduce the unnecessary VMs migration.

Therefore, in line 6, the selected PM will be the same PM that hosted

the connected VM, VM1, in the example. Afterwards, if the selected PM has

sufficient available resources, it will be selected and host the unallocated VM.

The assignment function in line 8 is already explained in the previous chapter,

in section 5.2.

6.3.2 Second Attempt

The second attempt will be triggered if the first attempt fails to allocate the

unallocated VM. As stated, this attempt aims to allocate the unallocated VM

to one of the PMs connected to the edge switch of the connected VMs. It starts

at line 13; the function getAllocatedConnectedVM (vmi) is triggered to return

the connected VMs already been allocated, regardless of their load similarity.

Thus, this function will search for all the connected VMs, and return the

already allocated one. This step aims to know the edge switch linked to the

connected VMs, to retrieve all PMs connected to this edge switch. As such,

in line 15, the function getEdgeSwitch() will be triggered to return the edge

switch of the connected VM. From this information, in line 16, the list of PMs

linked to the selected edge switch will be retrieved and therefore considered

for an allocation.

Figure 6.5: The Second Attempt of GbSS Algorithm.

As illustrated in Figure 6.5, the previous steps are explained with an

example. Upon VM3 arrivals, it will not be allocated with VM1 or VM2, as

there are not enough resources on PM1. It will allocate to one of the PMs

connected to the same edge switch of the connected VMs. The selected PMs

for an allocation are PM1 to PM4. After this step, line 17, these PMs will
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be sorted according to their FR, to force the stacking behaviour during the

allocation, as explained in detail in Section 5.2.1. Lastly, in line 19, one of the

sorted PMs will be selected for an allocation if there are enough resources on

the selected PM.

6.3.3 Third and Last Attempts

The last attempt, in line 22, follows the same step as the second one, except

that the PMs selected for an allocation, in line 15, are retrieved from the

aggregation switch level. Thus, the number of PMs options increases, and

the chance for obtaining an allocation increases. For example, in Figure 6.6,

upon VM4 arrivals, it will not be allocated with either VM2 or VM3 or any of

the PMs connected to the edge switch, as there are not enough resources on

them. Instead, it will be allocated to one of the PMs connected to the same

aggregation switch of the connected VMs. The PMs at this level is ranging

from PM1 to PM2.

Figure 6.6: The third Attempt of GbSS Algorithm.

If the above three attempts failed to obtain a secure allocation, the VMs

migration would be triggered. The VMs migration aims to securely change the

current allocation with less migration cost to avoid unnecessary migration. The

details of the VMs migration will be explained in Section 6.5. Afterwards, the

last step in line 29, and if the above attempts fail, the algorithm will attempt

to allocate the unallocated VM to any suitable PM available in the data centre.
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6.3.4 Time Complexity Analysis for GbSS Algorithm

This section will analyse the time complexity for the GbSS algorithm similarly

to the analyses we perform in the previous chapter, in Section 5.2.3. The GbSS

has four attempts to be completed; as such, we will calculate each attempts

worst-case running time. Two main inputs affect the complexity: the VMs,

denoted as N , and the PMs, denoted as M .

The time-consuming step in the first attempt is the function getConnectedVM (vmi),

which is responsible for retrieving the VM with the highest load similarity of

the connected VMs. As such, it will take O(N) for this step. The other steps

will take constant time as they either assignment or comparison steps. This

attempt is nested in the loop responsible for allocating all the VMs; hence the

big-O will be O(N2).

The second attempt has two major steps contributing to the running time.

The first one is the getAllocatedConnectedVM (vmi) function, which takes O(N)

to retrieve the allocated VMs. The second one is in getSortedFRPMs function,

which takes O(M + M ∗ logM) as explained in Section 5.2.3. The big-O for

this attempt is O(N(N + M + M ∗ logM)).

The third attempt will repeat the previous one with adding the running

time of the VMs migration function. As such, the rerunAgg() function will

take O(N + M + M ∗ logM), plus the VMs migration function, which will

take O(M + N ∗M) as explained in Section 5.2.3. In addition, the rerun()

function will take O(2 ∗ (N + M + M ∗ logM)), which will repeat the second

attempt twice, on both edge and aggregation switch, after the VMs migration.

Therefore, the big-O for this step is the summation of the mentioned running

time, and for simplicity, it will take O(N ∗ (3N + 4M + NM + 3M ∗ logM)).

The last attempt will take O(N) and O(N2) considering being nested in

the loop of allocating all the VMs. As such, the time complexity of GbSS is

the summation of the calculated running time, which is O(N ∗ (6N + 5M +

N ∗M + 4M ∗ logM)) or O(6N2 + 5M ∗N + M ∗N2 + 4M ∗ logM).
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6.4 Graph-Based Secure Random Stacking (GbSRS)

Algorithm

The GbSRS algorithm process is similar to the original SRS algorithm presented

in the previous chapter in Section 5.3. Thus, this section only explains the

difference between the original SRS and the GbSRS. As stated, the general

idea of the GbSRS is to produce as many secure allocations as possible within

a given time limit, then checks if the generated allocations are secure. If

the generated allocations reach the lowest level of malicious co-residency, this

allocation is considered a final allocation. Figure 5.4, in Section 5.3, explains

the process of GbSRS, which is the same as the SRS algorithm.

We only explain the significance of this algorithm, which is the oneAllocation

function responsible for generating the secure VMs allocation. Like the GbSRS

algorithm, the oneAllocation function performs three attempts to produce a

secure allocation; however, the algorithm follows a stacking random behaviour

in allocating the VMs. Unlike the GbSS, the GbSRS is a non-deterministic

algorithm due to the randomness factor of selecting the VMs in the second

and third attempts.

The input of the oneAllocation is the unallocated set of VMs, represented

in graph g, and the output is the secure allocation produced under the avail-

able resources, stored in oneAllocationList. As mentioned, the oneAllocation

performs three attempts to allocate a given VM, similar to the GbSS algorithm.

The difference is on the second attempt, starting in line 5, where the

algorithm will try to allocate the vmi on one of the PMs that shares the same

edge switch of the connected VMs in the VM Type graph. In contrast to

GbSS algorithm, in line 10, the list of PMs that shares the same edge switch

of the connected VM is sent a getHighestFRPMs function. This function aims

to select the most two highest fullness ratio PMs only out of the available

PMs. The HFR function’s outcome is then stored in a list of elected PMs,

denoted as ElectedPMsList. The details of the HFR step is explained in Sec-

tion 5.3.3. Then, in line 12, the algorithm randomly selected the PMs among

the elected PMs and assigned them as candidates for allocation. The func-

tion getRandomPM (ElectedPMsList) is responsible for selecting a random PM
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among the list of the elected PMs and store as a candidate PM. Subsequently,

if the candidate PM is suitable, it will be considered a host for the vmi and

added to the oneAllocationList, in line 14.

Afterwards, the third attempt will start if the second attempt failed to

obtain an allocation and repeat the same process as the second attempt but

with PMs linked to the same aggregation switch. This step will increase the

number of available PMs to be selected for an allocation. If these attempts

fail to obtain a secure VM allocation, the VM migration will be triggered to

produce another allocation. In other words, the VM migration will change

the current allocation to another, based on the constraint of the migration

algorithm. Finally, if all the above attempts fail, including the VMs migration,

the GbSRS will try to allocate the vmi on any PMs in the PMs regardless of

graph connection constraints.

Algorithm 6.2: Graph-Based Secure Random Stacking (GbSRS).

Input: g = G(V , E , L), P : Set of PMs
// We only explaining what is different from the original SRS in

Chapter 5
1 Function oneAllocation(g,P):
2 oneAllocationList ← ∅
3 ElectedPMsList ← ∅
4 for vmi ∈ g do

// First attempt is similar to GbSS algorithm
// Second attempt

5 if vmi.getPM() = null then
6 vmτ ← getAllocatedConnectedVM (vmi)
7 if vmτ ̸= null then
8 edgei ← eτ .getEdgeSwitch()
9 pms← edgei.getPMsList()

10 ElectedPMsList.add(getHighestFRPMs(vmi , pms)
11 for Counter < ElectedPMsList.size() do
12 pmi ← getRandomPM (ElectedPMsList)
13 if (pmi.suitablePM(vmi)) then
14 oneAllocationList.add(Assign(vmi , pmi))
15 break
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 end

// Third attempt will be on aggregation switch
// Last attempt steps is similar to GbSS algorithm

20 return oneAllocationList
21 end
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6.4.1 Time Complexity Analysis for GbSRS Algorithm

To avoid repeating the same calculating steps, the time complexity analysis of

GbSRS is similar to GbSS but with adding the effect of two parts. Three main

inputs affect the complexity in SRS: the VMs, denoted as N , the PMs, denoted

as M , and the time limit, denoted as K. The first one is the calculation of the

FR function. The second one produces many allocations within a time limit;

the running time is (one allocation) time multiplied with a time variable; we

define it as K, as explained in Section 5.3.5. Therefore the time complexity of

this algorithm is O(K ∗ (6N2 + 6M ∗N + M ∗N2 + 4M ∗ logM)) considering

the nesting loops, the FR function calculation difference and the time limit for

generating many allocations.

6.5 Graph-based VM Migration

The graph-based VMs migration is an extension of the algorithm presented

in Section 5.4, but with adding constraints to control the migration number,

hence the migration cost. This algorithm aims to minimize the number of VM

migrations because migrating the VMs from one PM to another may result in

some downtime.

Figure 6.7: The cost of Graph-based VM Migration Algorithm.

As stated earlier, the VM migration Algorithm will be triggered if all three

attempts fail to obtain a secure VM allocation. As such, after selecting the

VMs to migrate, as described in Section 5.4, the algorithm finds a suitable PM

for the selected VMs only if the Cost of migration to the selected PM is less
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than ∆. We define the cost ∆ in Eq 6.2 as the cost of VM migration from one

PM to another, and where it should not exceed the predefined threshold.

As shown in Figure 6.7, the VM migration for VM1 will start by migrating

the VM into one of the PMs connected to the same edge of the source PM,

which is PM1. If the attempt fails, the algorithm will migrate it to one of

the PMs on the same aggregation switch until it reaches the core switch. If it

reaches the core switch, the algorithm will try to obtain the migration with

less cost. Alternatively stated, the PM8 will be selected as a destination PM

for VM1 migration if the migration cost is less than the specified threshold.

Thus, in this case, reducing the number of VMs migrated while reducing their

migration cost.

6.6 Evaluation of Non-Heterogeneous Graph-based

VMs Allocation

This section will evaluate the proposed algorithm and compare it with existing

ones, following a different VMs allocation behaviour. As stated earlier, our

proposed algorithm follows a stacking-based behaviour; therefore, we compare

it with state-of-the-art algorithms that follow a spread and random behaviour.

The experiment setup and evaluation process are similar to the section presented

in the previous chapter, Section 5.6, but with a few additions regarding the

data centre setup. The difference in the experimental setup will be described in

the following section. Moreover, the evaluation continues to the one introduced

in Section 5.6; thus, we will not repeat the results that have already been

highlighted. Instead, the evaluation will be related to the allocation algorithms

behaviours after the graph-based implementation.

Moreover, we utilise a simulation environment called a Network CloudSim,

an open-source cloud simulation environment specified for network-related

simulations in the cloud environment [36]. For example, it can simulate a VM

allocation for defined network topology; as in our case, we design our simulation

based on Fat-Tree architecture, as shown in Figure 6.2. Overall, it contributes

to providing a valuable estimate of the expected outcome of certain situations

and an initial understanding of the behaviour of the allocation process. Refer
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to Appendix B.3 for more information about NetCloudSim, its structure and

allocation process.

Furthermore, we study the effect of different VM allocation behaviours on

obtaining a secure VM allocation under certain situations. These situations

are the VMs arrival times, the number of VMs for each type considered in this

work, and the PMs’ heterogeneity. The VMs allocation behaviours that we

compare our algorithms, GbSS and GbSRS, with are the spreading behaviour,

denoted as RR, the random behaviour as Rand and combines the spreading

and random behaviours denoted as PSSF.

6.6.1 Experimental Setup Overview

The experimental setup is similar to the one described in the previous chapter,

in Section 5.6.1, except for changes regarding the data centre topology and PMs

distribution. The VMs and PMs number, VMs arrival time setup, the VMs

type structure, the PMs heterogeneity levels, and the experiments’ methodology

are all the same.

The difference is on the data centre topology and the relation between PMs

and network entities such as edge, aggregation and core switches. As such, we

structured the linkage between PMs and switches as follow: A maximum of four

PMs are connected to each edge switch. Each aggregation switch is connected

by a maximum of two edges, which means that each aggregation switch can

be connected by eight PMs maximum. Finally, all the aggregation switches

are connected to one core switch. The number of PMs in each experiment will

accommodate the required resources of the VMs. Moreover, we designed the

available resources to be limited compare to the demanded resources. Hence,

it makes it challenging for the algorithms to find a secure allocation.

6.6.2 Changes of Alternative Allocation Behaviours

Similarly to the previous chapter, in Section 5.5, we will describe the alternative

VMs allocation behaviours and their changes that are considered in this work for

comparison purposes. The three algorithms, PSSF, RR and Rand, will follow

their behaviour in this section but with changes on which level these algorithms

will be applied. As we described on the GbSS and GbSRS algorithms, we have
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introduced an allocation on three levels, the edge, the aggregation and the

core switches. However, we cannot apply the same steps to the alternative

algorithms as they will lose their allocation behaviour, which will affect the

overall result of the comparison. We only started the allocation process of

the three alternative algorithms on the aggregation switch, where there are

many PMs to select for allocation. Moreover, the high number of PMs on the

aggregation switch will maintain the allocation behaviour of the alternative

algorithms.

6.6.3 Results of Malicious Co-residency under Limited Re-

sources Availability

The section will discuss the effect on the Mpms when the resources are limited,

which means when the number of VMs equal 120 VMs. The Mpms, as stated

in Section 4.4.3, Eq. (4.15), is the percentage of the infected PMs out of the

used ones. The discussion will include examining the VMs arrival times, PMs

heterogeneity level and the VMs type numbers.

Malicious Co-residency for Group VMs Arrival under Limited Re-

sources

To avoid repeating some of the same general outcomes, we only show one type

of group VMs arrival time, GTNM.
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Figure 6.8: Malicious Co-residency under GTNM Arrival Time, When Available
Resources Limited.
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In general, as shown in Figures 6.8, algorithms GbSS, GbSRS and Rand

perform better than the PSSF and RR in most situations. This initial ob-

servation is an indication that the spreading behaviour allocation often leads

to higher levels of malicious co-residency than the stacking or the random

behaviour.

Arguably, the Rand algorithm will always produce a different allocation in

each simulation run due to its random behaviour. However, the Mpms are lower

than anticipated in most situations, which is good for this behaviour. The

possible reason for this outcome is the data centre design for the experiment

and how the VMs are allocated. As mentioned earlier, all the algorithms,

except GbSS and GbSRS, start from the third attempt on the aggregation

switch. In other words, each VM allocation has a limited number of PMs on

each aggregation switch. This limitation, alongside the predefined VMs type

from the learning model, influences the Rand algorithm to behave partially in

a stacking-based manner while randomly selecting from the PMs available in

each aggregation switch. If the Rand algorithm has a larger amount of PMs to

select from, it could perform differently.

Moreover, the Mpms of the spreading behaviour algorithms, RR and PSSF,

are often higher, even if the data centre design yields many PMs available.

Because the VMs spreading across the entire available PMs, and the chance

for a malicious user to obtain a malicious co-residency is relatively higher. The

more the malicious user has many VMs, the more the chance of malicious

co-residency occurs. In other cases, the number and spreading of target VMs

help increase the Mpms, even if the malicious user has fewer available VMs

than other types.

In addition, our proposed algorithms, GbSS and GbSRS, are performing

well along with the Rand algorithm. Definitely, with more available PMs, the

Mpms will be lower, and while with limited available PMs, the Mpms could

perform worse in some situations. However, the lower Mpms is due to the

stacking behaviour conducted during the allocation, not only because of the

data centre design. To put it differently, regardless of the available PMs, either

higher or lower, the algorithm’s behaviour leads to stack the connected VMs

as much as possible while leaving available PMs freely for future allocation.
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Even if the malicious user can increase the VMs amount, it will be challenging

to achieve malicious co-residency.

Furthermore, no clear patterns link the number of each VMs type with the

Mpms for GbSS, GbSRS and Rand algorithms. However, in RR and PSSF,

the spike of the amount malicious or target VMs could potentially lead to

higher Mpms, in some cases, the spike of both together. Because it occupied

the available PMs, depending on the time of VMs arrival, that potentially

needed for obtaining a secure allocation.

Overall, in RR and PSSF, the Mpms is relatively higher when the majority

of either the malicious or target VM arrive firstly. As we stated previously, the

reason is that the VMs, for example, the malicious ones, are initially spread

across the available PM. Then, after some time, when the target VMs arrive,

fewer spaces will be available for secure allocation. While our algorithm, which

will stack the VMs to allow more spaces for future VMs, thus, reducing the

Mpms.

Malicious Co-residency for Single VMs Arrival under Limited Re-

sources

Overall, as shown in Figure 6.9, unlike the group VMs arrival where there is a

clear distinction between the VMs allocation outcomes, the single VMs arrival

tends to make the allocation behaviour relatively similar for all algorithms.

However, the outcome is much better for the spreading-based allocation beha-

viours algorithms, PSSF and RR. In comparison, it worsens for the stacking

and random based allocation behaviours. A possible reason for this outcome is

that allocating the VMs, according to their types, when they arrive separately

at a different time, is easier for an allocation to obtain the secure allocation.

In contrast to the group VMs arrival, it will be difficult to obtain a secure

allocation because the available PMs options that lead to secure allocation are

lower, even for the staking-based algorithms for some cases.
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Figure 6.9: Malicious Co-residency under SNMT Arrival Time, When Available
Resources Limited.

Moreover, the Mpms is better in the low heterogeneous structure than the

high and medium structures for most cases. The reason is that the high and

medium structures PMs are filled quicker than the low PM structure, which

leaves fewer options for secure allocation or migration.

Furthermore, this outcome is affected by the VMs migration constraints,

which initially prevent VMs from migrating to remote PMs where the cost

exceeds the specified threshold. This constraint affects the VMs arriving later

in the sequence of the unallocated VMs as it prevents them from having

more options for secure allocation with their connected VMs. For example,

if connected VMs allocated under the same aggregation switch PMs, a VM

migration is triggered. Then, they will be migrated within this group of PMs

under the same aggregation switch, if there are free or available PMs options,

which does initially. This behaviour is good for keeping fewer PMs utilised to

keep the power utilisation to a minimum and reduce unnecessary migrations.

However, with the arrival of more VMs, the need to allocate them to remote

PMs with disconnected VMs increases, as the options to allocate them with

their connected VMs decreases. This outcome leads to more Mpms than usual

and more unnecessary VMs migrations.
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Malicious Co-residency for Mixed VMs Arrival under Limited Re-

sources

Generally, in Figure 6.10, most of the reasons behind the allocation outcomes

have been discussed. Specifically, the RR, PSSF and Rand have the worst cases

of Mpms, and the PSSF algorithm performs better in most cases. The Rand

algorithm outcome is worse in the mixed arrivals compared to the group VMs

arrivals and similar to the single VMs arrival. The stacking-based algorithms,

GbSS and GbSRS, showed the best outcome among the compared algorithms.

The GbSS and GbSRS depend on allocating the VMs on the utilised PMs

rather than spreading the VMs across the PMs or randomly allocating them.

Thus, this behaviour offers many options for the upcoming VMs to allocate

securely under different arrivals structures.
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Figure 6.10: Malicious Co-residency under Mixed MTN Arrival Time, When
Available Resources Limited.

6.6.4 Results of Graph-based VMs Migrations

This section will compare the result of VMs migration for all the compared

algorithms under different arrival times. The percentage of VMs migrations

(Migvms) is an indication of the processing needed, by an algorithm, to produce

a secure allocation, as stated in Section 5.6.4, Eq. (5.2). We are only showing

one situation per VMs arrival type to void repeating similar situations results.
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VMs Migrations for Group VMs Arrival

Overall, in Figure 6.11, RR, PSSF, and Rand algorithms have a higher Migvms

compared to our proposed algorithms. The migration Migvms reflect the

amount of processing needed to obtain a secure allocation for each algorithm.

It also reflects the cost percentage for each algorithm, where it is clear that

allocating the VMs in a stacking-based manner leads to a lower cost of VMs

migration.
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Figure 6.11: VMs Migration under GTNM Arrival Time, When Available
Resources Limited.

Therefore, GbSS and GbSRS perform better than other algorithms due

to allocating the VM using the fullness ratio function. This stacking-based

behaviour produces a fitted allocation for each VM, thus minimising the need

for migration and VMs migration cost. On the other hand, PSSF and RR

algorithms show a similar behaviour because they share similar allocation

behaviour, spreading the VMs. This leading to a significant amount of VMs

migration, hence, a high cost of migrating the VMs. In contrast to the Rand,

it shows an irregular pattern of Migvms for the situation due to its randomness

behaviour. Nevertheless, it has a high cost for VMs migration in most cases

examined, similar to RR and PSSF.
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VMs Migrations for Single and Mixed VMs Arrival

This part will show the results of the two single and mixed VMs arrivals as

they exhibit similar outcomes. Overall, in Figure 6.12, the Migvms is expected

to be high when the resources start limiting, at the 120 VMs case, as it will be

challenging for the algorithms to obtain secure allocations without triggering

the migration upon the arrival of VMs in a single order. In specific cases, the

PSSF benefits from the migration as it leads to more secure allocations than

the RR and Rand algorithms, as their migration did not contribute positively

in these cases. Our algorithms, GbSS and GbSRS, have high Migvms in single

and mixed VMs arrival compared to the group VMs arrival, which indicates

the challenge of obtaining secure allocations under these two cases.
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Figure 6.12: VMs Migration under Mixed MTN Arrival Time, When Available
Resources Limited.

6.6.5 Results of Graph-based VMs Migration Effect

Similar to Section 5.6.5, this section aims to evaluate the migration effect of

the migration algorithm of all the compared algorithms under different arrivals

times. As such, we calculated the percentage of infected target VMs compared

to the total target VMs available for an allocation, denoted as It in Eq. (5.3).

The following parts aim to examine the effect on preventing the target

VMs from being co-located with the malicious VMs, thus enhancing the overall

secure allocation.
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VMs Arrival Group (GMTN)

This part will only show and discuss the GMTN arrival time situation, as the

other group VMs arrivals show a similar pattern. Overall, the RR has the most

benefits from the VMs migration among the other algorithms, while the PSSF

shows a rise of It in some situations. The GbSS, GbSRS and Rand have also

benefited from the VMs migration to reduce the It significantly.
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Figure 6.13: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation under GMTN
Arrival Time.

As shown in Figure 6.13, the most significant observation at this part is the

behaviour of the Rand algorithm. It shows low It when the VMs migration is

disabled and enabled, respectively. This outcome leads to conclude that when

utilising the Rand algorithm for VMs allocation, controlling the number of
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available PMs during the allocation yields to reducing the malicious co-residency,

hence secure an allocation. Otherwise stated, in the graph-based model, we

constraint the algorithms to have fewer PMs available at the aggregation switch

level, which influences the Rand algorithm to select from these available PMs

initially. This selection of a fewer number of PMs contributes positively to the

result of the lower It.

In comparison, the PSSF did not show positive results where the It increases

after the migration. The reasons for this outcome are the algorithm’s spreading

behaviour, the random selection of PMs that the algorithm follows, and the

migration process. The spreading of VMs leads to spread the VMs across

the available PMs, resulting in difficulties obtaining secure allocations for the

upcoming VMs. The random selection often leads to unexpected outcomes at

every run, leading to different results from the one shown, worse or better.

Single and Mixed VMs arrivals

In this part, we are only showing the result of single VMs arrival in Figure

6.14, illustrating a similar effect as the mixed VMs arrivals.

Generally, a significant positive impact is shown clearly to our algorithm

GbSS where the It dropped sharply after the VMs migration is enabled,

resulting in reducing the malicious co-residency. In other words, the effect

of VMs migration can be effective when the structure of the VMs arriving

tends to be singular than group based on the GbSS algorithm. The GbSRS

has better results than the GbSS before the migration is enabled, and the

enhancement after the migration is minor. The other algorithms are generally

better in obtaining secure allocations; however, the migration impact is not

significant in most cases.
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Figure 6.14: The Migration Effect on the Secure Allocation under SNMT
Arrival Time.

6.6.6 Results of Graph-based PMs Usage

This section present the result of PMs utilisation compared to the total available

PMs, similar to the one presented in Section 4.4.3, in Eq. (4.16). As such,

this section aims to examine the PMs utilisation (Usagepms), during the VMs

allocations for all the compared algorithms.

We are only showing one situation among the examined ones, as mostly

all the other situations showing a similar pattern in the (Usagepms results. As

illustrated in Figure 6.15, the utilisation of the GbSS and GbSRS algorithms

are the lowest among the compared algorithms. The most significant part of

this evaluation is the outcome of the Rand algorithm, which shows unexpected
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lower Usagepms results. These results are affected by the design of the proposed

data centre, which influenced the Rand algorithm to utilise fewer PMs during

the allocation and migration. In other words, the structure of the PMs with

their connectivity with the switches and the constraint of the VMs migration

to remote PMs led to having fewer options of PMs.
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Figure 6.15: VMs Migration under GNMT Arrival Time, When Available
Resources Limited.

6.6.7 Effect of Data Centre Architecture

This section will highlight some of the effects on VMs allocation when imple-

menting the Fat-tree architecture. As we stated in Section 6.1, the motivation

of this chapter is to examine the effect on the graph-based allocation. Hence, we

are not expecting a benefit from utilising different cloud architecture; however,

we expect an effect that needs to be shown and examined. Therefore, we will

compare the results of malicious co-residency, VMs migration counts, VMs

migration effect and PMs usage for SS and SRS against GbSS and GbSRS

algorithms.

From the malicious co-residency perspective, the group VMs arrival, in

Figures 5.14 and 6.8, show no effect between them as the outcome is similar.

However, the single VMs arrival, in Figures 5.15 and 6.9, showed a worse

outcome because of the effect of the data centre architecture. This outcome is

affected by the migration constraints imposed on the graph-based allocation,

which controls the VMs migration according to the cost threshold. It reduces
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the availability for allocating the upcoming VMs on secure PMs because the

migration effect that is supposed to allow for more secure options is reduced.

The same effect applies to the mixed VMs arrival because they show a higher

Mpms outcome.

In contrast, the VMs migration count improves the group VMs arrival,

specifically between Figures 5.17c and 6.11. Even though controlling the VMs

migration leads to a higher malicious co-residency for some cases, it showed a

better outcome under the group VMs arrival for both malicious co-residency

and VMs migration. Many factors contribute to improving this outcome, the

FR function, the time of the VMs arrival, the migration of specific VM at a

particular time and the availability of resources. On the other hand, the single

VMs arrival is getting worse in Figure 6.12 than 6.12, which is an expected

outcome due to the migration threshold, leading to fewer secure PMs migrating,

thus leading to more VMs triggering. This effect did not appear when the

VMs arrival grouped as the distribution of the VMs in the group allows the

algorithms to find secure allocation easier than the single VMs arrival. Lastly,

the PMs usage shows similar results between the two data centre architectures

because the algorithms utilise the same behaviour of stacking VMs.

6.7 Evaluation of Heterogeneous Graph-based VMs

Allocation

This section will evaluate the proposed algorithms under heterogeneous VMs

structure, similar to the evaluation proposed in Section 5.7. Unlike the experi-

mental setup presented in the previous section, Section 6.6, this section aims to

utilise a simulation environment and actual data centre traces obtained from

a real-world cloud data centre provider. As such, we utilised the Azure VMs

traces published by the Microsoft team, which contains the VMs workload of

Azure [22]. These VMs traces will be loaded by Network CloudSim and created

on the simulation environment to be simulated under different conditions and

structures. More information about Azure traces is described in detail in

Appendix C.
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6.7.1 Experimental Setup Overview

The experimental setup and process for this section are similar to the one

presented in the previous section, Section 6.6, except for changing the structure

of VMs, and PMs. The VMs structure of the Azure data set; as such, the VMs

number and structure will be changing. Moreover, therefore, the number and

structure of PMs will be changing. The detail of this structure is explained in

Section 5.7.1.

6.7.2 Results of Malicious Co-residency For Heterogeneous

VMs under Limited Available Resources

Similar to Section 6.6.3, we will discuss the effect on the Mpms when the

resources are limited under heterogeneous VMs.

Malicious Co-residency for Heterogeneous Group VMs Arrival

Overall, in Figure 6.16, the GbSS, Gb SRS, and Rand algorithms have lower

Mpms than the PSSF and RR algorithms in most cases. Also, the Mpms in

low PMs heterogeneous structure is worst than the other PMs structure for

all the compared algorithms. This outcome is because the VMs resources are

structured as heterogeneous, which means they have highly diverse resources

demands, which affect the allocation of resources. In other words, a group of

VMs arriving with high demands-resources leads to utilising a higher number

of PMs, potentially leading to unfit VMs allocation resulting in resource

wastage. For example, in the case of the spreading behaviour algorithms and

low heterogeneous PMs, if a VM with 8 GB of RAM is allocated to a PM with

12 GB of RAM available, it leaves 4 GB of RAM on this PM. Then, the next

VM arrives and demands more than 4 GB RAM; then, it will be allocated

to the next PM with possibly high available PM, leading to more resources

wastage and unfitted allocation. However, if the PMs are structured in a more

diverse method, as described in high heterogeneous in Section 5.7.1, then the

chance of having more fitted allocation is higher, leading to potentially lower

Mpms.
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Figure 6.16: Malicious Co-residency under GNMT Arrival Time for Heterogen-
eous VMs.

Specifically, the Rand algorithm continues to have better results due to

the low number of PMs options during the allocation. This constraint of PMs

number with the predefined VMs type from the learning model influences the

Rand algorithm to behave partially in a stacking-based manner while randomly

selecting from the PMs available in each aggregation switch, which produces

a better outcome for all shown cases. Moreover, the RR and PSSF are the

worst among the compared algorithms because the VMs is spreading across the

entire available PMs, and the chance for a malicious user to obtain a malicious

co-residency is high. Furthermore, our algorithms have lower Mpms due to

the stacking behaviour conducted during the allocation, which leads to perfect

match allocations, i.e., fitted allocations.

Malicious Co-residency for Heterogeneous Single VMs Arrival

Generally, in Figure 6.17, the single VMs arrivals lead to a better outcome

of Mpms than other VMs arrival structures. Moreover, the medium and high

structure generally yields lower Mpms for some of the algorithms. As stated, a

possible reason for having either high or low Mpms on the three PM structure

is that each algorithm fits a VM into a PM. Unfitted (VM to PM) allocation

may skip a perfect allocation due to spreading or random behaviour of the

algorithm, which leads to an increase in the Mpms. To put it differently, our

algorithms GbSS and GbSRS use a fullness ratio function that calculates the
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available space of PM compares to the demanded resources from the VM. Thus,

it is a calculated relation between each VM with the available PMs.
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Figure 6.17: Malicious Co-residency under SNMT Arrival Time for Heterogen-
eous VMs.

Furthermore, the RR and PSSF algorithms having similar and high Mpms.

The reason is that the VMs, for example, the malicious ones, are initially spread

across the available PM. Then, after some time, when the target VMs arrive,

fewer spaces will be available for secure allocation. While our algorithms, which

will stack the VMs to allow more spaces for future VMs, thus, reducing the

Mpms.

Malicious Co-residency for Heterogeneous Mixed VMs Arrival

Overall, in Figure 6.18, the PSSF algorithm is worse when most target VMs

arrive right after the malicious ones for two reasons. First, the malicious VMs

will spread across the available VMs, and the seconds; the migration options

are only limited to the malicious VMs. As we explained in the migration

algorithm, selecting VMs to migrate is the only constraint to the malicious

and normal VMs to avoid interruption to the target VMs. Moreover, the RR

suffers from the same outcome on the high heterogeneous PMs for the same

reasons.
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Figure 6.18: Malicious Co-residency under Mixed MTN Arrival Time for
Heterogeneous VMs.

6.7.3 Results of Graph-based Heterogeneous VMs Migrations

In this part,in Figure 6.19 we are only showing the VMs migration for the

mixed VMs arrivals as it shows the most interesting results, and the other

VMs arrival showing similar patterns or results already been discussed.

In general, RR, PSSF, and Rand algorithms have a higher Migvms than

our proposed algorithm. The migration Migvms reflects the cost percentage for

each algorithm, where it is clear that allocating the VMs in a stacking-based

manner leads to a lower cost of VMs migration. In other words, due to the

stacking-based allocation of our algorithms, GbSS and GbSRS, the processing

needed and the cost of migration to obtain a secure allocation is far less than

the other allocation behaviours. Therefore, our algorithms performing better

than other algorithms due to allocation that depends on the fullness ratio

calculation—leading to a fitted allocation for each VM, thus minimising the

need for migration and VMs migration cost. In contrast, the other algorithms

show a high cost of migrating the VMs, which indicates the unfitted allocation

performed initially by these algorithms.
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Figure 6.19: VMs Migration under Mixed MTN Arrival Time for Heterogeneous
VMs.

Summary

This chapter introduces graph-based secure VM allocation algorithms, GbSS

and GbSRS, extending the original proposed SS and SRS algorithms. The

presented algorithms aim to find a secure allocation by preventing or reducing

the co-residency of a target VM with a malicious VM. Our results show that the

data centre topology impacted the overall outcomes of malicious co-residency

for the compared algorithms. Moreover, the VM arrival times have a significant

impact on obtaining a secure allocation. Overall, the algorithms that follow a

stacking behaviour in VM allocations are more likely to return secure allocations

than spreading or random-based algorithms.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis focuses on evaluating the behaviour of the secure VMs allocation

algorithms that leads to produce secure allocations in CCEs. Moreover it

focuses on obtaining a secure VMs allocation in CCEs to defend against SCAs.

As such, we propose solutions to defend against this attack by developing

models and algorithms and examining them under different situations. This

chapter will present a summary of the major contributions made by this thesis

and the possible future directions of this work.

7.1 Conclusion

Cloud systems offer the ability to share the computing resources among cloud

users efficiently to reduce the wastage of the resources. However, sharing

physical computing resources opens the door for security threats on cloud

systems and users. Specifically, the threats arise from SCAs when the malicious

users can extract private information from other cloud users by merely sharing

the physical resources.

The previous work focused on proposing formulating solutions under par-

ticular configurations and assumptions. In contrast, we followed a holistic

approach to study the VMs allocation behaviours impact on securing the

VMs allocation. As such, we studied the SCAs in CCEs and subsequently

developed a model for secure VMs allocation that identify the objectives and

constraints of the secure VMs allocations. Then, we developed algorithms

to produce secure VMs allocations to protect cloud users against the threats

from SCAs and examined them under different scenarios and structures to
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understand the possible situations that lead to securing the VMs. Moreover,

we conclude that the stacking-based behaviours algorithms are more likely to

produce secure allocations than those with spreading-based or random-based

allocation behaviours algorithms. Furthermore, the VMs arrival time and

the high available resources diversity between the available resources increase

the chance of obtaining secure allocations. In addition, our stacking-based

algorithms show the lowest PMs usage and VMs migration number leading to

higher availability of the VMs and less power consumption.

We summarise the key steps toward finding the introduced solution of the

thesis as follow:

• Chapter 2: This chapter presented a description of the attack model

considered in this thesis, which is SCAs. Specifically, we describe the

SCAs in CCEs and how the attacker utilises the sharing capabilities of

virtualisation technology to form malicious attacks against cloud users.

We provided recent examples of the SCAs published by cloud providers to

demonstrate the serious impact of this attack on cloud systems. Moreover,

we describe the cloud computing structure with its main components,

including service and deployment models. Furthermore, we describe

other security issues in CCEs resulting from the sharing of resources and

remote access to the computing resources.

• Chapter 3: This chapter introduced related works of the proposed

solution: obtaining a secure VMs allocation to defend against SCAs in

CCEs. It includes classifying the presented solutions based on domains

depending on how they contribute to defending against SCAs. The

considered domains focus on allocating the VMs securely while considering

other factors that potentially affect the performance, power consumption,

or resources wastage of the cloud system. Furthermore, and from the

studied related works, we presented a taxonomy of the factors affecting

the secure VMs allocation in CCEs, including the effect of the attacker’s

behaviour and the attack impact and on which level of cloud system the

attack is vulnerable. Moreover, we analysed the countermeasures of the

SCAs based on the type of attack and the level of virtualisation.
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• Chapter 4: This chapter defined and developed the model of secure VMs

allocation in CCEs, including its objective and constraints. Specifically,

the objective is to produce a secure VMs allocation to defend against

SCAs in CCEs under the constraint of cloud resources. Moreover, we

introduce the framework of the learning model that classifies the cloud

users into particular types based on their behavioural analysis, hence,

allocating their VMs based on the defined classifications. In addition, we

evaluate the presented secure VMs allocation model by utilising a linear

programming solver. This evaluation aims to examine the behaviour of

secure optimal allocations under the defined model constraints. As such,

the evaluation contributed to identifying the behaviour of the optimal

secure VMs allocation in CCEs, thus developing algorithms following the

optimal behaviour.

• Chapter 5: This chapter developed secure VMs allocation algorithms

that aim to reduce the chance of malicious co-residency while using fewer

available PMs in the cloud system. Specifically, developed two algorithms

follow a stacking-based behaviour called SS and SRS, aiming to produce

secure VMs allocation in CCEs. Furthermore, developed a VMs migration

algorithm that aims to enhance the secure VMs allocation and keep the

VMs allocation secure as possible. Additionally, we extensively evaluate

the proposed algorithms under situations and scenarios to examine the

behaviour of the VMs allocation algorithms leading to secure allocations

under a variety of scenarios and structures. Thus, we evaluate the stacking,

spreading and random VMs allocation behaviours under different PMs

heterogeneity levels, diversity of available resources, various VMs arrival

times and under different numbers of VMs according to their classified

type.

• Chapter 6: This chapter developed a model and algorithms that consider

the dependent VMs represented as graphs to examine their effect on

the graph-based allocation. We consider the load similarity of the VMs

and the type classification of the dependent VMs during the allocation.

Therefore, we presented two algorithms called GbSS and GbSRS, which
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are an extension of the original two algorithms presented in the previous

chapter; however, they allocate the VMs based on the graph-based model.

Furthermore, we evaluated the graph-based VMs allocation behaviour

on obtaining a secure allocation and investigated the factors that affect

producing malicious co-residency in CCEs.

7.2 Future Work and Limitations

The researcher intends to continue exploring possible directions of this proposed

work and enhance them accordingly. There are possible future work directions

related to the proposed thesis and specificity to the secure VMs allocation in

CCEs that the presented work has not tackled. The summarization of the

possible future directions is as follows:

• Extending the study related to the proposed learning model framework

that classifies the VMs based on their activities into specific types and

allocates them subsequently. With the advancement of machine learning

tools and detailed datasets related to cloud activities, it becomes possible

to formulate and develop a model for secure VMs allocation accordingly.

It includes developing an algorithm that dynamically allocates the VMs

based on the classification model. Moreover, the classification can be

extended to consider more than three types of VMs or classification. It

could consider factors related to network connection, power consumption,

and resource utilisation of the VMs. For instance, it cloud understands

the behaviour of the malicious users according to their activities and

footprint related to their resource’s utilisation or network activities. This

direction requires a detailed dataset that describe the users’ activities

during the life of their VMs in cloud systems. The limitation of the

current proposed learning model’s problem is that it can produce a false

negative (FN) or false positive (FP) classification. We aim to add a layer

that controls the classification’s palpability failure, thus controlling the

allocation outcome.

• Considering different allocation algorithms behaviour that potentially

leads to reduce the chance of malicious co-residency. It includes consider-
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ing other allocation models such as the Knapsack model. The Knapsack

depends on allocating the VMs with the highest value considered on the

given PMs as long as the total weight of the VMs not exceeding the

selected PM. Knapsack’s idea is to consider the value of the VMs during

the allocation, which is related to the classification that we consider

in this work. For example, if we assume that the value of the VMs is

related to their activities, the VMs that are behaving suspiciously can

be considered with a specific value that ensures that they are allocated

with similar VMs. On the other hand, the VMs that are considered legit

VMs can specify a different level of values, leading to allocating them

together. As such, this model, with other allocation behaviour study is

worth considering for future direction.

• Extending the proposed model to include tasks allocation on the hardware

level in addition to the VMs level, as proposed. In other words, it depends

on controlling the allocation of tasks on CPUs and caches to allocate

them securely and reduce data leakage through the side channels. It

includes classifying the tasks according to the user behaviour and allocate

their tasks accordingly.
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Appendix A

PuLP: Linear Programming Solver

A.1 Definition of PuLP

PuLP is an open-source linear programming solver package that utilises python

programming to solve an optimisation problem. It allows solving the optimisa-

tion problem represented in the form of mathematical programs to produce an

optimal solution. To clarify, mathematical programming (MP) represents a

desirable situation in a mathematical model to find the optimal solution.

Figure A.1: The Process of Implementing PuLP

It starts by defining the problem of a current situation, such as a scheduling

problem of an item. Then, create a model of this problem in mathematical form,

subject to a set of constraints, to produce many potential acceptable solutions.

One solution will be selected from the produced solutions and considered the

optimal solution, thus calling this process an optimisation. Therefore, PuLP

is a tool that specified in solving optimisation problems and contributes to
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helping of decision-making process using Python programming [70].

A.2 The Process of Implementing PuLP

PuLP follows a defined process to obtain the optimal solution of a given

situation, as illustrated in Figure A.1.

A.2.1 First Step

The first step of the PuLP process starts by describing the problem that

represents the optimisation objective, which is subject to constraints. This step,

describing the model, includes describing the data and variables contributing

to the optimal solution. For example, in this work, the problem description

obtains a secure VMs allocation where the target VMs are allocated separately

from the malicious VMs. In other words, the objective is to minimise the

situations where the malicious co-residency may occur in the VMs allocation

process. This objective is subject to constraints such as the availability of

resources and utilising few numbers of the available PMs.

A.2.2 Second Step

The second step of the PuLP process is to develop the mathematical model

using Python language. This process involves identifying the decision variables,

the objective function, the constraints and the data needed for solving the

model. The decision variables are the variables that decide to consider or not

consider a potential solution based on the optimisation problem objective. For

example, the decision variables will aim to select the VMs allocation with

minimum malicious co-residency in our work. The decision variable could be a

variable defined from given data or produced function.

Furthermore, developing the mathematical model includes defining the

objective function representing the desired optimal solution from the prob-

lem description. Alternatively stated, in our work, for example, the goal is

minimising the malicious co-residency of a given potential allocation. Other

situations may require maximising the objective function depending on the

description of the problem and the desired outcome. Moreover, in the second
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step, defining the constraints contributes to selecting the optimal solutions for

the optimisation objective. In other words, the constraints are the ones related

to bound the model to achieve its purpose. For example, the allocation of

VMs should not exceed the available resources of the PMs. Lastly, defining the

data needed for the model or the variables needed to formulate the objective

function, constraints, and optimal solutions. For instance, in this work, the

variables are the VMs with all their related data, such as the VMs type, the

number of VMs, the resources of each VM. Also, the PMs data such as number

of PMs, available resources.

A.2.3 Third Step

The third step is to solve the model to have the optimal solution to the

described problem. The produced solution considers, in many cases, the best

possible solution of the given described problem and constraints. The solution

produced in this process, optimal solution, relies on describing and developing

the problem, or in some cases, the quality of the available data, i.e., the best

solution may not necessarily be the optimal one. For this reason, it is vital to

perform an extensive analysis of the process for producing the optimal solution

in order to examine the produced solution. Thus, possible modification of the

developed model, including the objective function, or constraints may introduce

to refine the solution and obtain better results. Further, the analysis includes

examining the different situations in which the optimal solutions may change,

hence, altering the given problem’s constraints and performing a continuous

comparison. Moreover, the validation must be made to understand the meaning

of the produced solution and the behaviour of different situations.

A.2.4 Fourth Step

The last step is to implement the solution if the solution is valid and does

not require any modification. The most challenging of this step is to translate

the produced solution from mathematical form and raw data to a meaningful

behaviour to the described problem. For example, in this work, the produced

output is set of VMs allocation presented in a form of raw data that shows

each selected VM and its allocated PM.
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Appendix B

CloudSim: Simulation tool for cloud

environments

Cloud Simulation (CloudSim) is an open-source cloud simulation environment

that builds based on cloud system workloads that aim to simulate the provi-

sioning of cloud computing systems. Therefore, it contributes to providing a

valuable estimate of the expected outcome of certain situations and an initial

understanding of the behaviour of the allocation process. Generally, cloud

simulators are helpful to provide a solution and projection of the real-world

scenarios; thus, we utilise CloudSim to examine our proposed algorithms [18].

This section will explain the components of CloudSim utilised by our work and

the process flow that CloudSim follows to allocate the VMs in the simulation

environments.

B.1 CloudSim Architecture

Figure B.1: The Data flow of CloudSim Components

CloudSim is a powerful simulation tool that can simulate different aspects

related to the CCEs architecture. For instance, it can simulate the performance,
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power consumption, SLAs violation and security of different levels of the CCEs.

Including, but not limited to, Data Centre (DC), PMs, VMs and VMs tasks

simulations. It also can simulate the VMs allocation and VMs migration of

different objectives. For example, a VMs allocation that aims to allocate the

VMs to balance the power consumption of the selected PMs, or as in our work,

a secure VMs allocation that aim to minimise the malicious co-residency.

As shown in Figure B.1, CloudSim has several components and a defined

process in the simulation environment. These components relate to VMs

allocation and migration, including Cloud Information Service (CIS), DC

broker, and DC resources.

B.1.1 Cloud Information Service

The CIS act as a resources registration for the components in the simulation

environments where all the cloud resources information are registered and

discovered by the cloud broker. In other words, the cloud broker, labelled as

data centre broker in Figure B.1, can discover the resources current situations

and allocation process through the CIS. The CIS is also responsible for notifying

the other components of simulation completion.

B.1.2 Data Centre Broker

The DC broker acted as an intermediate between cloud users’ demanded

infrastructure resources and available resources in the cloud environment. For

example, when a user requires specific cloud services to be hosted on the cloud,

the cloud broker will then work as a cloud consultant for the user. It will start

the negotiation with the CIS to obtain the required resources information and

allocate them for this user if they comply with the objective of the allocation,

for example, security objectives.

B.1.3 Data Centre

The data centre resources include the information related to the computing

resources of the PMs and VMs and the processing of the tasks. Firstly, the

data centre has information related to the infrastructure resources of the data

centre. Including the characteristics of the data centre, for example, the system
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architecture, the operating systems, the hypervisors, the PMs, the storages,

the VMs allocation policy utilised, the time zones for each cluster of the data

centre and the cost of utilising data centre entities.

Secondly, the information about the PMs, which is also part of the data

centre, includes the PMs’ hardware information such as the number and size of

CPUs, PMs storages, the bandwidth of PMs, and the VM processing scheduling

policy for each PM. Thirdly, the information about the VMs, which includes

the VMs, require resources information such as the number and size of CPUs,

PMs storage, the bandwidth of VMs and the task scheduling policy for each

task allocated to be processed on the VM.

Finally, the tasks that need to be processed act as the intended application

from each VM. For example, it can be considered a web application hosted on

a VM or a database environment. The tasks include the task size, processing

time, processing element (CPUs core of the hosted VM), and the ID for the

task. The tasks can be created as a synthetic unit acting as an actual processing

data or imported externally from other sources.

B.1.4 Scheduling and Allocation Policy

The scheduling policy on the PMs is different from the allocation policy

mentioned under the data centre characteristics. The allocation policy, or as

we refer to as the VMs allocation policy, is responsible for allocating the VMs

into the available PMs based on the defined allocation policy.

On the other hand, the scheduling policy, defined under the PMs character-

istics, is responsible for managing and controlling the processing of the VMs

sharing the same PM. In other words, if we have two VMs sharing the same

PM, then the defined scheduling policy will decide which VM can allocate

more resources than the other VM and at which time.

There are two types of scheduling policy, time-shared and spaced-shared;

time-shared means that the VMs sharing the same PM can be processed on the

same computing hardware, for example on the same CPU core, but in different

time stamps. These VMs can be scheduled based on the defined requirement

for each VMs and the scheduling policy. However, the space-shared allocate

a specific space for each VM, and it will be allocated for this VM all the
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processing time.

B.2 CloudSim Data Flow

As illustrated in Figure B.1, the process of CloudSim starts by registering each

data centre entity, or component, in the CIS. The registration includes all

the information related to the DCs and their available resources such as PMs,

VMs and other components. Moreover, it includes registering the detailed

characteristics of each entity of the DC, such as network topology, storage

structure and the DCs architecture.

After registering the components in CIS, the DC broker will start to

collect the user requirements for computing resources, which includes the

characteristics of the tasks, the required VMs and PMs. The user requirements

vary based on the simulation objectives and the assumption made for utilising

the simulation. For instance, some of the simulation scenarios only require

defining the characteristics of the tasks; then, the DC broker will identify the

computing resources requires for these tasks. Meaning, it will define the DC

in which the tasks will be processed, if there are many DCs defined, and the

required number of VMs and PMs. On the other hand, in our work, we study

the secure VMs allocation behaviour. Thus we defined the tasks, the VMs

and the PMs characteristics to study how the allocation behaviour yields to a

secure allocation under different situations.

Afterwards, based on the requirements collected by the user and the DC

characteristics defined in the CIS, the DC broker will communicate with the

selected DC to start the process of the resource’s allocation. The selection of

which resources are to host the user requirements depends on different levels

and factors. For instance, if the simulation environment is defined with many

DCs and the objective is to obtain a DC that can host specific user requirements

related to data levels, such as data availability or geographic location, the DC

broker will select the DC to complies with the data requirements.

Additionally, as in our work, if the objective is to obtain a VM allocation,

that result in achieving a desirable goal, such as secure VM allocation, power

consumption minimisation, or load balancing of the VMs. Then, the DC
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broker will select the PMs based on the defined VMs allocation algorithm

that complies with the requirements of the allocation algorithm. Further, the

allocation could be implemented to the lower level of the cloud environments,

i.e., on the tasks level. In this case, the DC broker decides which tasks can be

hosted and processed on which DC, PMs and VMs, depends on the defined

task allocation policy.

Ultimately, the allocation and selection of the computing resources, or DCs,

depends on the objective of the allocation policy and at which level of the

cloud environment needs to be simulated.

B.3 NetworkCloudSim: Network-based simulation

extended from CloudSim

In our work, we utilised a network-based simulation called Network Cloud

Simulation (NetCloudSim) [36]. It is an extension of the CloudSim that can

support network entities simulation of the cloud environment. NetCloudSim

follows the same process described earlier in CloudSim; however, it can simulate

networks entities. These entities include network topologies, network switches

levels, the latency of the switches, bandwidth of network levels, and resource

allocation based on the network specifications.

Specifically, NetCloudSim offers the ability to modify the architecture of

the DC to a network-aware DC to obtain more realistic results. As shown in

Figure 6.2, it includes adding the switches entities that are utilised to define

the connectivity between the hardware components of the DC. Alternatively

stated, identifying the network topology of the entire DC, including the PMs,

the switches connectivity. Hence, defining the network relation between each

VM hosted in the cloud environment. NetCloudSim defines the switches into

three levels; root, aggregation and edge switch.

Firstly the root switch, or the core switch, is the switch that connects

the internal network of the DC to the external network. Thus, the packet

flow of this switch is downlink to other network entities defined, for example,

aggregation and edge switches. The downlink means that the flow of the packet

is directed from the internet, external network, to the devices in the internal
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network. In contrast, the upper link is in the opposite direction. Secondly,

the aggregation switch, which is defined in NetCloudSim as the switch entity,

connects the switches in the upper level with the switches in the lower level of

network topology. Therefore, the packet flow of this switch is either a downlink

or upper link, depends on the traffic requirements for each situation. Lastly,

the edge switch, which is the switch that connects directly to the PMs or other

hardware components; hence, the packet flow of this switch is an upper link.

Overall, NetCloudSim can be utilised for many objectives related to re-

sources allocation or optimisation. For instance, it is helpful for resources

delay calculation when the packet flow is measured between cloud entities. In

our work, we utilised the NetCloudSim to define a network-based DC with

specific network topology and defined the relation between hardware entities.

Therefore, the defined DC network topology controls the resources allocation

and migration between cloud components based on the allocation and migration

policy objectives.

B.4 Algorithms, VMs Arrival and Network Integra-

tion to CloudSim

The previous sections explained the CloudSim data flow and their main com-

ponents, including user requirements specification to VMs allocation. Moreover,

we explained the process of the network-based extension of CloudSim, which is

NetCloudSim that simulate networks entities. This section will explain how the

integration has been made to the CloudSim environment to simulate the defined

algorithms, the scenario of VMs arrivals, and the network topology. Overall,

most of the components of CloudSim, in Figure B.2, have been modified during

this project’s development, but here we only focus on the major components.
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Figure B.2: CloudSim Architecture [18].

B.4.1 VMs Arrival Integration

The VMs arrival scenarios defined in section 5.6.1 have been integrated into

the simulation specification layer, specifically in the cloud scenario components,

which means that before starting the execution of the VMs allocation, these

requirements are identified. Therefore, the VMs arrival is defined at this stage.

B.4.2 VMs Allocation Integration

The five algorithms SS, SRS, PSSF, Rand and RR has been implemented in the

VM provisioning component under the cloud service layer. The provisioning

includes creating VMs on the selected PMs according to the defined steps of

each algorithm, i.e., VMs allocation behaviour. Moreover, according to the

availability of the resources such as CPU, RAM and storage.

B.4.3 VMs Migration Integration

The VMs migration algorithm is implemented under the data centre component

in the cloud resources layer and the VM provisioning components under the

cloud service layer. The VMs migration only triggers if the allocation algorithm

cannot obtain a secure allocation. As such, the VMs provisioning will notify

the data centre of the failed allocation, which will trigger the VMs migration

by the data centre, then the event will return to the VMs provisioning for

allocating the VMs selected for migration. Afterwards, the VM provisioning
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will continue to allocate the VM that triggers the migration again, as explained

in each algorithm step.

B.4.4 Network Integration

The network topology, utilised by NetCloudSim for simulating the graph-based

allocation, is implemented under the network topology component in the net-

work layer. In this component, we created the data centre topology to identify

the network connection between the PMs based on Fat-Tree architecture. The

VM provisioning and data centre components will utilise the topology during

the VMs allocation and migration.

B.4.5 CloudSim Validation

We validated the results generated by CloudSim to identify two main outcomes.

First, identify whether the produced allocation followed the identified behaviour

by the VM provisioning component. Second, whether the requested VMs

allocated and followed the allocation scenarios, such as the arrival of VMs. In

the first part, we started with a small number of VMs for each algorithm and

examined them against many allocation scenarios. Each scenario is printed

and validated manually to ensure that the allocation steps are followed. In the

second part, we created many functions responsible for validating that each

VM is allocated, the resources are met, the structure of PMs are, VMs for each

scenario are met, and the migration validation. For example, if some VMs

are failed to obtain allocation, the function responsible for this part will be

triggered. It will show a failure in the result; as such, the outcome will be

disqualified, and the failure will be fixed.
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Appendix C

Microsoft Azure: Traces of VMs Workload

in Azure Data Centre

In our proposed algorithms and part of the experiments’ examination, one

of the goals is to examine the effect of VM allocations when the resources of

the VMs are heterogeneous. Subsequently, we required realistic traces of the

VMs from an existing cloud provider to examine our algorithms under actual

heterogeneous VMs traces. Thus, we utilised the Azure VMs traces published

by the Microsoft team, which contains the VMs workload of Azure DC [22].

C.1 VMs workload characteristics

The Azure’s VM workload contains comprehensive information about the

lifetime of the VMs in Azure cloud systems. It includes VMs resources such as

VMs lifetime, CPUs and memory utilisation, and the VMs users information.

The duration of the VMs traces was collected from the Azure cloud data centre

for 30 consecutive days. The related details of the VMs trace to our work as

follow:

• Subscription ID: The subscription refers to the user who owns the VM;

each user has a unique subscription identification. A group of VMs might

share the same subscription ID if they belong to the same user.

• Deployment ID: The deployment refers to the nature of the VMs

launched for a specific purpose by the user. For example, a user may

wish to select a group of VMs to perform specific tasks, a web applica-
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tion hosting. Furthermore, these VMs can be deployed under specific

requirements; for instance, the location of these VMs are chosen to be

in a specific place. Thus, the user, or CSP consultant, may host these

VMs under the exact deployment identification. Subsequently, one user

with one subscription ID may have many deployment IDs based on the

needed requirements.

• Count VMs created: The count of the VMs in the Azure traces are

2.6 million VMs with 6687 subscription IDs. We only utilised one VM

from each user to increase the heterogeneity level between VMs upon

their arrival in our work. We will explain further in the following section.

• VM lifetime: The VMs lifetime includes the arrival of the VMs, which

is the created time of the VM until the VMs terminated. As we study the

effect of VMs arrival under different scenarios and structures, this traces

provide a realistic VMs arrival with heterogeneous structure. We focus

mainly on the arrival time of the VMs with their resources requirements.

• VMs CPUs and RAM: The VMs trace provides extensive information

about the structure of the CPUs and RAMs assigned to the VMs. The

CPU cores requirements range from 2-30 CPU cores, while the size of

the RAMs requirements ranges from 2-70 RAM size. Moreover, the

traces provides information about CPU and RAM utilisation for each

VM, including the maximum and minimum utilisation. The utilisation

information is essential for research focusing on power consumption

optimisation or VMs migration based on utilisation threshold. However,

in our work, we only required the information related to the RAM sizes

for each VMs with their CPU cores count.

C.2 Integration with CloudSim

The motivation behind utilising Azure workloads is to produce a set of hetero-

geneous VMs in the matter of resources structure. As we described earlier, we

have a group of subscription IDs, refer as cloud users, and each one can have

many VMs. The problem with the existing tracers is that each cloud user can
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have many VMs with the structure of the same resources, making the structure

of the VMs non-heterogeneous. For example, a user X owns 150 VMs, and

all these VMs have the same CPU and RAM, 2 CPU core and 4 RAM size.

In this part of our work, we want to examine the effect of the heterogeneous

VMs on the secure VMs allocation; thus, we made further steps to the existing

workloads to fits our purpose.

Figure C.1: Integration of Azure VMs workload with CloudSim

As illustrated in Figure C.1, we purposed a cleaning of the VMs traces to

produce a group of VMs with a heterogeneous structure. The cleaning step of

the data is simple yet effective to our purpose, which performs a selection of

one VM from each cloud user. Alternatively stated, from each subscription

ID, we only select one VM belonging to this ID, producing 6687 VMs with a

heterogeneous structure. Performing this step does not imply that the existing

VMs traces are not heterogeneous; on the contrary, they are heterogeneous,

but not enough to fits our purpose. For instance, when a group of VMs,

belonging to the same user with similar arrival time examine and VMs recourse

structure, they will perform as non-heterogeneous VMs. Our goal is to examine

the heterogeneous VMs from a realistic cloud provider, and the cleaning step

contributes to this objective. Afterwards, these VMs traces will be loaded by

CloudSim and created on the simulation environment to be simulated under

different conditions and structures.
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